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Applications of M.ultinuclear Magnetic Resonance to the
Characterisation of Zeolites
by
ROBIN CHALLONER
Abstract
The following research is primarily concerned with the
characterisation of the novel, unidimensional, zeolite theta-1
by solid-state multinuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Some study has also been made of the zeolites ZSM-5 and NaY.
The high-silica form of as-synthesised theta-1 is studied
by high-resolution

13

c

and

29

si MASNHR.

The

13

C spectra are

interpreted as showing the presence of both neutral and protonated
diethylamine template molecules.

These observations are dis-

cussed in terms of the possible presence of acid sites and their
spatial distribution.

The

29

si NMR results are consistent with

the template molecules occupying the 10-T channels only.

The

29 si spin-lattice relaxation mechanism is investigated under a
variety of conditions.

Changes in the

29

si NMR spectra on cal-

cination indicate the possibility of a minor framework rearrangement.
Theta-1 synthesised using a diethanolamine template is also
investigated.

The template distribution is examined, and evid-

ence for structural modification by the presence of the template is
presented.

The nature of the non-framework aluminium species

produced on hydrothermal dealumination and the broad linewidths
·
·
o b serve d f or sue h spec1es
1n

27

.
t 1ga
'
t ed .
A1 NrMR are a 1 so 1nves

The signal response to the application of a single pulse of
finite duration to a system of

r= 3 /2

nuclei is used to illustrate

the differences between selective and non-selective excitation of
the central transition, and the requirements for quantitivity.

A

series of model compounds is investigated by quadrupole nutation
NMR, and more complex zeolite systems containing quadrupolar nuclei
are investigated by a variety of techniques.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

2

1.1

Introduction
Zeolites were first recognised as a new class of

material in 1T56.

The word zeolite- was derived from two

Greek words meaning to boil and a stone.

Subsequent study

has since revealed the remarkable ability of zeolites to
function as molecular sieves.

As microporous solids with

a range of uniform pore sizes, zeolites may selectively
adsorb or reject molecules depending on their molecular size.
Thus, Ca-exchanged zeolite Linde A can separate n-paraffins
from a mixture of hydrocarbons.

Highly polar zeolite

crystals have the added ability to selectively absorb polar
molecules in the presence of non-polar molecules.

The

industrial uses of molecular sieving include thorough drying
of organics, separation of hydrocarbons,and the removal of
NH 3 and

cs 2 from industrial qases.

Zeolites often possess high ion-exchange selectivities
for certain cations,and cations neutralizing the electrical
charge of the zeolite framework may be exchanged for other
catibn~

in solution.

Important applications include the

collection of harmful products of nuclear fission, water
softening and the recovery of precious elements.
The catalytic activity of zeolites was discovered in
the late 1950s and has become the most important commercial
application of zeolites.

A whole range of zeolite catalysts

have been developed for reactions such as cracking, hydrocracking, oxidation and isomerization of hydrocarbons.

The

high-silica zeolite ZSM-5 is a powerful catalyst for the isomerization of

c 8 aromatics to isometrically pure xylenes,

3

for ethylene synthesis and catalytic dewaxing,and for the
conversion of methanol to gasoline in a single
sten
.
.

.

During the last 10 years, high-resolution solid-state
NMR spectroscopy has contributed greatly to our knowledge
and understanding of zeolites.

Information concerning

the formation, structure, and structural modification has
been obtained.

In spite of the vast number of research

publications concerning the application of solid-state NMR
to zeolites, the ever increasing number of publications bears
witness to the many areas in the zeolite field that have been
left unexplored.
1.2

Organisation of the thesis
A brief summary of the contents of the chapters is

given below:
Chapter Two contains a review of basic solid-state NMR
theory.

The important nuclear spin interactions in the

solid-&tate,and methods of reducing the linebroadening influences of dipolar, chemical shift and

q~adrup()1.?lf' ~inter-

actions arising from their anisotropic nature are discussed.
An introduction to density matrix theory and a discussion of
relaxation phenomena are also given.
Chapter Three is concerned with the experimental considerations.

The pulse sequences used and a description of the

experimental procedures used are discussed.

A brief review

of the nuclei studied (with relevance to zeolites) is given,
as is a description of the
acterise the zeolites.

non-N~R

techniques used to char-

4

Chapter Four contains a detailed description of each of the
zeolites investigated.
of the zeolites both by

The structural characterisation
29

si NMR and XRD is discussed.

Chapter Five starts by considering the effedt of a finite
pulse duration on a system of half-integer spin quadrupolar
nuclei by a density matrix calculation.

The results are

used to illustrate the conditions required for quantitative
analysis of such nuclei and the natural extension of the
results to the 2D nutation experiment is considered.

A

series of model compounds is investigated by nutation experiments under a variety of conditions.

The results of the

first part of the chapter are then used to investigate unusual behaviour observed in both the aluminium spectrum of
NH 4 +-ZSM-5 on dehydration and in the sodium spectrum of fully
hydrated NaY zeolite.
Chapter Six discusses the results of a multinuclear magnetic
resonance study of high-silica theta-1.

13

c N~R indicates

the presence of two types of organic diethylamine template
and this is interpreted in terms
acid sites.

o~

the possible presence of

Information on the spatial distribution of the

acid site is also

p~ovided.

Corroborating evidence for a

further removed crystallographic site from the main channel
29
29
of theta-1 is provided by
si NMR, and changes in the
si
~MR

spectrum on calcination provide evidence for a minor frame-

work rearrangement.

An investigation is also made of the

29 s.
. 1 a tt.1ce re 1 axa t.1on mec h an1sms
.
. t h eta- 1 un d er a
1 sp1n1n
variety of conditions.

5

Chapter Seven is mainly concerned with the results of a
multinuclear magnetic resonance study of theta-1 synthesised
with- -a -dieth-anulamtne- t-emplate, but-with some reference -to
ZSM-5 and its gallium-containing analogue.

In the case

of theta-1, the results are interpreted in terms of the
modifications arising in the

29

si NMR spectrum as a result

of the presence of the diethanolamine template, the use of
the template as a probe for both bulk and surface acid sites,
and the nature of the template interaction with the surface.
The bulk acid sites are also observed directly by

1

H NMR

and are further characterised by temperature programn1ed desorption of ammonia.

The hydrothermal dealumination of

both theta-1 and ZSM-5 is performed under strong conditions
and the resulting samples are analysed by both quantitative
27

Al NMR and temperature programmed desorption of ammonia

(in the case of theta-1) .

The linebroadening mechanism of

the non-framework aluminium species is considered, and
finally the application of multiple-pulse type sequences to
quadrupolar nuclei is investiga,ted.

6

CHAPTER TWO
BASIC SOLID-STATE NMR THEORY

7

2.1

Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy studies the

behaviour of certain atomic nuclei, namely those which have
magnetic moments arising from their possessing "spin", in
the presence of an

a~plied

magnetic field B0

•

For a

nucleus with a spin quantum number I, the Zeeman interaction results in 2I+l separate energy levels between which
transitions may be caused by absorption of suitable electromagnetic radiation.

The splitting of the energy levels,

and the frequency of the required radiation, is determined
by the spin Hamil·tonian:
h

-1"
H

A

z = -L;y.B
. · 1.-o .I.
.. 1

(2.1)

l

where I. is the spin vector operator and
~l

ratio of the nucleus i.

yi the gyromagnetic

The Zeeman interaction is usually

the largest to which a nuclear spin

~s

subjected, although

the nuclear spin is typically subject to a number of physic1
ally different interactions .

Some of these are related to

the apparatus and some to the physical properties of the sample.
Some cause shifts, while others cause broadening of the NMR
lines.

The nuclear spin Hamiltonian may be represented by

the sum:
( 2 • 2)

where in addition to the Zeeman term which accounts for the
interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the applied
B0

field, there are terms corresponding to the coupling of the

nuclear spins with;

the time-dependent radiofrequency field

A

B1 (l£r£), each other through their magnetic dipole moments
(Up) , electric field

gradi~nts

(UQ) , one another via electron

8

spins

(RJ), induced magnetic fields originating from orbital

motions of electrons (Res), and the magnetic moment associated
with the molecular angular momentum (RSR).
HZ and Hrf are the so-called external Hamiltonians and
are under the control of the experimentalist, while of the
remaining internal terms,

n ,
0

H and HCS are the most important
0
....

for the solids studied in this thesis.

HJ and HSR are

unimportant in the context of this thesis and are consequently
disregarded from further discussion.
All of the intrinsic spin interactions are anisotropic
and in a solid, the spin interactions yield NMR frequencies
which depend on the orientation of the magnetic field with
respect to the molecular or crystal axes.

In the case of

powders such as zeolite samples, all possible orientations of
the crystallites are present and many frequencies are simultaneously observed, which leads to broad, featureless spectra
in the absence of the high-resolution techniques outlined belovl.
The situation is in contrast to the solution state where the
anisotropy of these interactions is

av~raged

by the tumbling

of the molecules.
If no account is taken of the sum over the nuclear
magnetic moments (or over the pairs i, k of them), the spin
interactions described quantum mechanically in terms of the
1 2
appropriate Hamiltonians may be expressed as ' :
( 2 • 3)

The coefficients CA are typical constants for each interaction mechanism.

1 is the nuclear spin vector operator,

RA a second rank tensor and AA a vector which may be the same

9

spin vector in the case of the quadrupole interaction or
another spin vector in the case of the dipolar interaction.
The quantities CA, RA, and AA are shown in Table 2.1

TABLE 2.1

z

The interaction Hamiltonians

Name

CA

Zeeman a

y

cs

Chemical
shift a

D

Dipole-dipole

Q

Quadrupole

A
Ra B
0

y

a
~0

- 2 yiykh41T

eQ
2I(2I-l)h

a

2

b

~

IaBB
B ={0,0,B
0
6

aB

}

aB

-3
e -o a )r.k
1
6
6

~(3e

'Vet'V

r = 'e x
"' aL "'et B

vaB
Iv a a =

0

a

aSubscript i on y, I, a and Q omitted.
b

Kronecker symbol.

The tensor
R.

~1so

~

may be divided into the sum of isotropic,

, antisymmetric, R
~

. , and symmetric, R
parts.
asym
~sym

These parts are given by

2

R = l/3Tr ~

R.

= Roas

R

= ~(RaB

R

= ~(RaB + R Ba)

~1SO

~asym

~sym

-

( 2. 5)

RBa)

-

Ro

aB

The tensors ~D and ~Q are traceless (R=O)
__ cs
The tensor R
~

( 2 • 4)

-- g

( 2 • 6)

and symmetric

· a 11 th ree par t s.
may con t a1n

However, since the antisymmetric part of g is difficult to

10

measure because of its small macnitude, Res is considered
-

to be a symmetric tensor.

:0:

For each tensor, a frame of

principal axes X, Y, Z exists with tensor components RXX'

Ryy' RZZ' and the axes are chosen so that
( 2 7)
0

In this frame the traceless symmetric part of R can be
written as
~(n-1)

=

R

:o:sym

0

0

0

0

-!2 ( n+l)

0

0

0

1

( 2 8)
0

where 0 = Rzz - R
and

o

11

= (Rxx

-

( 2 9)
0

is the anisotropy and

interaction.

0

Ryy)/o
11

~

11

~

1

(2 10)
0

the asymmetry parameter of the

These parameters are indicated in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2

Elements of interaction tensors in the principal
axis frame X, Y, z7

t.

R

cs

= 1/3

a = 1/3 (axx + ayy + azz)

azz-a

axx
azz

D

1/r

0

3

0

vzz=eq

The interaction Hamiltonian r1ay be

-

ayy
a

0

lr.kl=r
'\,J.
Q

Orientation
of X,Y,Z

n

tr~

vxx

Z I axis
greatest
screening

of

zJir.
k
'\,l.

-

Vyy

vzz

ex~ressed

z 1 axis of
greatest EFG

in soherical

1 2
tensor components ' :

+ -~
h-lUA

=

CA~=~,2 ~I-~

(-l)m Aim Ti-m

(2.11)

TABLE 2. 3

Irreducible tenso,r operators T 9 (.t=O, 2) for the interaction Hamil tonianp Il;..
(A = CS,Q,D) and 'tensor compone~ts A~m in spherical coordinateso
The
components A 1m aie given for the principal axes systems of the different
tensors B .I+ = I
± ~I ,S+ = S ± iS
.\

A

-

,A

A

-

X

A

y

A

-

A

y

X

Hamiltonians
Tensors
T
A

Chemical shift
(CS)

Too

1
- - -

Q.m,

Zm

T20

Dipolar I - S

Quadrupole
(Q)

1-3

I z B0

"'
1
-(I2)

2
- ff,

I z B0

_1_ [

13
16

(D)

-

3I 2
z

+~ri+i
- z +

-

1

. . . ""
{I~)

1

[3I" S"' - IS)
z z

13

"<

]:z 1
-

16

,...,

T2±1

:t~i B
± 0

T2±2

0

kr2

1:2±

0

0

;·_~0
2 0

!l-aD

0

0

0

~ 11 cs 8 cs

~nQoQ

0

2

Aao

=

R

a

A20

=

I ~0

1138

A2±1
A2±2

=

~no

2 cs

±

~-

i z i ±1

,..

,...

+~[I±sz + I z S ± ]
"

"

s

± ±

1-'
1-'

12

The elements of the tensors A,,,m and T"1v-m in spherical
coordinates can be expressed through
c~rtesjan

tensors Ras and TaS in

t~e

components of the

coordinates (Table 2.3}.

The components of A .Q,m are only given for the principal axis
system (PAS) of the different tensors
spherical tensors Aim in a new frame

~A' because the
(x;

y;

z') are related

to the components A 2 m by Wigner rotation matrices D~. (~,8,~)
m m
1 2
in the form ' :
2

A •n~

=

!vlll

I

rn :.: .: - _,n_

D~

(
)
m • m a I B , y A,,1v m ,

(2.12)

The coordinates a,B,y are the Eulerian angles for the
rotation of the PAS in the new

fr~~e.

For the following

cases, only the rotation R.atrices with 9-=2 are required
(Table2.4).
2
The Higner rotation matrices :

TA3LE 2.4

D. (~,S,y)=d • (3)ex;:J[i{m'y+Illl't))a
mm
mm.
-

2

m

l

2

0

1(1+
') 2
~ -(-)COS;:

+ (-) 2

r

+ (-) , ·;as i:-.2.8

+ (-) l
0

'

aD 2

Om ( 0:,

b

For

~

3cos 2 ,9--1

f~l'

. 2
·; :JSlr1 B

)

AJT ,

!3 ' '( = ;· 5 ~12 1.1

= -1 , -2

2

fa

IP, (J

2
(
~· r,,. 0 ~,

n

)
•

8 , 'Y

) _ (_)
-

!":'.'

A -;;,'2m , ( 0
Is

I "(

_
use t h e eauat1on
d 2 , = ( -·l) m '+m d 2 , .
-rn -m ·
mm

)

_-_,-'

z

X

Figure 2.1: Definition of angles used in the descipiion of the internal H?miltonians.
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2.2

The internal Hamiltonians
2.2.1

Dioolar interaction
In the principal axis system, the interaction
2

Hamiltonian may be expressed as :
(2.13)
Use of equation (2.12) and Table 2.4 leads to an expYession
for

2

t~e

Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame ;

(-1)~2 m (0.k
~.k)TD2 -n
1 , 1
with the s9herical harmonics Y2 m,and 0ik anG

~ik

(2.14)

the

polar and azimuthal angles of the vector r.k (Figure 2.1).
'Vl

The secular

ter~

of the homodipolar Hamiltonian

expressing the interaction between an ensemble of similar
spins is given by:

For an isol=tted pair -(-i,k)

the N:-.tR spectrum sh0 tlS
1

a doublet WiL~ resonance frequencies 2 :

=

v

\>/here

~

v

,

= -:::;=...: 1T

v

0

3 .(2~
1"-

·~
3

::

~v

(2.16)

lJ

•___Jl

(2.17)

4 ;r

4rik

In the heterodipolar case, the secular part
of the Hamiltonian for
Y ..- Y r 'hll
-'~

L.)

4Tir

t"YIO

isolated spins is given by:

0

3

(2.18)

15

.
by2
and the splitting frequency is now g1ven
1

t.v

=2TI·

yiyS"h • 1-lo
3
4n
4riS

(2.19)

..-'"-.

~-

·.

z

~---=------'>Y
D
I
I

I

..

i
'oJ

X
t=igure 2.2: Defini1ion of the angles used in the description of magic angle spinning.

'.J
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Consideration of the above equations reveals
that the dipolar coupling is strongly dependent on the internuclear distance and is only i_Il!port;ant _for _nuclei that are
close to one another.

In the case of zeolites, isotopic

29

dilution of such spins as

si or

13

c

ensures that the homo-

dipolar interaction between these spins is small due to large
.
3
average rik d 1stances .

27

Al-

27

A similar situation occurs for the

Al interaction.

In spite of being isotopically

abundant, the aluminium nuclei are never neighbours in the
framework.

For the heterodipolar case, large r.
distances
1k

between the nuclei referred to above ensure only a small
heterodipolar interaction.
The dipolar interaction may be averaged to zero
by either
(i)

~otional

effects (i) or magic angle spinning (ii):

~olecules such as water 3 in the

Random motion of

zeolite pores averages the dipolar interaction to
2
1;
zero because the isotopic average cos eik =
3.

(ii)

Rapid sample spinning at a frequency wr about an
axis

iriclin~d

to B

'\JO

e k time-dependent.
1
4,5
expresse d by

by an angle B renders the angles
The time-dependence may be

cosJ.k=cosS.cosJ~k+sinS.sine~k.cos(w
L
1
1
r t+~~k)
1

(2.20)

where o;k is the angle betv-1een the internuclear vector ~ik
0

and the spinning axis and¢ik is the azimuthal angle of vector
r.k at t=o (Figure 2.2).

'\.,1

into equation

Substitution of this expression

(2.15) results in a Hamiltonian consisting of

two parts, a mean value ~d independent of time t

and a time

4
dependent part Hd(t) periodic with w~ and zero mean value :

15

=

Hd

(2.21)

Hd + Hd(t)

2. 2
yIn J..i
i1. ~,
~ Fk
2
Hd=~(3cos B-1) L ~.
°~ (I.J!.<-3I I ) (3cos eik:-1)
3
z z
l.· <k 41T r ik "' "'
2. 2
)
J.: Y1n
....
Rd ( t) = i<k
2 •
0
{
i. ik
3riik>
"v
"v
3
z z
41Trik

-

2

\

J..l

(2. 22)

<i

.

0

3/2 sin2 B. sin20 ~k . cos ( w t + <P ik)
r
. 2
. 2 ,.
0
+ 3/2 s~n e.sl.n eik" cos(2w t+ 2 <Pik)
r

(2.23)
}

Similar expressions are obtained in the heteronuclear case.
<3cos

2

It may be shown that

e.k-1>=~(3cos

l.

2

6

2 "'
e-1) (3cos e.k-1)
~

(2.24)

The parameter eik is fixed for a rigid solid,
though like eik' it takes all possible values if the material
is a powder.

The term

~(3cos 2 e-l) therefore acts as a

scaling factor on the dipolar powder pattern and the angle
is experimentally accessible unlike eik·

Thus the time-

averaged homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian Rd is zero when B
to 54°44"'.
l.· s eaual
1
nuclear)

Dipolar broadening (homo- and hetero-

can in principle be eliminated by spinning at the

"magic-angle"

(54°44"').

The time-dependent part Hd(t) gives

rise to spinning sidebands separated from the centreband by
multiples of w when the spinning frequency is high enough.
r

The heterodipolar interaction gives rise to an
inhomogeneous linebroadening which may be eliminated even if
the spinning frequency is much less than the linewidth of the
static spectrum.

The homodipolar interaction is, however,

homogeneously broadened and in order to average to zero by
magic angle spinning, the spinning frequency must exceed the
linewidth of the static interaction.

16

For most of the dipolar interactions in zeolites,
spinning frequencies of several kilohertz are sufficient to
eliminate the small broadenings that would otherwise result.
One exception is the

~- ~ homodipolar interaction of tern-

plate molecules in the channels where anisotropic molecular
motion is unlikely to reduce the magnitude of the interaction
to less than 24kHz.

This is in excess of the achievable

spinning frequencies and recourse has to be made to multiplepulse methods.

This involves the application of a series

of phase alternated pulses that make the time-average of
the operator term ( i:

~ik-3ri z I k z ) zero and thus eliminate

•v .rv

homonuclear dipolar broadening.
High-power proton decoupling is used for the
removal of +H-

13

c

heterodipolar interactions.

This con-

sists of irradiating the 1H spins at their resonance frequency while observing the resonance of the carbon nucleus.
~

This results in a time averaging of Iz to zero which causes
the elimination of the heteronuclear and part of the homonuclear interaction.

2.2.2

Chemical shift anisotropx
The Hamiltonian expressing the shielding of

. g1ven
.
by 1 , 5
.
b y surroun d.1ng e 1 ec t rons 1s
nuc 1 ear sp1ns
-1 ~

h

~

= .LY·B
I.
1 ·o .a 1. . 1\.1

Hcs

1

'\.

"'

(2. 25)

y

where a.
is the chemical shift tensor of nucleus i in the
!:::1
laboratory frame (B

"-0

is parallel to the z-direction) .

Since

the contribution of the chemical shift Hamiltonian to the
Zeeman energy levels is very small, its influence may be
calculated by first-order perturbation theory.

Consequently,

17

only the tensor component a.

lZZ

(2.25) may be written as
-lA

Hcs =

1'1

5

(dropping the indices i):

ya zz B0

with the z-axis along

~0

is retained and equation

(2.26)

Iz

(laboratory frame).

The tensor component
of the principal values a

pp

(p

=

a

may be expressed in terms

zz

X,Y,Z) of the chemical shift

tensor by:
a

zz

=

. 2

s 1n Gcos

2

<f>.a

XX

where the angles G and
a

~

. 21:1 . 2
+ s1n
O>Sln <P.a

yy

+ cos

2

G·a

zz

(2.27)

have their usual meanings.

zz may be expressed in short-hand notation:

=

I>..

2

p p

•a

(2.28)

pp

where the >.. 's are the direction cosines of the principal
p

axes of the chemical shift tensor with

respect to

~~·

In solution, with molecules tumbling rapidly
and isotropically, substantial averaging of

~

occurs, so

that only one-third of the trace is observed (the average
of

>..~ = 1 ~).

The average value of azz is then given by:
a

ZZ

= ~3 l\a pp =1 1 3 Tr(a)
. = =
}.)

a.

lSO

(2.29)

where a.
is the scalar isotropic chemical shift.
lSO
In the general case, the observed shielding
constant is given by:
a

zz

( 2 30)
0

For a microcrystalline powder, all possible
orientations are present and a powder spectrum results.
overlap of several NMR resonances broadened by shielding

The

18

anisotropy would serve to complicate the spectrum.

In

such cases, r.IAS may be used to eliminate the shielding anisotropy.

Spinning with a frequency wr around an axis which

makes an angle S with B 0 and at angles Xp to the principal
axes of the chemical shift tensor results in time-dependent
modulation of A 4 v 5 •
p

=

A
p
where ~

0

p

cosscosx

+ sinSsinx p cos(w r t + ~ 0
)
p

p

(2.31)

is the azimuthal angle of the principal axis p at

t=O.
Substitution of this expression into equation
(2.28)

leads to both a time-averaged term cr and a time-

dependent term cr(t)
cr
cr

=

cr(t)

=

in the expression for the chemical shift:

cr + cr(t)

2
)/2sin S·cr.

1SO

(2.32)

+ ~(3cos 2 S-l) E cr cos 2 x
p pp
p

= Acosw r t + sinw r t + Ccos2w r t + Dsin2w r t

(2. 33)

(2.34)

where A,B,C and D are factors depending on xp'~op and crpp
Spinning at frequencies lower than the shielding
anisotropy thus results in the formation of spinning sidebands at multiples wr centred around the narrowed resonance
at cr.

The time averaged shift

of magic angle spinning.

a reduces

to cr.

1SO

in the case

The interaction is inhomogeneous

in the sense used in describing the heterodipolar interaction
but differs in that it is magnetic field dependent.

For

the nuclei usually encountered in zeolites, spinning frequencies of several kilohertz will suppress the chemical
shift anisotropy although the field dependence of the interaction

19

is important to bear in mind when comparing linewidths at
different magnetic field strengths.

2.2.3

Quadrupolar interactions
Nuclei with I>\ possess an electric quadrupole

moment in addition to a nuclear magnetic moment.

The

electric quadrupole moment is only important when the nucleus
is not in a spherically symmetrical environment which will
result in a finite electric field gradient at the nucleus.
In the principal axis system, the Hamiltonian
may be written as
h-lfi
0

=

Q

f. [v
2

2
= CQ[V

~2

XX

2 2
(3r
zz
z-r

I

X

+ v

2
yy y + v zz i z J
~2

I

~2

> + n (I+ +

0

i: =) ]

(~.35)

with the principal values Vxv.' Vyy' Vzz of the E.F.G. tensor
and with

cQ =

eQ
2I (2I-l)

In the presence of a sufficiently

strong~magnetic

field, the

nuclear spin angular moment is quantised along the direction
of the field and it is more appropriate to consider the
In the laboratory

Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame.

2
frame, the expression for the interaction Hamiltonian becomes :

n- 1 ir Q =

CQ

·o

with T

2-m

~l

m=-2

(-l)m.TQ o t· /f12D 2 +
2-m Q om

k2

(~ 2

nQ ~2m

+ D2 ))
-2m

(2.36)

2
and D
described in Tables 2.3 and 2.4.
m'm
In the high-field case, the effects of the quad-

rupole interaction on the energy levels m created by the
Zeeman interaction can be treated by perturbation theory.

'•

.--

_'])'

}'~

~,22

~,22

~~~

Figure 2.3: Ene~gX levels of an isolated I

= 512

spin subject to both Ze~rn:an and~·

first,order'qu(!drupolar interactions.

~-·'

.

--
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The energy of level m is then given to first order by

5
(2. 37)

where H' is the secular part of the quadrupolar interaction.
Q

-1 A ,
h

e2qQ

-

HQ -

2

4I (2I-l)

A

[ ~ { 3 cos 0-1) {3I

2

z

2
-I ) ]
A

(2.38)

where 0 has its usual meaning and the assumption of axial
symmetry is made (n

0

=o).

The frequency of the transition

m+~m-1

appears

in first order perturbation theory at:
2

\) ID-+4n.l

=

qQl) h
v ~ - [ 2I 3e
{2 I_

J

{ ~ ( 3 cos 2 0- l) ( m ~ ~ ) }

(2.39)

5
Figure 2.3 shows the energy levels of an r= /2
nuclear spin subjected to both the Zeeman interaction H and
z
the first-order contribution of the quadrupole interaction
There is no first-order frequency shift of the
central transition (m=

~

).

The

shif~of

the other transitions

2

3e gQ
are of the order of 21 ( 2 I-l)h which is often in the kilohertz
,.,------27
region for the quadrupolar nuclei found in zeolites ( Al and
For microcrystaliine zeolite samples, all orientations of the crystallites are present and consequently, the
intensity of the non-central transitions is spread over a
wide range of possible frequencies.

The first-order inter-

action is inhomogeneous in nature and is ssaled by the factor

~(3cos 2 0-l) in the axial symmetry case.

In analogy with the

discussion of the dipolar and chemical shift interactions,
magic angle spinning should eliminate the first-order interaction.
The quadrupole interaction does, however, contribute to the central transition in second-order perturbation

21

theory.

The second-order frequency shift is given

2

by

(2. 40)

Note that elimination of the quadrupolar broadening of the

~~~-~

transition may not be achieved by MAS

because the orientational dependence is not of the form
2

(3cos 8-1).

The second-order interaction is, however,

attenuated by ~ffiS but the narrowing is theoretically limited 7
to a factor of 3.6.

Sample spinning at angles other than the

magic angle have been used in an attempt to reduce the interaction further, although at such angles any chemical shift
anisotropy or dipolar interactions present will not be averaged to zero.

In addition, for the second-order quadrupolar

interaction, the angle producing the most narrowing depends
on n

0
sites

Nrv1R

~

which may vary between crystrallographically distinct
(if present)
ignal.

leading to narrowing of only part of the

Recently, it has been shown that rotation of

the sample around two axes inclined at magic angles of the
2=2 and 2=4 Legendre polynomials leads to the removal of both
first- and second-order quadrupolar broadening
with a double-rotor on the central (

~ +--+- ~ )

8

Experiments

transit ion of

sodium-23 in polycrystalline sodium oxalate illustrated the
elimination of broadening due to second-order quadrupolar
effects - a thirty-fold increase in the resolution was observed
compared to magic-angle spinning.

However, the technique is

far from routine and is unavailable in most laboratories.
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Consideration of equation {2.40) also reveals
that the second-order quadrupole interaction is inversely
It is

proportional to the strength of the magnetic field.

-thus clearly advantageous to work at the highest magnetic

fields available, although the contribution of shielding
anisotropy to the linewidth of the central transition must
be taken into account due to its increased influence at
higher magnetic field strengths.

'However, even at the

highest commercially available field strengths, the secondorder quadrupolar broadening may be quite significant.

At

present, there are no known multiple pulse sequences that
selectively average the second-order quadrupolar interaction.
The centre of gravity (oCG) of the central transition lineshape is shifted from the true isotropic chemical
shielding

{oc 8 )

(~QS).

by the second-order quadrupolar shift

The relative quadrupolar shift of the centre of gravity oQ {m)
8
of a single quantum (m,m-1) transition powder pattern lineshape follows from the expression for the MASNMR centreband
frequencies wm,m-1

by integrating it over all possible

crystallite orientations in a powder sample, as shown by
.
9
L 1ppmaa

[r(I+l)-9m(m-l)-3 (l +
[
I 2 (2I-l) 2

11

:

13

)1 (

2 . 41 )

U'

Thus, for a determination of the true isotropic chemical shift,
a knowledge of the quadrupole coupling parameters is required.
Methods of obtaining the relevant parameters include:
(i)

Measurement of the centre of gravity of the line9

shape at different magnetic field strengths .

23

(ii)

From the arithmetic mean of the spinning side-

bands of the first or second spinning sidebands of the least
10
3
shifted first satellite transition ( ± I 2+-+±1/2)

(iii)

0

Fitting the excitation projection in the 2D

mutation experiment to the numerically simulated projection
.
11
(see Chapter Five)
o
( i v)
(v)

The two pulse method of Haase et al

12
0

Comparison of the central transition lineshape

.
13 14
with the calculated MASNMR l1neshape
'

o

The relative merits of these various techniques vary
dramatically in the case of zeolites and a comparison of some
of these techniques is made in Chapter Five using NH: -ZSM-5o

2 "

.j
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The density matrix is used to describe the state of a
spin ensemble as well as its tirne.evolution.

The treatment

below follows the passage from the probabalistic tre_atrnent
of a system of a few spins to the statistical treatment of a
large ensemble of such systems.
The state

of an isolated spin may be described as a

~

linear combination of eigenstates:
n
'1'

= /.

n~l

C

n

In>

(2.42)

It is desirable to describe the rnagnetisation in terms of
the state

~

of the system.
~

..

<~l~xl~> ....

Yh<'t'IIxl'l'>

(2.43)
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where

<~x>

is the expectation value of the x-component of

the magnetic moment, I

X

is the x-component of the angular
A

momentum operator of the system, and <miixln> is a constant
Amn which is independent of the state of the system.

In

the case of the macroscopic magnetization, the ensemble
average must be taken:

= N0 <1-!'X > = Yn
where N

0

n

m

I 2 c*c

A

(2.44)

n=l m=l m n mn

= the number of spins per unit volume.

The eigenfunctions are the same over the whole sample,
but the coefficients C , C

m

may vary.

n

Thus the expect-

ation value is the ensemble average of the expectation values
of the operator
quantities

C~Cn

~x

for all individual spin systems.

The

may be considered as matrix elements pnm of a

matrix which is called the density matrix.

The coefficients

en are complex and may be written as:

(2.45)
The density matrix element

-R

nm

may be written as:

(2.46)
Note that at equilibrium, the nondiagonal elements
are null due to the random phase distribution of the complex
coefficients, whereas the diagonal
ations.

el~ts

represent popul-

If there is a coherence between the states In>

and lm>, the element Pnm will not have a value equal to zero
because the product ICJlCml is not equal to zero and the
average value of exp{i(a -a ) } is not zero.

n

m

If in the

states lm> and In> only one spin differs in polarization

25

by one unit, the coherence corresponds to observable transverse magnetisation.

If more than one spin differs in

polarization, or one spin differs by more than one unit,
the coherence is called a multiple quantum coherence.
The time dependence of a state '¥ described by a timeindependent Hamiltonian H follows from the Schrodinger wave
equation:
tJ.
·i·

d'¥
= H'¥
dt

(2.47)

Substitution of equation 2.42 leads to
"h. ~ den
7

1

L-

n=l dt

n
In> = J. CnEnln>
n=l

(2.48)

where En is the eigenvalue corresponding to the state In>
in the time-independent equation:
~

Hln> = En In>

(2.49)

Rearrangement of equation 2.48 leads to:
(2.50)
The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions ensures that
the above equation is satisfied only if each term of the sum
is null:
C E
n n

(2.51)

The solution of such an equation is straightforward and is
given by:
Cn = Cn(O)exp(-iEnt/h)
n

Thus '¥(t) =

~ Cn(O)exp(-iEnt/h) In>

(2.52)

n=l
Assuming that H is constant over the whole sample, the time"

dependence of P nm may be obtained from equations (2.45),
and(2.52):

(2.46),
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p

where

nm

{t)

"'

p

nm

=

exp {i (E -E ) t/'h}p
{0)
''
m n
nm

(2.53)

(0) is the density matrix element at time zero.

More generally, the evolution equation may be written as the
so-called Liouville-von Neumann equation:
d§ -

dt -

-i

"'

"'

tl [H,p]

(2. 54)

which, in the case of a time-independent Hamiltonian has
the solution:

~

( t)

=

"'

exp(-iHt/h)p(O)exp(iHt/n)

(2.55)

The Liouville-von Neumann equation is of crucial importance in the quantum-mechanical description of the dynamics
in spectroscopic experiments, since the calculation of an
observable requires knowledge of

p

at the time of interest.

Since magnetisation is detected in the rotating frame,
it is useful to transform all the equations to a frame which
is the quantum mechanical equivalent of the rotating reference
frame (the so-called interaction representation).

Exponential

operators are used to define t!J.is representation where the
effects of H

0

vanish.

In the Schrodinger representation

this may be done by replacing an operator H by an operator HR:
"'

"'

"'

H = exp(-iH t/h)HRexp(iH t/h)
0

(2.56)

0

and the density matrix in the rotating frame is given by:
"'

"'

p ( t) = exp(-iH t/h)pR(t)exp(iH t/h)
0
0

(2.57)

In the interaction representation the Zeeman term is removed
"'

"'

"'

from the Hamiltonian, H = Hz + 11.1n t so that the equation of
motion is modified to:
(2.58)
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The factors of H. t on which the unitary operators
1n

A

A

exp(-iH 0 t/h) and exp(iH t/IT) act are the spin functions con0

tained- in-H._ ...

For

1nt

a~y_op~rator

sandwiched between the

unitary transformation operators, some of the components in
the expansion will acquire a periodic time dependence.

Trun-

cation of the Hamiltonian rejects all the terms whose operators
depend on time in such a way that their time average vanishes.
This is tantamount to retaining only first-order perturbations.
The expectation value of an observable in the rotating
~rame

is given by:

(2.59)
and it is relevant to note that this employs the spin operator
A

A

The expectation value of an observable in the

0 and not OR.

laboratory frame will be of the form:
Tr(pROR)

=
=

Tr{exp(+iH t/h)pexp(-ifi0 t/h)exp(+H t/h)Oexp(-tH t/h)}
0

•A

0

0

( 2. 60)

A

'JI(pO)

which emphasises the fact that the

tr~de

of a matrix is inde-

pendent of the representation used.
The effect of pulses may also be described by rotational
operators, and the assumption is usually made that Hrf is the
dominant interaction for the duration of the pulse.

This

assumption is not always correct even for high power pulsed
NMR techniques in the presence of quadrupolar interaction.
For example, the Hamiltonian for a system of isolated
quadrupolar nuclei with spin I subjected to a pulse of duration
t

at the resonance frequency w0 and transformed to a frame

rotating at the excitation frequency is given by 17
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ltR/h

where wQ

=

=

2

wQ (3I z

-r 2 )

+ wrf I x

(2.61)

2
2
2
(SI e( gQ
2 I-l)tt (3cos 8-1 + ns:Ln 0cos2<P) and 8 and

Thus, the evolution of the

<P have their usual meanings.

spin density matrix in this frame during the rL pulse is
given by:
~

~

(2.62)

pR{t) = exp(-itltR/h)p(O)exp(itltR/h)
~

~

In the limiting case of wQ>>wrf' ltR/~ = (I+~)wrfix
~

and

~

·R(t) = exp{-it(I+~) wrfix}p (O)exp{it(I+~)~Wrfi5{}

p

A

= exp{-i0

(I+~)

Ix}p

(2.63)
(2.64)

A

(O)exp{i0(I+~)

Il

(2.65)

where 0 corresponds to the flip angle about the x-axis.
A

In the other limiting case, wrf»w
A

0

~

(2.66)

and HR /h=,.wrfix
A

(2.67)

and pR{t) = ex9{-i0Ix}p(O)exp{i0Ix}

The significance of these results is discussed at a later
stage.

2.4

Relaxation
2.4.1

Spin-lattice relaxation
At the start of the Chapter, it was stated

that for a nucleus with a spin quantum number I, the Zeeman
interaction results in 2I+l separate energy levels.

A

group of spin I nuclei placed in a magnetic field would tend
to distribute themselves between the energy levels according
to a Boltzmann relation, so that for

spin-~

nuclei, the ratio

of the number of spins in the upper energy state to that in
the lower energy state is exp(-~EjkT) at equilibrium.

The

29

resulting Boltzmann equilibrium nuclear magnetisation is
usually represented by M .
--

_o_ -

After the application

~f

a

r.f. pulse as described above, the longitudinal magnetisation Mz is altered with respect to its equilibrium value
M ,and Mz recovers (usually exponentially) according to
0

the equation:
(2.68)

where T 1 is the time constant for spin lattice (or longitudinal relaxation) .

A n pulse is followed by purely spin-

lattice relaxation.

2.4.2

Mechanisms for spin-lattice relaxation
Spin-lattice relaxation occurs as the nuclear

magnetic moments lose energy to their surroundings and this
occurs by magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole interactions.
The transfer of energy from the spins to the lattice requires
that local magnetic fields at the nucleus fluctuate at the
La.rrror frequency in order to induce NM.R transitions.

The

fluctuating local magnetic fields arise as a consequence of
the time dependence which molecular motion imparts to the
internal Hamiltonian describing the system.

Thus the inter-

actions responsible for spin-lattice relaxation in zeolites
are:
(1)

Dipole-dipole

(2)

Chemical shift anisotropy

(3)

Quadrupolar.

The effects of spin-rotation and indirect spin-spin coupling
are ignored.

Speetral
density

Lormor
frequency
-

slow

matron

8
8
a

. (a)

interm.ecliate

mottol'1

log {frequency)

fast
(b')

Figure 2.4: Sp€!ttrai,q~n~LtyJlln~ctl~lls fo.r fast. tnterhiM\.atg~ a.hchslow nidlecurar ·motion wilfi tfle

ro(f~sPt:>nc1in~-~tofl~;(h~r~ on tH~ sai-rtei:irequ~6c~ ~re;

~ .Qt~~~ i}}~~ ~Ps¥ffi~ t~»

·
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The above requirement that the local magnetic
fields at the nucleus fluctuate

at

the

L~r

frequency

makes the spin-lattice relaxation time sensitive to motion
in the megahertz region.

Of the possible types of mole-

cular motion, only rotational molecular motions are even
approximately matched to the :!:.a.":1110r frequency.

The dist-

ribution function or spectral density function for rotational motion is not known in detail due to the complex nature
of the molecular motions but is usually taken to be a
Lorentzian function of frequency.
Figure 2.4(a) shows the typical spectral density
function for fast, intermediate and slow molecular tumbling
the area under the curves remaining constant.

18

-

For fast

motion, the Fourier component of the motion at the Larmer
frequency is small but it is increased as the molecular reorientation rate is slowed down.

Slowing the molecular re-

orientation rate thus allows an increase in the efficiency of
The maximum efficiency is reached

T 1 relaxation processes.
when the condition w ,
0

c

= 1 holds (where

T

c

is the correlation

time for the motion and corresponds to the average time taken
for a molecule to tumble through one radian) .

Any further

slowing of the molecular motion reduces the component at the
Larmer frequency and increases the relaxation time T .
1
For the

spin-~

nuclei present in zeolites, the

dipole-dipole spin-lattice relaxation mechanism is more
important than the shielding anisotropy mechanism whereas for
I>~

nuclei, the quadrupolar relaxation mechanism dominates.
In the case where the zeolite pores are occupied

by organic template molecules, the

29

si spin-lattice relax-

ation time would be expected to be dominated by

29

1
si- H

31

dipolar interactions.

The irrelevance of the shielding

anistropy contribution is justified by the fact that in
rigid systems, the silico_n T_ vall,!(2S are_ much grea_ter than
1
. th e case un d er consl'd era t'lOnflg .
Th e l) C spln. 1 at t'lee
ln
relaxation times would also be dominated by dipolar interactions with the

1

H spins.

On removal of the organic

template species by calcination and replacement by oxygen
molecules, the relaxation times of the silicon spins are
dominated by dipolar interactions between the

29

si spins

and the unpaired electrons of the paramagnetic oxygen
.
20 21
specles '

For quadrupolar spins, modulation of the electric
field gradients by the motion of the polar sorbate molecules
and/or charge compensating cations is believed to be the most
.
. f lean
.
t spln.
1 a·tt lee
.
.
. 22 .
slgnl
re 1 axa t lOn
mec h anlsm

In the

solid state, relaxation is very complex due to the presence
of 2I+l energy levels and a range of possible relaxation
paths.

The situation may, however, be simplified by

selective excitation as is discussed later.
Further details of the motion could be provided
by varying the Lrureor frequency and subsequent measurement of
the T 1 values.

However, it is more feasible to probe other

frequency ranges by the measurement of other relaxation times.

2.4.3

Spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating frame
After the application of a o/2 pulse and a phase

shift of n;2 of the radiofrequency field in the laboratory
frame so that the r.f. field lies along the magnetisation
in the rotating frame, the magnetisation is subject only to
·1-

•

~<I

L'.

-

_....

f

'• VI!AW' o~ na.c.t'..tlt is c.a.. C:.ooos c:o111po:!fd -to a
}or o.s- s9 o t!Ms.i!>OO (-r'P~~) '2.5 M· 5.
H

-;}

qS• T, v~ ~ ,.. 'tto.s
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the r.f. field and not the B

0

f~eld

applied exactly on resonance.
non-equilibrium

when the r.f. field is

The magnetisation is now in a

situation and it will therefore relax to a

moch -sma.llef equiiihrium value-usuaTly with an exponential
time constant T 1 P.

The relaxation rate in the rotating frame

will consequently be sensitive to motion at the

L~r

fre-

quency in the rotating frame (in the kHz region}.
Further information on longitudinal relaxation
may be obtained by measurement of the dipolar relaxation time
constant T

10

,which describes relaxation in the local magnetic

field which is typically of the order of the linewidth for
dipolar interactions in a rigid lattice,and may correspond to
a lower motional frequency regime than the Tlp measurement.

2.4.4

Spin-sEin relaxation
Spin-spin relaxation or transverse relaxation

is the process by which magnetisation in the x-y plane decays.
This loss of phase coherence in the x-y plane is characterised
by a time constant T 2 .

As in the case of the spin-lattice

relaxation time, spin-spin relaxation is sensitive to Fourier
components of the motion at the LillT.Qr frequency but differs
in that it is also sensitive to fluctuations near zero frequency.

Thus, on

reducing the molecular reorientation

time so that T 1 has passed through its minimum, T 2 will continue to fall while T 1 starts to rise (Figure 2.4(b)).

If

the molecular reorientation is fast compared to the Larnnr frequency, then both relaxation times are affected in the same
fashion and T1=T 2 .

33

All T
as T

2

1

relaxation processes may be considered

relaxation processes, although other T

2

mechanisms

18

,

which resul-t---from fluctuations at a low enough- frequency so
that T 1 is unaffected also exist.

The most important of

these T 2 relaxation mechanisms is chemical exchange.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL
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3.1

Instrumentation

The majority of the work outlined in this thesis
was performed on a Bruker CXP-20;J spectrometer equipped with
a 4. 7 Tesla

wide·~bore

( 89.5

magneto

rom)

The dual-channel

spectrometer covers a wide range of operating frequencies.
The lower frequency channel is tuneable between 4 and95 1\lHz,
whereas the higher frequency channel may be switched between

1

200.13 MHz ( H) and 188 MHz (

19

F), although for the research

outlined in the following chapters, the high frequency channel
was not used for fluorine work.

The relevant properties of

the nuclei used in this thesis are summarised in Table 3.1.
The details of the spectrometer construction are well known
and further details are given in reference 1.
Some of the work was performed on a Bruker

~SL~300

spectrometer which was equipped with a 7.1 Tesla wide-bore
magnet, the operation of which is similar to that of the CXP-200
spectrometer.

Other systems used include a Varian VXR-300

spec-trometer equipped with a 7.1 Tesla narrow-bore magnet, and
a solution-state Jeol GX-400 spectrometer which was used for
.
.
27 A1 wor k .
quant1tat1ve
All solution-state data were recorded on a Bruker
AC-250 spectrometer equipped with a 5.9 Tesla narrow-bore
magnet.

The samples were run locked to an internal deuter-

ated solvent.
3.1.2

The probes
Two wide-bore (84.5

rom)

broad-band, dual-channel

high-resolution commercial double-bearing probes covering a

38

TABLE 3.1

Isotope

NHR pro2erties of the nuclei studied

Spin

%Natural
Abundance

NMR(a)
r1agnetogyric
frequency
Ratio of
7
~l .. 1
::::jMHz
y/10 radT s

Sensitivity(b)

lH

l/2

99.99

26.75

200.13

1.000

13c

l/2

1.11

6.73

50.32

l.76xl0

29Si

l/2

4.70

5.32

39.76

3.69x10

23Na

3/2

100

7.08

52.94

9.27xl0

27Al

5/2

100

6.98

52.15

0. 207

(a)

At a magnetic field strength of 4.7 Tesla.

(b)

Relative to protons.

-4
-4
-2
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combined frequency range of 20-9'J

~·1Hz

were usually used on

The double-bearing systems

the CXP-200 S?ectrometer.

allowed samples to be rotated At frequencies

bet~een

100 Hz

anrl5 kHz, although for stable sample spinning, the sample
rotor must be both full and homogeneously packed.

The

sample capacity of the aluminium-free zirconia rotors is
approximately 0.7

em~

For

27

Al studies, the lower fre-

quency range probe could not be used due to a significant
aluminium background.

Similar double-bearing probes and

rotor types were used for experirnPnts performed on the
MSL~300

spectrometer.

In the case of the VXR-300 spectra-

meter, both a Varian PLE probe and a narrm·r-borc doublebearing probe designed by Doty were used for the NMR measurements.

Sapphire rotors were usually used for 29 si exper-

iments, whereas aluminium-free zirconia rotors were used in
27
the case of
Al experiments.
Some of the work performed on

the CXP-200

spectrometer required the use of an Andrew-Beams probe.
This probe was less sensitive and could not handle the same
r.f.

po~er

levels as the double-bearing probes,although it

had the advantage that it was possible to modify the probe
circuitry.
that

o~fered

The spinning system was, however, inferior to
by the double-bearing probe system.

rotors were used in all cases.

~lost of the 1 H e:z?eriments were performed on a
high-power wideline probe.

The probe was used for the

measurement of T 1 and T ,and the acquisition of wideline
10
The sample was contained in a glass tube between
spectra.
glass stops {volume approximately 200 ~ ).

3

The ~robe cir-

cuitry was modified to ensure short pulse recovery times.

. :11

Figure 3.1 (a)
('«;2)){
Xchamef. .·· .· ·
..

:.····

~· .... ..,..:.:;,

~"'C"'

Figure 3.i(.b)
1

Single-pulse experiment .

. ·

j·Decou!)!e

H ChQnn:el ·.

I

Single-pulse experimem I:'Jith pro1on decoupling.

. . .- - - -

(Tr/tl)(

Xcha~~.·
·•.

·.

. . ~,..,
:-../

(r:'42hc Y(spin-lock) (1Y2)_){
Figure

I.

rl
1.
31(~~ ~~;..,;;·-------!.!.....;&._
c

Cross-polarization experiment I:'Jilh proton flipbadl.
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The proton

CR&~PS

work was performed on a

modified Andrew-Beams probe.
of the probe

tbe j.pt_erested r_e_a,ger is :t;:eferrec;l

g~sign,

to reference 2.

For a detailed description

Typical spinning frequencies of the

!CEL-F rotors were about 3 kHz.
An aluminium-free narrow-bore probe was used
for the quantitative aluminium work on the GX-400 spectremeter.

The converted solution-state probe was modified

to ensure a short ringdown time.

Sample spinning fre-

quencies were in the range 4-5 kHz.
The
using a

3.2

13

broad~band

c

NMR solution-state data were recorded
10 mn VSP probe.

Pul!;e sequences·
A whole range of pulse sequences

have been used

the investigations outlined in this thesis.
less esoteric sequences

£~r

Some of the

are reviewed below,and the bulk of

the discussion for the less common or novel pulse sequences
is

re~erved

3.2.3

for later.
Single-pulse sequences
The single-pulse and proton-decoupled sequences

shown in Figures 3.l(a) and (b) were both used in the acquisition of spectra.

High-power proton decoupling was

used in the case where the nucleus of interest interacted
with proton spins.

Maximum signal is observed for a n;2

pulse,and inaccuracies in the pulse duration simply lead to
a lower signal intensity than the theoretical maximum.

The

TI/2 pulse duration was set by adjustment of the transmitter
power output until a null signal was observed (which corresponds to a w pulse) when the pul-s_e duFation was halved to

41

yield a n;2 pulse.

The experiment yields quantitative

results so long as the recycle delay is of sufficient
duration for the nuclei to fully relax.
sequences

These pulse

are ideal when the spins under investigation are

abundant and do not have long relaxation times.

In the

case of very long spin-lattice relaxation times, it is not
convenient to wait for the nuclei to fully relax and shorter
flip angles are used.

Provided that there is no transverse

magnetisation just before the pulse, the optimum flip angle
(the so-called Ernst Angle) is given by

3

cosopt=exp(-t/T 1 )

where t is the interval between the pulses.

If T

varies

1

for different peaks in the spectrum, then difficult choices
must be made.
3.2.2

Cross-polarization
In many cases, the spins are isotopically or

spatially dilute and may be characterised by long T

1

values.

On the other hand, proton spins are isotopically abundant
and give rise to a stronger signal by comparison.

In

addition, the spin-lattice relaxation times of the protons
will typically be shorter than the corresponding values for
the dilute spins.

Both of these factors make it desirable

to generate the dilute-spin signal from the abundant proton
spins.

So long as there is a dipolar interaction between

the dilute spins and the proton spins, then use may be made
of the pulse sequence shown in Figure 3.l(c) 4 .
Maximum transverse proton magnetisation is
generated by a n;2 pulse applied to the proton (I) spins
which is immediately followed by a n;2 phase shift of the
r.f. so as to spin-lock the proton magnetisation.

Imn1ediately

1H

spins

S spins

Figure 3.2(a): Magnetisalion transfer processes occurring during the contact time.

Figure 3.2(b): Va~iable c6ntact time experirl'leqffor
num~r

a samp!~ containing

oi'lllethytene"·and quate:mary carbons.

: ... -s::..-. _.-

an equal
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following the phase shift, the r.f. in the dilute spin
channel is switched on, and if the Hartmann-Hahn matching
5
condition holds , then maximum polarization transfer effieiency occurs from the abundant proton spins to the dilute
spins.

The Hartmann-Hahn match is usually set on a refer-

ence compound using the same pulse sequence.
The dynamics of the cross-polarization experiment are shown in the idealised diagram in Figure 3.2(a}.
During the contact time, proton magnetisation relaxes to
1
the lattice at the rate T P- ( 1 H} at the same time as it is
1
partially transferred to the dilute spins (S) at the rate
TIS

-1

(TIS is the cross-relaxation time} .
For the experiment to succeed, TIS

-1

>>Tlp

-1 1

( H)

so that the spins reach a common spin temperature,and then
relax to the lattice via Tlp

-1 1

( H).

The rate Tlp

dilute spin is ignored in this discussion.

-1

of the

The rate of

cross-polarization depends critically on the dipolar interactions between the proton spins and the dilute spins as
. secon d -momen t M IS ln
. t h e equa t'lOn 4
expresse db y th elr
2

TIS

-1

=

CISM2

IS I
fiM2HH)0.5

( 3. 1}

where CIS is a geometry-dependent term and M HH is the
2
second moment of the proton-proton dipolar interactions.
Thus, high rates of polarization transfer occur when the,
say,

(

13

c- 1 H)

1 1
lineshape is broad and the ( H- H) lineshape

narrow.
In order to describe the variation of the dilute
spin intensity with contact time, it is necessary to use a
mathematical treatment.
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Invoking energy conservation in the rotating
6
frame leads to :

= 0

where SI and

s8

( 3 2)
0

are the inverse spin temperatures of the I

and S spins respectively (proportional to the magnetisation
MI(t) and Ms(t) in the rotating frame), a is the mismatch
y B
NS [) (S+.l)
parameter ( s IS) I and E =
NI I (I+l)
yiBII
The variation of the inverse spin temperature of the I and
S spins is given by the following coupled differential
equations

(for the most general case)

dBs
1
= - - ( B -s)
dt
TIS S I

-

6

1
T (S)
lP

:

ss

( 3 3)
0

=

( 3. 4)

The coupled differential equations may be solved using the
initial conditions:

Bs (t)

=

1

B ro

1
B IO a -a

+

( 3. 5)

{ (1-a_)exp(

-

where a± =a 0 [1±(1-b/a 0 )~]
2

and

-a t
-/TIS)

( 1-a+) exp

t
r a+IT

IS

) } (3.6)
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The variation of the magnetisation MS(t) of the S spins
th e con t ac t t'1me 1s
. g1ven
.
by 6
.
d ur1ng

( 3 7)
0

where Ss(tVSIO should be inserted according to the above
equations and Mso = quantitative S spin

intensity~

For the systems studied in this thesis, several simplifying
assumptions

are made:

(1)

The S spins were extremely dilute (E=O).

(2)

The experiment was performed with matched HartmannHahn conditions ( a.=l).

(3)

Short Tlp relaxation of the I spins only.

whereupon:
- exp(

-t

/TIS)]/

1

(- TIS

( 3 • 8)

(3.9)
Therefore,
yI

1

MS(t) =Ys. l~SO'':::'tS[eA'P(

-tI

-t/
II
Tlp)-e.'q)(- TIS)Y(l/T _ljT) (3.10)
IS
lp

y

Note that I;

acts as an enhancement factor (the ratio is
Ys
equal to 3.98 and 5.03 in the cases of carbon and silicon
respectively).
A typical plot of the natural logarithm of
the function defined by equation (3.10) as a function of
contact time is shown in Figure 3.2(b)

o

The diagram shown

is typical of a homogeneous system with a single-exponential
value of Tlp'

The example chosen is for the

13

c

cross-
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polarization signal of a sample containing an equal number
of methylene and quaternary carbons 7 .

Note that the

quaternary carbons cross-:-polarJze more slowly than the
methylene carbons but then lose polarization at an identical rate due to a common Tlp value,Also 1 for a given contact time, cross-polarization may not be quantitatively
reliable,although the quantitative intensities may be obtained by a variable contact time experiment,and subsequent
extrapolation to zero contact time.
Thus, in addition to the variable contact time
experiment acting as a discriminatory device, information
concerning quantitivity is also obtained.

Furthermore, the

proton Tlp values and hence the slopes of the plots may not
be equal, suggesting either incomplete spin diffusion or
more than one proton reservoir as often occurs in inhomogeneous systems.
The cross-polarization pulse sequence used in9 ( f
8
. t empera t ure 1nvers1on
.
.
corpora t e d sp1nan d fl.1p- b ac k
o
the proton spins) in order to reduce artefacts and to
reduce the recycle time respectively.
A variation of the cross-polarization experiment
is shown in Figure 3.l(d).

A delay spin-lock time is in-

serted between spin-locking the proton magnetisation and
switching on the r.f. in the dilute spin channel.

Varying

the delay time may result in a simplification of a complex
spectrum of a heterogeneous system.
It is straightforward to calculate the intensity
variation of the cilute spin as a function of delay spin-lock
time for a given contact time.

~·'

::- igure 3.1 (f)

-.-

-

-.

-

- -

T 1 measurement by inversion recovery.

)( channel

T1 measurement by cross-polarization (Torchia method).
:,gure 3i(g)

)( channel

(Add·)
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igure 3.i{h)

{subtract)

AI T 1 measurement by selective saturation.

Don~e

pulse s~qu,ence
(typice~fly 12 pulses}

igur~
1

pt:Jise)

1

Ylspin-lock)

3.1 (i)

H channel

(shod meqsuring

v-·

..'
I

._.,

•Q

I

0
I

-0

··I·

I
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0

I

0

I
I

I

H T1 P measurement.
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I
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I

a

0

¢

.

-~.-.,
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After a delay spin-lock time of 0 s,the dilute
spin magnetisation is given by equation (3.8).

However,

after a delay spin-lock timeT, and contact timet:
.{Sro-exp(-r;T
lp

and therefore

and

MS(T,t)

~(T,t) ~ [~~~ :~s
..

=

(3. 11)

exo
( -Tj T lp )
~

[exp(

~/T

1P)-exp(

(3.12)

-~T

-v

l

1s>l;(_l_ _ _l_jexp( - T1 P>
TIS
Tlp
(3 13)
0

For a given contact time, the expression in outer brackets
in equation (3.13)

is a constant, and thus quantitative in-

formation may be obtained by extrapolation of the relevant
data set to zero delay time for a heterogeneous

syste~

so

long as the proton T P and cross-relaxation time associated
1
with a particular peak in the dilute-spin spectrum are known.
3.2.3

T 1 measurement
Spin-lattice relaxation times were obtained using

the pulse sequences

outlined in Figures 3.l(e) to 3.l(g).

The saturation-recovery sequence illustrated in Figure 3.l(e)
was only used in the case of protons and consists of applying
32 o/2 pulses in rapid succession in order to saturate the
proton signal.

) }
lP

__1_)
T

Single-point acquisition of the data for a

range of recovery delays leads to the calculation of the
spin-lattice relaxation time.
For the inversion-recovery sequence illustrated
in Figure 3.l(f), the magnetisation is inverted using a n
pulse and a delay time is allowed before the application of
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a

v2

monitoring pulse,followed by acquisition of the whole
The spin-lattice relaxation time may be obtained

spectrum.

from analysis of the recovery data.

Such a pulse sequence

was typically used to investigate the spin-lattice relaxation characteristics of the silicon spins of the calcined
samples.
When dipolar interactions exist between the spins
of interest and proton spins, then use may be made of the
Torchia method of proton enhancement

10

.

The

experiment~i~e

3.l(g))
consists of two similar but not identical pulse sequences.
In the first sequence, transverse magnetisation corresponding
to the dilute spin is generated by the usual cross-polarization
The proton-enhanced dilute-spin magnetisation

experiment.

is then transferred to the z-axis.

The instant that the

r.f. is switched off is defined as t=O.
a B

1

In the absence of

field, the proton-enhanced longitudinal magnetisation,

MCP(t), changes exponentially from its initial value MCP(O)

0 with time constant T 1 .

to its equilibrium value M

Magnet-

isation (MA (t)) which does not arise from cross-polarization
processes may also be present,and the longitudinal magneti-

.
MZl (t)
sa t 10n

1's g1ven
.
by 10

After time t, a n;2 monitoring pulse is applied and signal
detection is made in the presence of high-power proton decoupling.

The second sequence is identical to the first

except that the proton spin temperature in the second sequence
is inverted by a phase shift of

n

and the sign of the proton-

enhanced dilute-spin signal is opposite to that obtained in
the first sequence.

In contrast, the unwanted magneti-

sation, MA(t), is identical to that obtained in the first
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sequence.

Thus, the longitudinal magnetisation

M7.~(t)
.J.<..

. g1ven
.
bylO
1s
Mz2 (t)

If the signal derived from the second sequence is subtracted
from that derived from the first, the signal after N scans
is given by NMCP(O)exp(-t/T 1 ) where N is an even number.
The experiment thus incorporates the usual advantages of
cross-polarization into a spin-lattice determination experiment.
Note that during both the inversion-recovery
experiment and the proton-enhanced method of Torchia, highpower proton decoupling only takes place during the signal
acquisition due to instrumental constraints.

During the

delay time, heteronuclear dipolar interactions may give rise
to transient Overhauser effects due to relaxation of the
dilute

~pin

magnetisation in a proton dipolar field.

However, in solids,

1

1

H- H dipolar interactions determine the

longitudinal proton polarization and the transient Overhauser
effect on the expression for the net signal is cancelled by
the spin-temperature inversion nature of the pulse sequence

10

In the case of non-integral spin quafuupolar' nuclei,
measurement of the central transition spin-lattice relaxation time is complicated by the effect of the time-evolution
of the non-central transitions on the time-evolution of the
central transition after perturbation by a

~.f.pulse.

The

problem may be circumvented by selective excitation of the
central transition by either a soft pulse
train.

11

or a Dante pulse

Due to instrumental features, the latter method

was used to selectively equalise the populations of the

.
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m

=

±~

energy levels in the case of relaxation measurements
After a delay time, the popul-

made on aluminium nuclei.

ation diffe!?ence of the two energy levels was measured by
means of a short monitoring pulse (Figure 3.l(h)o

Measure-

ment of the population difference for a range of delay times
leads to a spin-lattice relaxation time characterising the
central transition relaxation under conditions of selective
excitation.

For t.'"le instance Yher2 spin-lattice relaxation neasurer:-.ents were

made on sodium nuclei, both the central and non-central transit~ons

were clearly observable and an inversion-recovery

type sequence was used.

A small angle monitoring pulse was

again used to measure the signal for central and non-central
transitions after a suitable delay

time 1 ~.

The small angle

measuring pulse avoids mixing the central and non-central relaxation processes and further details are given in
Chapter Five.
3.2.4

T lp ~leasuremen t

13

Spin-lattice relaxation measurements in the
rotating frame were made on proton spins using the pulse
sequence shown in Figure 3.l(i}.

The pulse sequence is

applied on resonance, and following a n;2 pulse in the proton
channel and subsequent spin-locking, the magnetisation is
in a non-equilibrium situation and decays to an equilibrium
value at a rate governed by an

ex~onential

Tlp' in the case of anhomogeneous sytem.

time constant,
Single-point

acquisition of the data leads to calculation of the spinlattice relaxation time(s)

in the rotating frame by fitting

of the data set to an exponential decay.

In the case of an

FJ,("[J

n• 3.1

('IT~lx Y(spu;..:.lockl

(j)

·-:r-,H channel _ __..!

T

T

Spon.tock. e•peroment.

~~-

Aotatoon·synchronised CPMG pulse sequence (with proton decoupling)

F tgure> 3 1 (k)
'H chon~!

Decouple

)( channel

r= ig)Jre> 3 1~l)
1

H channel

~igur.e. 3.1(ml

Figure 3.1(n)
Nutation eipe'riment.

}(channel

.
·.--·
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heterogeneous system, the pulse sequence shown in Figure
3.l(j) may be used to simplify the proton spectrum provided
that the difference in the proton T Ps
1

3.2.5

is significant.

T 2 Measurement

Spin-spin relaxation times (T 2 ) may be measured
14
using the CPMG pulse sequence shown in Figure 3.l(k)
. The
initial n;2 pulse generates maximum transverse magnetisation,
and the spin isochromats then dephase during the time interVal

T.

Following the application of a n pulse, the iso-

chromats refocus after a time 2• to produce an echo.

Sub-

sequent dephasing and rephasing of the isochromats in a
similar fashion with single-point stroboscopic acquisition
leads to a data set which decays with an exponential time
constant T 2 in the case of an homogeneous system, and in
the absence of modulation.

Modulation effects arise due

to the failure of the pulse sequence to refocus interactions
such as homodipolar coupling or J-coupling.

In the solid-

state, it is necessary to synchronise the rotor period as
indicated in Figure

3.1(~).

The pulse sequence was applied

to non-integral quadrupolar nuclei and a more complete discussion is

3.2.6

~iven

in

C~aDter

Seven.

Multiple-pulse linenarrowing experiments
The linebroadening influences of homodipolar

coupling may be removed from a spectrum by application of
the MREV-8 pulse sequence

15

shown in Figure 3.1(1).

Single-

point stroboscopic acquisition of the data in the windows
indicated in Figure 3.1(1) corresponds to an averaging of the
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homodipolar Hamiltonian in spin-space.

Fourier

Trans~

formation of the data obtained by the forced precession
leads a spectrum free of homodipolar broadening.

Further

line-narrowing is obtained by combining the multiple-pulse
experiment with magic angle spinning (the so-called CRAMPS
.

exper~ment)

16 17 18
'
'
.

The frequency domain of the spectrum

is scaled by the theoretical factor of 12/3.

The scaling

factor was determined experimentally by the co-addition of
signals from the reference sample at a number of offsets
differing by 1kHz, and subsequent Fourier Transformation.
In order to obtain the best resolution, the pulse amplitudes
and phases must be calibrated accurately and the phase
glitches must be minimized using a series of tune-up pulse
sequences.

Further details concerning these pulse sequences

are given in reference 2.

In addition, small sample sizes

should be used to minimize r.f. inhomogeneity effects.

In

a MREV-8 (or CRAMPS) experiment, the resolution is optimised
by setting the irradiation frequency as close as possible to
the signal(s) of interest.

The data are obtained in non-

quadrature form and it may be necessary to reverse the whole
spectrum depending on the position of the irradiation frequency.

The symmetric nature of the pulse sequence should

cancel errors from r.f. inhomogeneity and inaccurate pulse
widths and phases.
The MREV-8 pulse sequence was also applied to
aluminium spins in an attempt to see whether the pulse sequence
was capable of averaging the quadrupolar interaction, either
in whole or in part.

The experimental procedure and results

are given in Chapter Seven.

Other linenarrowing sequences,

Figure 3.1 (o}

X channel

X .-X

Jll

X

t,

Rotary-echo nutation experiment.

Figure 3.l(p)
1

Y (spin -lock)
. ..

-~2

'1m

H channel

20 excha~e.NMA experime[li.

~

'_'

-
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such as one consisting of n

z

pulses

19

(Figure 3.l(n)) are

also considered in Chapter Seven.

3.2.7

2D _Experiments
A number of 2D techniques were implemented
The nutation experiment

during the course of the work.

shown in Figure 3.l(n) was used to provide information on

.
20 21
the quadrupolar parameters and/or relaxat1on processes
'
.
The value of t

1

was usually incremented by

2~s

and subsequent

2D Fourier Transformation leads to a 2D data array, the projection of which in the F

2

direction yields the normal lD

single-pulse spectrum subject to second-order quadrupolar
interactions and chemical shift anisotropy.

The projection

in the F 1 direction yields the excitation projection from
which the quadrupolar parameters may be deduced.

Further

experimental details are given in Chapter Five.

Line-

broadening may result in the F

1

projection as a consequence

of T P relaxation process and/or a distribution of quad2
rupolar parameters.
linebroadening

Under certain conditions, these two

mech~nisms

may be distinguished by use of the

rotary-echo nutation experiment

22

(Figure 3.l(o)).

2D chemical exchange experiments

23

were imple-

mented to investigate the possibility of chemical exchange/
spin diffusion between the proton spins present on the external surface of a zeolite (Figure 3.l(p)).

Due to the

mobility of the proton-containing surface species, no multiplepulse techniques were required to remove homodipolar proton
interactions.

Given that the system was heterogeneous, a

judicious choice of the spin-locking/mixing time allowed the
simplification of the spectrum.
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The pulse sequence shown in Figure

3.l(o~
,1.

was also

used to investigate the possibility of molecular motion in
systems containing quadrupolar nuclei that exhibit a noncentral transition spinning sideband pattern in the singlepulse 27Al MASNMR experiment.

The experiment is similar

. which very
to an experiment proposed by De Jong et a z24 , 1n
slow

molecular reorientations were studied by analysis of

the cross-peaks associated with the spinning sidebands arising
from shielding anisotropy.

The experiment is described in

more detail at a later stage.

3.3

Zeolite synthesis 25 , 26 , 27 , 28
Zeolites are generally metastable species that are

prepared by hydrothermal synthesis from strongly basic reaction mixtures containing silicon (as soluble silicate or
colloidal silica) , aluminium (as aluminate) and various
types of cations.

Most of the research in this thesis

concerns high-silica zeolites that are generally prepared
using organic molecules such as amines and quaternary
ammonium salts in addition to the reactants above, although
some high-silica zeolites may be prepared without the use of
organic molecules of any kind.

The role of the organic

template is imperfectly understood,but it is believed to
exert both a shape directing effect in addition to solubilising and stabilising the silicate species in the starting
solution.
In general, the type and crystal properties of the
zeolite obtained are highly sensitive to the physical and
chemical nature of the reactants used in preparing the reaction mixture, the overall chemical composition of the latter,
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the types of cation present, and the conditions (temperature,
pressure and time) of the hydrothermal treatment.

Zeolite

synthesis usually proceeds vi4 the formation of an intermediate aluminosilicate gel and, after an induction period,
the zeolite crystallises with or without participation of the
solution phase.

The synthesis mixture therefore consists

of a very complex heterogeneous system made up of the amorphous
gel, the emergent zeolite crystals and the supernatant solution.
These three phases and the starting silicate and aluminate
solutions have been studied by a wide range of methods.

How-

ever, the mechanism by which zeolites form from the gels and
the nature of the dissolved species in the reactant solutions
are poorly understood.
29

s·l

an d

27

A1 s t u d'les (both solid and solution state),

in combination with XRD and elemental analysis have provided
detailed information on the mechanisms of zeolite formation.
The suggested mechanisms apparently differ considerably for
different zeolites which suggests that the crystallisation
process depends critically on the preparation conditions.
The preparations of some of the high-silica samples are
discussed below.

In the case of the gallium analogue of

ZSM-5, the aluminate source is simply replaced by a gallate
source, the synthesis conditions being otherwise similar to
those outlined above.
3.3.1

Sample Preparation
3.3.1.1

29

Synthesis of high-silica theta-1
In order to prepare high-silica zeolite

the ta-l, 0. 4 g of NaOH were dissolved in 50 g of water and the
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addition of the NaOH was followed by 9g of diethylamine
After stirring,

which acts as a template in the synthesis.

50·gof Ludox AS40 silica solution (containing 40% by weight
silica in water) were added.

The resultant hydrogel was

stirred for a further 30 minutes - the dilute system eventually being transferred to a stainless stee~ 15~cm
vessel.

3

pressure

This was half filled with gel and rotated in the

oven to ensure thorough mixing during crystallisation at 418 K.
At the end of the crystallisation period, the pressure vessel
was cooled and the zeolite filtered,
373 K.

was~ed

and then dried at

It is important to remove the pressure vessel from

the oven soon after crystallisation has occurred because
theta-1 is quickly converted to a-cristobalite.

The removal

of the organic template (calcination) was achieved by heating
in a horizontal tubular furnace in a flow of air at 823 K
for 12 hours.

3.3.1.2

Preparation of NH +-theta-l
4
In this case, the starting point was

the Na,H-form of theta-1 (sample provided by Dr. S.A.I.Bo.rri) ..
The sample was ion exchanged with ammonium nitrate solution.
Approximately 10 ml of a 1M solution of ammonium nitrate was
used for every gram of zeolite (50 gof zeolite were ionexchanged in total) , the ion exchange process was repeated
twice with filtering and washing of the sample with distilled
water,both in between,and after the ion exchange processes.
The sample was then dried in an oven at 373 K

and used in

the hydrothermal dealumination study outlined in Chapter Seven.
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3.3.1.3

Preparation of NH + -ZSM-5
4
In order to prepare approximately 100 g

of the tetrapropylammonium hydroxide form of ZSM-5, initially
4 g of sodium hydroxide and 10.6 g of sodium aluminate were
completely dissolved in water,and this was followed by the
addition of 70 gof tetrapropylammonium hydroxide solution
(containing 20% by weight tetrapropylammonium hydroxide in
water) .

250 g of Ludox AS40 silica solution t.vere then added

with constant stirring until a homogeneous gel resulted.

The

gel was split between eight stainless steel pressure vessels
and heated for 3 days at 443 K.

After filtering and washing

with distilled water, the sample was dried in an oven at 373
overnight.

i~

The sample was then calcined at S23'K for 12

hours in air to produce the Na,H-form of the zeolite.

The

sample was then ion exchanged with ammonium nitrate solution
in an identical fashion to that described for the Na,H form
of theta-1.

The resulting NH +-form of ZSM-5 was used
4

in the hydrothermal dealumination studies, the results of which
are discussed in Chapter Seven.
3. 3 .1. 4

Synthesis of the gallium analogue of ZSM-5
10 gof gallium metal were dissolved in

fuming nitric acid to produce a solution of gallium nitrate.
88 g of the solution were taken and ammonia was added dropwise until the mixture was thick with a gallium hydroxide
precipitate (pH 7).

The fresh precipitate was filtered out

and washed with 200 ml of water and left to stand on the filter
paper for half an hour.

The gallium hydroxide was dis-

solved in a solution of 3. 2 g of sodium hydroxide in 50 g of
water to produce a solution of sodium gallate.

Another
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50g of water was added followed by 54g of diethanolamine
and lOOg of Ludox AS40 silica solution.

The resultant

hydrogel was stirred for a further 30 minutes - the system
then being transferred to a stainless steel pressure vessel.
As in the case of the synthesis of high-silica

~heta-1,

the

pressure vessel was half-filled with gel and rotated in an
oven to ensure thorough mixing during crystallisation at
443 K.

A sample of Ga-ZSM-5 was also prepared using tetra-

propylammonium hydroxide as the template.

The synthesis

conditions were identical to those given above for the diethanolamine template,apart from the use of 40g of tetrapropylammonium hydroxide solution (in water) instead of 54 gof
diethanolamine,and a total of 70 gof added water instead of
the lOOgadded in the diethanolamine synthesis.

After

synthesis, the crystalline product was filtered and washed
with distilled water, and then dried in an oven at 373 K
prior to calcination.
The as-synthesised forms were initially
calcined under nitrogen (713
at 7.73 K for 12 hours in air.

~for

12 hours) and then heated

This calcination procedure

minimises the possibility of the gallium falling out of the
framework when the template is removed.

Such a synthesis

should result in a Si/Ga atomic ratio of approximately 15
in both cases, which was observed upon characterisation of
the samples.

The Na,H forms of Ga-ZSM-5 that result on

calcination were used without further treatment for ion
exchange.
Other synthetic zeolites studied
(provided by Drs. S.A.I. Barri and D.W. Walker) include an
as-synthesised form of theta-1 (diethanolamine template), a
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calcined and ion-exchanged sample of theta-1 prepared with
a diethanolamine template, a calcined form of theta-1 prepared with an ammonia template and an as-synthesised form of
ZSM-5 (diethanolamine template) .

A sample of NaY zeolite

was provided by Dr. Nock (Nottingham University), and a sample
of albite was obtained from Dr. R. Hardy (Geology Department,
Durham University).
The samples purchased are listed below together
with their sources:
Source
Aluminium bromide hexahydrate

Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.

Aluminium chloride hexahydrate

Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.

Potassium aluminium sulphate

Alfa Products

Sodium aluminium sulphate

Alfa Products

Sodium chloride

Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.

Borax

BDH

Sodium perborate

BDH

Diethanolamine

Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd.

3.4

Review of the nuclei studied and the experimental
procedur,:es used.
The application of NMR to zeolites has recently been re-

viewed by Nagy and Derouane

30

, and a summary of their review

is given below.
3.4.1

Silicon
In the first application of high-resolution solid-

state MAS NMR to the investigation of silicates and aluminosilicates, Lippmaa et
observed in the

29

az 31

showed that distinct peaks could be

si MASNMR spectra of solid silicates and

aluminosilicates which corresponded to different chemical
environments, depending essentially on the number of tetrahedral aluminium atoms in the second coordination sphere of
silicon 32 , 33 .

The chemical shifts of the lines belonging

to specific Si (nAl) configurations are also influenced by
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the different interatomic distances and angles of the
Si-0-T linkages

33

(T=Si,Al)

, 3 ~.

In silica,t_es, the
extends from

~60

29

si NHR chemical

~hift range

to -120 ppm and may be subdivided into

characteristic ranges for monosilicates (Q ) , disilicates
0
and chain end groups (Q ) , middle groups in chains and rings
1

(Q 2 ), chain branching sites (Q ) and the three-dimensional
3
30
cross-linked framework (Q )
•
Substitution of silicon
4
by aluminium leads to a paramagnetic shift (Figure 3.3).
The degree of crystallinity and the regularity of the Si,Al
distribution is reflected in the sharpness of the resonance
.
3 0
1 1nes
.

The SiOR (R=H, metal or organic cation) defect
sites are also readily detected by

29

si NMR.

For zeolites

of quite different structures, the relevant resonance occurs
at about -103 ppm

33 35 36
,
,
which is probably due to the similar
":!Q

average Si-0-T angles- .

Cross-polarization enhances the

intensity of the line characterised by SiOH groups for short
contact times relative
pulse spectrum

~o

36 37
'
.

the lines in the ordinary-single-

The concentration of SiOR defect

sites increases with decreasing aluminium content 38 in the
case of ZSM-5, and as many as 32SiOR per unit cell have been
detected in highly siliceous samples.

Given that four SiOR

correspond to each missing tetrahedral site, eight T-sites
must be non-occupied in the structure.

These results are

in agreement with the model previously proposed for the
formation of ZSM-5 zeolite, where double five-membered rings
are believed to condense to a structure containing a high
number of defect sites

38

.
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The probability of the Si(Al0 )n(Si0 ) _n units
4
4 4
as a function of n may be calculated assuming a binominal
. t
d 1.s

~·
rJ'b
... U-•-lOn

19
~1 _l1.'nk~ges
an d --no Al
· --0 -,.,
...

The ·caTculation

is independent of the topology of the structure and may be
per f orme d on any zeo 1 1.. t e 40 .

Thus, for a given quantitative

single-pulse silicon spectrum, the framework Si/Al ratio of
the zeolite may be calculated, although the accuracy of the
method becomes questionable for Si/Al ratios greater than 20.
Information on the Si,Al ordering on the T- sites of the
zeolite framework may be derived by comparison of the relative
Si(nAl) populations obtained from NMR peak intensities with
model generated Si(nAl) populations

3.4.1.1

29

30

.

Si Exberimental orocedure

The

29

si chemical shifts reported in

this thesis are referenced with respect to TMS using the
solid sodium salt of trimethylsilyl-1-propanesulphonic acid
as a secondary reference material.

field strength was set using silica gum (r.f. field

r~f.

strength
the

Typically, the proton

1

"'62.5 kHz) and the field was then adjusted to bring

H signal on-resonance.

The Hartmann-Hahn match was

then set on the reference compound by variation of the silicon
r.f. field strength until maximum signal enhancement was
observed.

Slow spinning, alms contact time and a recycle

delay of 30 s were used.

The shift of the single resonance

observed in the silicon reference compound is l.l8ppm with
respect to TMS.

This procedure was always used for refer-

encing and,afterwards the spectrometer was ready for both
'
t.1.0n an d s1.ng
'
1 e-pu 1 se 29 s.1. exper1.ments.
'
cross-po 1 ar1.za

In
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some instances, the Hartmann-Hahn match was set directly
on the sample.

3.4.2

Carbon
High-resolution

13

C MASNMR may be used to in-

vestigate the nature of carbon-containing molecules occluded
into the zeolite channels or cavities.

The isotropic

13

c

chemical shift is highly sensitive to the environment of the
carbon nucleus, and the

13

c

NMR spectra usually display narrow

and well resolved lines for each kind of distinct carbon atom
of the organic species in the zeolite.
13

c

NMR data have shown that the tetrapropyl-

ammonium ions are occluded intact in the ZSM-5 channels

41

.

t-lloreover, two types of methyl groups are observed but at
temperatures higher than 523 K, the intensity of the doublet
peaks decreases and a sharp peak characterising the methyl
It has been concluded that heating results

groups appears.

in syrnmetrisation of the tetrapropylarnmonium ion by rotation,
· ld 1ng
·
· 1 e resonance 1n
· .t h e 13 c- NM_R spectrum
- 42
y1e
on 1 y a s1ng
The

13

c

MASNHR technique has been applied to a

wide variety of organic templates present in as-synthesised
ZSM-5 zeolites.

The spectra reveal that most of the tern-

plates such as butylamine, ethanol and butan-1-ol partly decompose or diffuse out of the framework during the synthesis
or drying of the zeolite

28

.

13

c

MASNMR has also been used

to detect the presence of small ZSM-5 particles which contain
less than 3 or 4 unit cells in thickness, corresponding to a
size that is beyond the XRD limit 43 .

62

Tetrabutylamrnonium cations are the preferred
template for zsrvJ:-11 but, tetrabutylphosphonium ions may
also be used in the synthesis of ZSM-11 zeolite.
13

c

MASNMR data suggest that the template

The

remainsintact

during the synthesis,and again there is a doublet splitting
of the methyl peak in both cases

44

The doublet splitting

of the methyl peak in both ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 is interpreted
in terms of the influence of the different channels on the
methyl groups of the template which is located at the
channel intersections.

It should, however, be noted that

spectra reported by Boxhoorn and co-workers do not show
splitting of the methyl peaks in the case of ZSM-11

41 42
'
.

It has recently been shown that in the synthesis
of zeolite ZSM-48 in the presence of an alkylamine and tetramethylammonium ions, only the n-alkylamine plays a structuredirecting role, while the tetramethylammonium ions are the
main species incorporated during the growth process, until
complete filling of the channels is achieved

45

.

In contrast

to zeolite ZSM-48,the formation of zeolite ZSM-39 seems to
be directed exclusively by tetramethylammonium ions

30

.

The

crystallisation of zeolite ZSM-39 is accompanied by the dequaternation of tetramethylammonium ions to produce trimethylammonium ions in equilibrium with trimethylamine.

These

two organic compounds are essentially occluded in the large
cavities of ZSM-39
The

13

30

c

.

NMR chemical shift of the methyl carbons

in the tetramethylammonium ion are particularly sensitive to
.
t o f t h e zeo l'1te 46' 4 7 .
t h e cage env1ronmen

A study of a

wide range of zeolites has shown that there is a clear correl-

63

ation between chemical shifts and the size of the cage

47

The resonance shifts to lower frequency as the size of the
cage

increase~.

Itseems that the chemical shift is determined

almost entirely by the size of the cage, while the structure
outside the cage, the framework Si/Al ratio and the density
of the tetramethylammonium ions in the cage have a
negligible effect on the chemical shifts.

Thus, tetramethyl-

ammonium ions are excellent probe molecules for estimating
the size of the cage trapping the ions, even if the framework
structure is unknown.

. pro b es sue h as pyr1'd'1ne 48 an d carb on
0 rgan1c
monoxide

49

have been used as probe molecules to investigate
The nature of the

the nature of acid sites in zeolites.

adsorbed species and by implication the nature of the acid
sites may be inferred from the chemical shifts, linewidths
and relaxation times.
As an analytical tool,

13

C

N~R

may be used to

follow the concentration of reactants and products as a
function of time,and hence kinetic constants may be determined.
Mechanistic information on catalytic transformations may also
.
49 50
be prov1ded '
.

3.4.2.1

13

c

The

Experimental procedure

13 c NMR chemical shifts reported in

this thesis are referenced with respect to TMS using solid
adamantane as a secondary reference material.

The carbon

r.f. field strength was adjusted to allow for maximum transverse magnetisation (r.f. field strength

~

62.5 kHz) and the

Hartmann-Hahn match was then set by variation of the proton
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r.f. field strength until a maximum signal was observedr
Slow spinning, a 1.5ms contact time and recycle delay of
5 cs were used.

The shifts were converted to the TMS scale

by usin-g--a- shift of 38 .4, ppm for the higher frequency adamantane shift.

After this procedure, the spectrometer was ready

for cross-polarization and single-pulse

13

c

experiments.

The experimental procedure outlined above was used in the case
of the

CXP-200,and was essentially the same for the MSL-300,

although different r.f. field strengths were usedcand allowance was made for a power droop in the proton channel.

3.4.3

Aluminium
27

Al NMR has been used to characterise framework

four-coordinate and extra-framework six-coordinate aluminium
. 51
specles

Usually, only the central transition resonance

is observed and although this is broadened by a second-order
quadrupolar interaction, the difference in chemical shift of
the two species is usually sufficient to ensure that the two
species are well resolved.
For quantitative measurements, care has to be
taken to ensure that a short flip angle is used in order to
render the central transition signal intensity independent
. t erac t'lOn 20 .
o f th
.e qua d rupo 1 arliT

The procedure for alumin-

ium quantitation is described fully in Chapter Five and no
further mention will be made of it here.

et aZ
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Recently, Lippmaa

have shown that there is a linear correlation between

the chemical shift of the central transition (corrected for
the second-order diamagnetic quadrupolar shift) and the mean
Al-0-Si bond in framework silicoaluminates.

This method

can be used to position the aluminium atoms in the different

65

crystallographic sites if the relevant bond angles have
been accurately determined.
to complement
27

29

The method may also be used

si NMR data.

Al NMR has also been used in both dealumination

. t'10n s t u d'1es o f zeo l1' t es 53,54,55,56,57 .
and rea 1 um1na

De-

alumination is performed to increase the thermal stability
and acidity of zeolites, whereas realumination is used to
effect a different Si,Al ordering in the framework with respect to the ordering that existed before dealumination.
Dealumination typically results in broad underlying resonances
in the

27

Al MASNMR spectra.

Nutation experiments performed

on dealuminated zeolite Y samples suggest that the nonframework aluminium resulting on dealumination is characterised by a stronger quadrupole interaction than that character55
. .
. .
1s1ng
t h e f ramewor k a 1 um1n1um
.

However, results presented

in this thesis suggest that the broad linewidth of the nonframework species does not simply result from second-order
quadrupolar effects.

Incorporation of aluminium into the

zeolite framework by treatment of zeolites with A1Cl
convincingly demonstrated by

27

Al NMR 58 , 59 .

3

has been

The proposed

mechanism for the alumination of ZSM-5 involves both the reactive hydroxyl nests on the external surface and in the internal channels

59

.

The existence of penta-coordinate aluminium
species has been suggested on the basis of chemical shift
measurements in steamed crystalline or amorphous aluminas1'1'1ca t es 60 .
penta~cordinated

It has been suggested that the presence of
aluminium may reduce the extent of coke

formation during hydrocarbon cracking reactions.

Recently,

66

however, this interpretation has been questioned and it
has been suggested that the resonance results from non-

. . 55 .
. t e a 1 um1n1um
f ramewor k f our-coor d 1na
3.4.3.1

27

Al

The

EX,E~.!j.mental procedure
27

Al NMR shifts quoted in this thesis

are referenced with respect to Al(H o)
2 6

3+

.

The sharp reson-

ance of the hexa-aqua cation is visible in all aqueous solutions of aluminium salts, and is therefore easily accessible.
A dilute solution of aluminium chloride was used in the vast
majority of cases.

Ideally, the shift should have been ex-

trapolated to infinite dilution, although in the case of aluminium chloride solution, the ob.served shift was negligibly
dependent on the concentration of aluminium chloride, and no
attempt was made to extrapolate the chemical shift to infinite
dilution.
When more than one aluminium resonance
was present and quantitative peak intensities were required
on the CXP-200 spectrometer, the aluminium r.f. field strength
2
was typically set at "-41 13 kHz u~ing a sample of solid aluminium bromide.

The pulse duration was then reduced in agree-

ment with the quantitative requirements of Figure 5.2.
similar procedure was used on the VXR-300 sp~ctrometer.

A
For

the Jeol GE-400 spectrometer, the complete description is given
in Chapter Five.

The full experimental descriptions of the

more complex nutation and 20 exchange experiments are also given
in Chapter Five, as is the description of the Dante T 1 experiment.

The full experimental procedure for the multiple-pulse

experiments are given in Chapter Seven.
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3.4.4

Sodium
The chemical shift range of the sodium nucleus

is smaller than that of the aluminium nucleus.

In addition,

because the nuclear spin quantum number of sodium is smaller
than that of aluminium, sodium has a greater second-order
quadrupolar width and hence broader central transition lines

28

.

Consequently, the spectral resolution is poor when more than
one sodium resonance contributes to the spectrum in the solid
state.
23

Na NMR has been used to provide information

of the Si,Al ordering in zeolites.

A well resolved second-

order powder pattern for the central transition,instead of a
broad featureless hump,is observed in the case of an ordered
system

61

.

23

Na NMR has also been used to study dehydration

and rehydration of ZSM-5

62

.

23

Na NMR techniques have

proved particularly useful in studying the hydration state
of sodium cations as well as their interactions with the
negative centres of the framework.

Apparently, both the

linewidth and the chemical shift of sodium depend on the relative amount of aluminium in the samples in the case of
A chemical shift close to zero has been reported
for the highly siliceous samples, while the samples containing
a higher proportion of aluminium exhibit a spectrum characterised by a chemical shift in the -15 - -20 ppm region.

It

should be noted that these shift ranges must be very sensitive
to the zeolite structure because the

23

Na resonances observed

for the non-ZSM-5 type zeolites do not fall in the -15 - -2o·ppm
range for the samples investigated in this thesis.

The value

of attempting to define such shift ranges seems dubious given

68

the existence of second-order quadrupolar shifts, and the
possible presence of mobility and exchange effects.

~ 3 Na NMR ha§ been applied to NaY zeolites containing ionic and metallic sodium clusters in the zeolite
pores

as

-~
t
':'.emons

rat~

c.

b y . Gro h ct e t

a Z 64 • .

The

23

Na

spectra of the sodium-metal loaded compounds show three
different lines:

an intense line at 0 ppm, and lines at 673

and 1132ppm, which are assigned to Na+ ions in the zeolite,
and to sodium metal particles in the supercages of NaY,and
metal particles at the crystallite surface.

The large

shifts in the case of the metallic sodium clusters results
from a Knight Shift.
23

Na nutation NMR has been applied to dehydration

studies of NaA zeolite,and the results have been interpreted
in terms of a distribution of quadrupolar parameters and relaxation effects,which lead to a broadening in the excitation
projection of the nutation experiment

65

.

The presence of

relaxation broadening was elegantly demonstrated by the use
of rotary -echo nutation experiments

3. 4. 4. 1

23

.
t a 1 proce d ure
Na Exper1men

The
this thesis

are

aqueous dilution.

22

23

Na chemical shifts reported in

referenced relative to Na+ ions at infinite
On such a chemical shift scale, solid

sodium chloride has a shift of 7.lppm.

The sodium r.f. field

strength was typically set at ~41 /3 kHz using solid sodium
2

chloride, and when quantitative results were required,the
pulse duration was reduced in accordance with Figure 5.1.
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A similar procedure was followed for both the CXP-200 and
VXR-300 spectrometers.

As in the case of aluminium, the

more complex nutation and multiple-pulse experiments are described in Chapters Five and Seven respectively.

3.4.5

Hydrogen
Hydrogen atoms may be present in zeolites in

several structurally distinct forms

28

.

The catalytic pro-

perties of zeolites depend on acidic protons of hydroxyl
groups associated with framework aluminium (Si(OH)Al).
Hydrogen atoms may also be present in Si-OH groups
~·terminal"

or "silanolic" hydroxyl groups) at the surface

of the zeolite crystallites, in defect sites of the framework
or in amorphous material occluded in the zeolite.

Al-OH

groups of non-framework hydroxoaluminium species, NH + and
4
other proton-bearing cations, hydroxyl groups associated with
metal cations, and chemically or physically adsorbed water
molecules are all other potential sources of hydrogen atoms
. zeo l1' t es 28 .
1n
The considerable attention paid to the NMR behaviour of water adsorbed in zeolites has been summarised by
Buckingham and McLauchlan
nite yield

1

66

.

Analcime, natrolite and thomso-

H NMR static spectra with linewidths of the order

of several tens of kHz, while

faujasite yields a sharp reson-

ance due to the absence of orientation effects on the supercages.

Relaxation times T 1 and T have been determined as
2

a function of temperature and surface coverage for a wide range
of zeolites and information concerning the water mobility and
its distribution has been obtained 67 , 68 , 69 .

70

In the case of dehydrated zeolites, broad and
featureless lines result in the

1

H NMR static spectra due

to- homo- and heterodipolar-intcractions,and with a- lesser
contribution from shielding anisotropy

28

,

Although the

1

H

chemical shifts may not be measured with sufficient accuracy,
and signals resulting from structurally distinct hydrogen
atoms may not be resolved, it is possible to determine the
total concentration of protons,and certain types of proton
may be differentiated by their T

2

relaxation times

70

.

A

considerable improvement in resolution is observed on using
~~S

and a review summarising the information that may be

obtained is given in Section 7.10.

Multiple-pulse techniques

to remove the homodipolar proton interaction in zeolites are
only relevant for samples containing the organic template.
For dehydrated zeolite samples in the hydrogen form, the
proton-proton distances are usually large enough to prevent
71
homodipolar broadening in 1 H MASNMR experiments
, whereas
spin exchange averages out the homodipolar interaction in
hydrated zeolites.

3.4.5.1

1

H Experimental procedure

The
with respect to TMS.

1

H chemical shifts are referenced

For

1

H MAS experiments, T.t-18 was used

as the reference material whereas for

C~1PS

experiments,

adamantane (1.74 ppm with respect to TMS) was used as the
secondary reference material.

It should be noted that the

two proton resonances in adamantane are not resolved by the
CRAMPS technique.
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3.5

Characterisation by non-NMR techniques
3.5.1

Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
J.\mm~nia-TPD

wen~_

measurements

U$eQ tQ measur_e

The experiment in-

acid site concentration and strength.

volves adsorbing ammonia onto the sample and then following
the

desorption of ammonia as a function of temperature.

Two

considerations must, however, apply before such measurements
may be considered as quantitative.

The measurements are

only quantitative if the nature of the NH

3

desorption peaks

The
other point is, that peak
.

is identified unambiguously.

areas measure the number of sites, whereas their position on
the temperature scale (maximum desorption rate) is usually
believed to be a measurement of their strength.
the latter may not always be the case.

However,

Desorption peak

maxima (TM) are related to the heating rate, 8, by the
.
72
equat1on

(3.16)
where am is the amount adsorbed at saturation, K0 is the
exponential factor in the desorption rate, and Ed is the
activrttion energy for desorption.

Clearly, the position of

TM is defined in non-equilibrium (kinetic conditions), in
contrast to acid strength which must be defined in terms of
an acid-base equilibrium.

Hence, the direct use of TM as

an acid strength correlation parameter, without further determination of the other parameters characterising the description
process, may sometimes be misleading.
The sample was heated up to the pretreatment
temperature (673 :!<) at 10 K min -l in 50 ml min -l of dry N
2
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and then held at 673 K for 3 hours.

The system was cooled

to 373 K and the gas flow was switched to 50 ml min -l of 1%
NH

3

in N

2

for 30 minutes.

The flow was switched back to N2

and the system was flushed out at 373 K for 16 hours.
sample was then heated from 373 K to about 973 K at

The

5 K/min.

The desorbed ammonia was swept by flowing nitrogen into a
solution (2.5gl-l) of boric acid.

The pH of the boric acid

was kept constant by the addition of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid.
Thus, the primary information obtained was the
volume of hydrochloric acid added as a function of temperature.
This is converted to mass of ammonia desorbed.

The curve is

presented as a derivative plot to give the more usual presentation of rate of desorption as a function of temperature.
The NH -TPD experiments were performed by Dr. P. Aukitt
3
(Sunbury-on-Thames).

3.5.2

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)
The TGA studies were performed using a Perkin-Elmer

7 series thermal analysis system.
purged for 5 minutes in 60 ml min

-1

10 mg of the sample were
of dry N2 at 303

K.

The

sample weight was then recorded in the 303··1173 K region under
dry N2 flow at a heating rate of 10 K min- 1 .
allows the analysis of

th~

The technique

various types of template molecules

present in a zeolite sample.

In the event that the template

is an amine, then the technique may be used to provide information of the types of acid sites present as in the case ofthe
TPD studies - the strongest acid sites desorbing the base at
the highest temperature.

TGA may also be used to provide an

estimate of the water and organic

conten~

although the assign-

ments are often limited because the loss of occluded water may

73

occur simultaneously with the removal of the organic species.
The TGA analysis was performed by Hr. S. Prince (Sunbury-onThames) •

3.5.3

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA)
Samples were run on a Kratos ES300 XPS spectro-

meter in fixed retardation mode, using MgKa X-rays (96W) of
1253.6 eV

energy~

The powder samples were mounted on a 3-

sided probe tip using double-sided Scotch adhesive tape.
Peak positions were referenced to hydrocarbon at 285 eV (arising from a small amount of surface contamination and possibly
from the adhesive tape) .

Since the tape contains a signif-

icant proportion of carbon and oxygen, the elemental ra.tios
for these elements in the sample cannot be accurately measured.
The ESCA analysis is surface sensitive to a depth of approximately3o·R and the elemental ratios calculated (accurate to
approximately ±5%)

may be compared with elemental ratios cal-

culated from bulk techniques to provide information on elemental distribution.

The technique may also be used to probe

template di-stribution.

The ESCA experiments were p-erformed

by Mr. R. Ward (Durham University).
3.5.4

Po~der

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The XRD studies were performed using a Philips
PW 1820 automatic diffractometer.

The finely ground samples

were mounted in the sample holder with care being taken to
avoid orientation effects.

28 values in the 4-32° range

were scanned using CuKa radiation and a scintillation counter.
The data were,transferred to a computer to yield both the dspacings and the diffraction trace.

The XRD experiments were

performed by Mrs. E.A. Thomas (Sunbury-on-Thames}.
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3.5.5

x~ray

fluorescence (XRF)

XRF analysis was used to obtain the %wt. of
silicon and aluminium present in the zeolite samples for
use in quantitative

27

Al NMR work.

In some instances,

XRF was also used to obtain the %wt. of sodium and potassium.
The analysis was performed using a Philips PW 1404 wavelength
dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrophotometer fitted with a
scandium X-ray tube in the case of silicon and aluminium.
The instrument was calibrated versus multiple standards and
corrects for inter-element

0.2g of sample is

int~rferences.

mixed with 7.8g of lithium tetraborate and fused at 1473 K
in a platinum crucible to form a bead.

The XRF experiments

were performed by Dr. D.C. Johnson (Sunbury-on-Thames).

3.5.6

Atomic absorption (AA)
AA was sometimes used to determine the %wt. of

sodium and potassium in the zeolite samples.

The analysis

was performed using a Perkin Elmer 5000 atomic absorption
spectrophotometer.

The zeolite sample was dissolved in

hydrofluoric acid,and the solution was introduced to an airacetylene burner to yield an atomic vapour in the path of the
light beam from the hollow cathode source.

The instrument

was calibrated using a series of standard water samples varying in sodium and potassium ion concentration.

Sodium

analysis is made very difficult by contamination problems, and
care has to be taken with sample handling in addition to the
subtraction of the background signal.

The AA experiments

were performed by Dr. R. Coult (Durham University).
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3.5.7

Microanalysis
Microanalysis was used for the determination of

the %wt. of carbon and nitrogen present in the as-synthesised
samples containing an organic template.
Elemental Analyser was used.

A Carlo Erba 1105

The sample is contained in a

lightweight tin container and dropped into a vertical quartz
tube maintained at 1303 K, through which a constant flow of
helium is run.

When the samples are introduced, the helium

stream is temporarily enriched with pure oxygen.

Flash com-

bustion takes place, primed by the oxidation of the container.
Quantitative combustion is then achieved by passing the mixture
The gases are then passed over copper
at

92~

K to remove the excess of oxygen and to reduce oxides

of nitrogen to nitrogen.

The mixture then passes through a

chromatographic column of Parapak QS heated to approximately
373 K and the individual components are then separated and
eluted as N2 and

co 2 .

A thermal conductivity detector feeds

a signal to a potentiometric recorder in parallel with an integrator with a digital printout.

The instrument is

rated by combustion of standard compounds.

ca~ib-

The experiments

were performed by Mrs. M. Cox (Durham University).
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CHAPTER FOUR
STRUCTURES OF THE ZEOLITES STUDIED

81

4.1

Introduction
Zeolites are microporous, crystalline aluminosilicates

consisting of a complex framework of Sio

4

and Al0

4

tetrahedra

forming a regular system of inter-connected cavities and
channels.

The net negative charge of the aluminosilicate

framework, equal to the number of constituent aluminium atoms,
is balanced by charge-compensating cations located in the voids,
which may also contain water or neutral molecules, and in some
cases non-silicate anions (e.g. Cl~ in sodalite, cb~ 2 . . .
)1
canc1.rln1te
.

in

The void space may be up to 50% of the total

crystal volume.

The various types of zeolite are character-

ised by the distinct topology of their three dimensional network, the relative proportions (Si/Al ratio) and arrangement
(Si,Al order) of the Si and Al atoms in the tetrahedral sites
of the framework, and the type and distribution of the cations.
1

Zeolites may be represented by the general oxide formula :

Mn~
XJ

n

(Al0 ) (Si0 ) .qH 0
2 x
2 y
2

n+
where M
represents

e~chang~a):)le

catl,.ons - rnost_ly metal

cations, but also NH +, H+, organic cations or transition
4
metal complexes.

In all zeolite structures studied to date,

it has been found that

y~x.

Given that each silicate and

aluminate tetrahedron is linked via oxygen bridges to four
other tetrahedra, the conclusion is that Al-0-Al linkages are
forbidden (Loewenstein's rule) 1 .

Thus, the minimum Si/Al

ratio (y/x) in zeolites is unity, but the ratio may increase
to

oo

in aluminium-free frameworks.

Other elements such as

Ga, Fe, B and P can be substituted for Si and Al in

the

zeolite framework but, in general, the frrunework topology is
not altered by such substitutions.

Taking into account
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isomorphous substitution, interrupted frameworks, hydroxo
bridges and aqua and other ligands of framework atoms, the
following more general oxide formula for zeolite-type materials
2
based on four-connected f-rameworks has- been proposed by Meier :
"'

1

M:.H
x y Nz[TmT n . ... 0 2 ( m+n + • • • ) - k(OH) 2 k] (OH)b r (aq) p .qQ
where r1 and :1 ~ are exchangeable and non-exchangeable metal
cations, N are non-metallic cations (generally removed on
heating) ,

(aq) is chemically bonded water (or other strongly

held ligands of T atoms) and Q are sorbate molecules which
need not be water.

The part in square brackets denotes

the four-connected framework, which is usually anionic.

4.2

Classification of zeolite types
T0

4

tetrahedra, where T may be Si or Al, are thus the

primary building units of all zeolite frameworks.

Chains,

sheets and three-dimensional networks may be constructed from
these T0 4 tetrahedra, which are linked through shared oxygen
atoms

1

.

In 1967, Meier proposed the Secondary Building Unit (SBU)
concept 3 .
units.

The SBUs are constructed from the primary building
The framework topology

o~

all known zeolite framework

types can be constructed from such SBUs and classified in this
way.

Assuming the entire framework is made up of one SBU only,

nine SBUs are derived which

1

are shown in Figure 4.l(a) . In the

SBU, Al or Si is present at each corner but the oxygens are
not shown.

They

are located near the mid-points of the lines

joining each pair of T-atorns.

Several zeolite frameworks can

be generated by more than one type of secondary building unit
.
rna k 1ng
t he

s BU

c 1 assi f ication concept a rob'1guous 4,5,6 .

This

TABLE 4.1

Unit cell compositidns and secondary building units of selected zeolitesl

Name

!_ypical unit cell com:eosition

Analcime

Na

Faujasite

Nal2Cal2Mgll(Al58Sil340384)260•H20

Ferrierite

Na 1 . 5 Mg 2 (Al 5 . 5 si 30 . 5 o72 ) ·18H 2 0

Zeolite ZK-5

Na

Zeolite A

Na

16 ~Al 16 si 32 o 96 ) ·16H 2 0

Secondary building units
4

6

4

6

6-6.
5-l

si

o
) ·98H 2 0
66 192

4

6

8

6-6

si

o ) •2?H 2 0
12 48

4

6

8

4-4

Zeolite L

K Na (Al si o ) •21H 2 0
6 3
9 27 72

4

6

Zeolite ZSM-11

Nan(AlnSi 96 _no 192 ) •16H 2 0

5-l

Mordenite

Na (Al Si o ) ·24H 2 0
8 40 96
8

5-1

Natrolite

Na

Zeolite RHO

(Na,Cs)

Zeolite THETA-1

Na n (Al n Si -n
· o · )
24
48

5-l

Zeolite ZSM-5

Nan(AlnSi 96 _no 192 )·16H 2 o

5-l

30
12

16

(Al
(Al

(Al

30
12

16
12

si

6-6

4-1

o ) ·16H 2 0
24 80

(Ai

12

si

o

36 96

) •46H 2 0

4

6

8

8-8

CXl

w
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is self-evident from Table 4.1 which lists a selection of
zeolite types together
framework.

wit~

the corresponding SBUs of the

In fact only five out of the nine SBUs shown

in Figure 4.1 are required to generate all the zeolite frame6
work types- the 4, 6, 4-1, 4-4-1 and 5-l units .

In some

cases, the zeolite framework may be considered in terms of
larger symmetrical polyhedra (Archimedean solids} .

Some

important examples of these larger polyhedra are illustrated
in Figure 4.l(b).

More recently a different topological con-

cept for the description and classification of zeolite frame7
work types has been suggested by Meier and Moeck .

"Coordin-

ation sequences" representing the numbers of T atoms in the
various tetrahedral coordination sphere of each topologically
n~n-equivalent

T-site are defined.

The topology of the frame-

work is then expressed by the sequences of these numbers up to
the fifth nearest neighbour.

Although the concept of coordin-

ation sequences has proved to be very useful in evaluating the
degree of similarity among different zeolite structure types,
most

classificat~on

is

sti~l-performed

using the SBU concept.

The research described in the following chapters concerns
mainly the zeolites theta-1 and ZSM-5 but some reference is also
made to the zeolite Y.

Theta-1 and ZSM-5 are both examples

of medium-pore high-silica zeolites and are thus expected to
have a high thermal stability in the hydrogen-form for many
catalytic and separation applications.

Zeolite Y does not

fit into the same structural group as the above zeolites and
was investigated because of its high sodium content.
A detailed description of the relevant zeolite structures
is given below, and the depth of the description is dependent
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on the relevance to the research.
nature of

29

The complementary

si NMR and XRD in the characterisation of

zeolite structures is examined in-the following descriptions.
4.3

Structure of theta-1
The structure of theta-1 has been studied by both

8 9 10
,
.

and powder X-ray diffraction '

electron diffraction

The crystals used for characterisation were rod-like in
shape and were approximately

in diameter and

2~m

in

The Si/Al ratio of the theta-1 zeolite was 30

length.
(atomic)

O.l~m

and characterisation was performed on the hydrogen

form.
Selected area electron diffractiori patterns indicate
orthorhcr.bic symmetry and reveal unit cell parameters with a
short c-axis repeat unit of about 5 ~ which is significant
in zeolites.

Systematic absences in the X-ray diffraction

data are consistent with the three possible space groups
Cmcm, C2cm,

and Cmc2 .
1

Indexing the X-ray powder diffraction

pattern on the basis of a-c-centered orthohombic unit cell
leads to the unit cell dimensions a = 13.836±0.003,
b

=

17.415±0.004, c

=

5.042±0.001 ~, while full-matrix least-

squares refinement of one trial structure successfully converged for the space group Cmc2 1 .

A framework density of

20.5 tetrahedral (T) atoms per l,CCO ~ 3 was calculated from
the crystal density of 2.05 gem
placement.

-3

measured by rnesitylene dis-

This corresponds to 24.9T-atoms per unit cell

in good agreement with a minimum site multiplicity of 24-T
atoms per unit cell for each of the above three space groups.
The framework is made up of five-, six-, and ten-membered
rings of T0 4 tetrahedra and can be constructed from complex

--·

I

I

;

0

Figu~e

4.2\al:

Projection of theta-1 in the !001: direction.

:--b

Figure 4.2(b):

Twinnin~ ()f hj~h·sjfita>t~ei<H~ '~ith

4HOI

as,ihe ?Win ptane'i(l'roj~ig9:~~':9'100fl).
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This places the structure

5-lT secondary building units.

of theta-1 in the mordenite group of materials which includes
the zeolites mordenite,ferrierite, dachiardite, epistalbite
(ZS~-5

and bikitaite

and ZSM-11) .

A projection of the

structure along the c-axis (iOOll) is shown in Figure 4.2(a).
Edge-sharing five-membered rings of T0 4 tetrahedra

form

zig-zag chains in the a-direction <l~ool) giving a repeat
The zig-zag chains are linked via common

distance of 13.8R.

oxygen atoms in the b- ( 1o1o 1-) and c-directions by the remaining free corners of the T0 4 tetrahedra.

This kind of

linkage gives rise to 10-T ring channels along the c-direction,
and the same structural feature is found in ferrierite, ZSM-5
and ZS.f\1-11, although with C.ifferent lattice parameters and
specific topologies.

The b-e projection of theta-1 is very

similar to the a-b projection in bikitaite which consists of
interlinking 6-T rings giving an approximate 5

R repeat

dist-

Thus, like bikitaite, the topology has a unidimensional

ance.

channel system.

The framework structure of theta-1 is in-

distinguishable from those of ZSM-22, KZ-2, ISI-1 and NU-10
whose structures have been derived from X-ray powder diffraction data

11

•

The framework of theta-1 is also closely related

to the frameworks of the high-silica zeolites ZSM-23 and
ZSM-48.

These zeolites may be constucted from similar chains

to form one-dimensional channel systems with 10-T ring
channels

12 13
'
.

The crystal morphology and size depends critically on
the synthesis conditions 11.

Single-crystals of silica theta-1

may be synthesised using a diethylamine template
diameter and
ditions.

~225

~m

~45~m

in

in length) under static synthesis con-

Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies of
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siliqa theta-1 containing the diethylamine template confirm
that theta-1 crystallises in the space group Cmc2 , attempts
1
to refine the structure in the space groups Cmcm and C2cm
f al'1'lng 14 o

The elliptical lO-T channels were shown to

have free diameters of 4 o7 and 5.5 R (calculated assuming an
oxygen radius 1.4R), which compares with the significantly
larger 10-T ring channels of ZSM-5 (5.3 x 5.5 and 5.4 x 5.6R).

4.3ol

Twinning
Twinning of silica theta-1 has been observed

with lllol as the twin plane

14

.

This results in another

type of 10-T channel with similar free diameters as the 10-T
channel of untwinned silica theta-1 (Figure 4.2(b)).

Twin-

ning is believed to cause only slight distortions of the Si-0
band lengths and 0-Si-0 bond angles and consequently, the
difference in binding energies between the twinned and untwinned structure is probably very small and as such twinning
should occur frequently.

Periodical twinning on the lllOj

plane in distances of (a+b) /2 leads to ZSM-23

4.3.2

12

-(Figure 4. 2 {c)).

Position of the organic template in theta-1
The 10-T channels of as-synthesised silica

theta-1 are occupied by the diethylamine template molecules.
Free diethylamine molecules may be described as zig-zag
chains of carbon and nitrogen atoms with C-C-N and C-N-C
bond angles of approximately 109.5°, there being free rotation
along the

c-c

or C-N bond

14

.

However, the diethylamine

molecule only fits into the channel in a protracted conformation without distortion of the C-C-N or C-N-C bond angles.

lU

(.HI

'II

J

(

HY

()((

I

-(

Figure 4.3: Projection of theta-1 in the 10011 direction showing the diethylamine template in its lowest
energy conformation.

Figure 4.4: Inclusion of the van der Waals radii in Figure 4.3 to reveal significant filling of the channel
void by the organic species.
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The framework of

theta~·l

along the c-axis

y

com-

plete with the diethylamine template in its lowest energy
conformation is sho-wn i11 Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 is deceptive

in the sense that the template would be expected to be very
Inclusion of the van der Waals radii (Figure 4.4)

mobile.

suggests that the channel is filled almost completely by the
organic species, andy given the close packing of the template
moleculesf axial rotation of the molecule about its long axis
is the most feasible mode of motion (Table 4.2).

TABLE 4.2

Size of the diethylamine template molecule and
the free diameters of the lO-T channel for the
hi_gh-s ilic~ zeoli tc -theta-1 I

High-silica

theta~l

Diethylamine

5.5

4.7

4.6

4.2

00

9.1

During structure refinement of as-synthesised
silica theta-1, the carbon and nitrogen atoms were located on
the

mi~ror

planes parallel to JlOOJ, whereas no distinct

position in z was expected for these atoms since there was no
preferred position of the chain in respect of the JOOlJ
.

.

c h anne l d 1rect1on
parallel to the

14

.

Slight displacement of atom positions

JOlOJ axis is possible.

However, it was not

possible to refine the diethylamine molecule orientation with
correct molecular geometries suggesting that the diethylamine
molecules in the channel are highly disordered

14

For

structure refinement, the diethylamine molecules were simulated
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by C·,atoms as scatterers in fixed positions obtained as
highest maxima from the difference Fourier map.

High

temperature factors were used to simulate disorder of the
Refinement of occupation factors led

guest molecules.

to 5.1 carbon atoms per unit cell, in good agreement with
density data, which suggests the presence of one template
molecule per unit cell.

This is in excellent agreement

with the short repeat distance in the c-direction.
Given the similarity in diameters of diethylamine and
diethanolamine in

r.1

protracted conforr.1ation, the above re-

sults are expected t.o be applicable to as··synthesised samples

of theta-1 prepared with a higher aluminium content and a
diethanola~in~

te~~late.

There may, however, be subtle

differences in the unit cell parameters given that diethanolamine can interact more strongly with the zeolite framework
via hydrogen bonding.

It is important to note that the 6-T rings are accessible
to small molecules only, such as water and ammonia (but not
.
.
) 15 .
ammonlum
lons

Thus, active sites present in the 6-T

channels would be expected to contribute less to the catalytic
activity of the zeolite as a consequence of their greater
distance fror.1 the 10-T channels.

4.3.3

Structural characterisation of theta-1 by
29
si .YiASNHR
The single-pulse

29

si ~ffiSNMR spectrur.1 of a

zeolite framework is capable of giving relative populations of
chemically distinct species as well as structural information
on the immediate neighbourhood of a silicon atom.

For

ZSM-22

NtlJ iO

THETA i

Figure 4.5: Ultra-high resolution

29
Si __~P ~ASNMA sp~cira

o[ iheW·1,

N.U-10, ZSM-22, and KZ-2.

(~~~'- ~?~ ~~c ~~

- - - - - ---

-----------~
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high··silica zeolitesu although there is only one chemical
environment (Si(OSi) 4 )

u

the spectrum reveals details on

the crystallographically distinct tetrahedral species.
Since the NMR shift reflects the local magnetic
environment of a nucleusu it can often be related to parameters reflecting the local geometry of the atom in question.
The

29

si chemical shift is sensitive to structural features

and correlations between <Si-0-Si> bond angles (and Si-0 bond
lengths) and 8Si have been derived based on entirely siliceous
sys t ems

16,17,18,19,7.0,21,22

.

The singler,pulse

29

si HASNMR spectrum of a highly

dealuminated sample of theta-1 is shown in Figure 4.5.

The

spectra of almost completely siliceous samples of KZ-2,
ZSM-22 and NU~lo are also shown 23 .

Good samoles of theta-1

show three resonances of equal intensity but in the very best
samples, the central resonance is clearly resolved into two
signals, with the overall intensities being in the ratio
These results are in excellent agreement with the

2~1:1:2.

X-ray diffraction data that was described above where a space
group Cmc2

1

containing four sites of relative intensities

8:4:4:8 was found.

The four crystallographically distinct

sites are indicated in Figure 4.2(a); sites 3, l, 2, 4 are in
the statistical ratio 8:4:4:8.

The two four-occupied sites

are topologically very similar and are expected to have very
similar chemical shifts.

The environments of each crystallo-

graphically distinct site in terms of bond angles of nearest
neighbours are shown in Figure 4.6

14

.

The various crystallo-

graphic sites were assigned to specific NMR resonances using
the correlation between T-0-T bond angle and 8Si based on the
formula

8=~25.44

- 0.57938, where 8 is the mean Si-0-Si bond
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an0le at a particular crystallographic site

17

The relevant

"

parameters are compiled in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4. 3

l at ion of NMR and X· ·ra_y diffraction data
for the zeolite__ ,...theta~l

~_.S)_I!l]2 i

-~~~-------..::-

Site

0

I

< Si-0·-Si > /

3

8

148.0

., 110. 8(7i

2

4

151.4

-112 8t2;

1

4

152.5

-113. dy)

4

8

153.2

-114. 3(31

a/ppm

0

The assignment of the crystallographic sites to specific
chemical shifts is only tentative.

X-ray diffraction

analysis for a sample with a higher aluminium content

~as

iiY:':lcated

that sites 2 and 1 are more topologically equivalent than
is suggested by the data above 9 .

The above formula was obtained by fitting the
plot of isotropic Si(OSi)

29
4

si chemical shift against mean

T-0-T bond angle to a straight line for a ra11ge of zeolites.
For the present case of silica theta-1, the data shown in
Table 4.3 may be fitted to the formula
(correlation coefficient =- 0. 9 7) .

o =

-25.10 - 0.63928

The bond angle data was

obtained from single-crystal studies performed on an assynthesised sample,whereas the chemical shift performed was
obtained for a calcined sample.

Discrepancies could con-

ceivably result from slight differences in the unit cell parameters of the calcined and as-synthesised forms.

a)

b)

c OJ)
c)

r

ZSM-11

1{Jure ~- 7: a) Positiof1 of-ll'le .SBU (heaviiy:()utlitiedLin 'it ~hai_n. of ~•ti~~ieonterfrarriewom,

b):I1QOI.slab~ ·rhe;!Wo.foid. screw axis"and·ihe_iriirrorplahes ·are; indicted;~ .
c}Conn~tTon .of th~~l1 QOI sheets;;~~ZSM:s>is produced bt inversion-..and. ZSM" n:by refledion.
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4. 4

Structure of ZSM· ·5
The structure of ZSM-5 may be constructed from the same

5--lT SBUs that wPre used to generate the structure of theta··l
and may be described as follows

24

In fact, two such units

are required to generate the structure of ZSM··5 by simple
symmetry operations only.

Therefore, it is more correct

to consider the double 5-lT unit the real secondary building
unit of ZSM-5.

This secondary building unit is heavily

outlined in Figure 4.7(a).

By applying a two-fold screw

axis to this SBU, a chain is formed in the direction of the
c .. axis, see Figure 4.7(b).

Other chains are generated by

mirror operations in planes parallel to the a-axis and perpendicular to the
of a

llool

slab.

b~axis.

This results in the formation

The openings in the llool

sheet show the

entrances to sinusoidal channels which run parallel to the
a-axis, the opening being formed by 1:> ro tetrahedra.
4

Finally,

the ZSM-5 framework is constructed by interconnection of llool
sheets which are obtained by an inversion symmetry operation
of chains into chains of an opposite sheet

25

(Figure 4.7(C)).

Two types of channel are present in the ZSM-5 framework:
sinusoidal channels which run parallel to the a-axis and
straight channels parallel to the b-axis.
A related zeolite, ZSM-11, may be formed by a second
mirror operation applied to the
In

ZS~l~ll,

I 1001

sheet (Figure 4.7(c)).

the two interconnected channels which run parallel

to the a- and b-axis are straight.

Additional crystallo-

graphic information concerning ZSI1-5 is compiled in Table 4.4
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TABLE 4.4

~stallograghic data for ZSM-5 26

Channels:

The channel parallel to JoloJ
5. 4 x 5·6

R)

(aperture

is interconnected with channels

parallel to Jloo I (aperture 5. l x 5.5

R) .

Unit cell
composition:
Space group:

Pnma (orthorhombic) a=20.l0, b=l9.96 and
c = l3.•U J(
(P2l/n (monoclinic) a= 20.17, b = 19.93
and c = 13.42 ~ has been reported for the
27
high-silica form ).

The structure described above and the crystallographic
information in Table 4.4 were obtained

26

by X-ray diffraction

studies of a single crystal of tetrapropylammonium ZSH-5 zeolite
(0.05 x 0.07 x 0__.20Jmm crystal) with an atomic Si/Al ratio of
25.

Particularly significant is the observation of an

orthorhombic space group Pnma which implies the existence of
12 crystallographically distinct sites.

This contrasts with

the x-ray diffraction data for calcined silicalite, the pure
silica form of ZSM-5

27

.

For calcined silicalite, the data

are compatible with a space group which requires 24-non
equivalent silicon sites in the repeat unit of the structure
and signify that the space group P2l/n (monoclinic symmetry)
is more appropriate than Pnma.

The X-ray diffraction pattern

of silicalite shows doublet peaks for 28 values of 24.4, 29.2
0

and 48.6 .

Wu et

az 27

simulated peak s~litting by the

introduction of monoclinic lattice parameters a= 20.17,
b

=

19.93 and c

=

13.42.~.

Thus, it would seem that there are

two X-ray crystallographically distinct phases of ZSM-5 zeolites.
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The orthorhombic to monoclinic symmetry change has been
observed on various treatments of as-synthesised ZSM-5 such
as calcination, ion exchange, decationation and dealumin.

atlon

28,2g

·

.

High-silica H-ZSM-5 zeolites and calcined

silicalite usually give
of monoclinic symmetry.

x~ray

diffraction patterns indicative

X-ray diffraction studies have in-

dicated a monoclinic to orthorhombic symmetry change after
either raising the temperature of high-silica
.
.
Wl. t'D varlous
sor b a t es 2 7, 30, 31
1 oa d lng

z·sM~5

or on

The precise conditions

of the symmetry changes depend critically on the aluminium
content and the presence of non-framework organic or inorganic
. 27 32
materlal
'
.
Two different framework topologies of ZSM-5 are not
implied by the apparent observation of orthorhombic and monoclinic symmetry forms.

The framework topology of samples

displaying monoclinic X-ray diffraction patterns is the same
as those exhibiting orthorhombic patterns

27

.

The transform-

ation between the two synwetries results from minor displacements of atomic positions within the zeolite framework which
are usually highly reversible.

The orthorhombic to monoclinic

symmetry change involves small changes in the unit cell shape
and removes symmetry elements such as the mirror planes that
are parallel to lolol and bisect the sinusoidal channels, thus
resulting in a lmvering of the symmetry

27

.

The symmetry

transition does not essentially alter either the size and shape
of the channel openings or the bend angle of the sinusoidal
channel of the ZSM-5 framework.

The general conclusion from

X-ray diffraction studies is that there are only very small
structural differences between the topologically equivalent
orthorhombic and monoclinic forms of the ZSM-5 framework.

1ure 4.8(a): Conformation ol TPA. in ZSM-5, 30% in thermal parameters .

.gure 4 .!:!(b):

Projection o! /.SM-S i11 li13

11 00[

dimr;tion, 'ilJ% iTl lhermaf param8ters.

l

j
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4 4 1
o

o

Position of the

q~gani.c

template in

ZSM~5

ZS~-5

Single crystal structure refinement of
containing the tetrapropylammonium (TPA+)
formed without any constraint on the atoms

ion has been per26

•

Different

levels of refinement and difference Fourier maps revealed
that the TPA+ ion was located in the channel intersections.
The thermal parameters of the atoms in the organic cation are
much larger than those of the framework atoms suggesting incomplete occupancy of the organic cation in the four channel
intersections.

The conformation of the organic cation in

zeolite ZSM-5 is shown in Figure 4.8(a) and is different from
that found in T.PA +Br- 26 ' 33 ' 34

The T~~+ ion contains a

mirror plane symmetry with the N(c 3 l 2 part on the mirror
3 7
1
3
plane at ys /4 and /4 and one c H part off the plane. This
3 7
generates the other propyl group by the mirror plane.

The

bond angles and bond distances of the TPA+ ion were not as
expected for tetrahedral carbon atoms and the thermal parameters of the atoms in T£A+ are so large that riot much accuracy
can be claimed on the individual C-C bond distances and the
C-C-C angles.

This is similar to the situation observed in

as-synthesised silica theta-1 where a similar observation was
attributed to disorder of the template molecules

14

.

However,

including the TPA+ ion did make a significant improvement in
the refinement procedure which at least confiros the presence
of the template.

The rather large C-C-C angles may be

attributed to the "two legs" o: the TPA + ion stretched into
the channels of the framework around the nitrogen atom
(Figure 4. 8 (b)) .

c2v

The symmetry of the T~~+ ion is roughly

(Cs to be exact) rather than
+ ~
33
TPA Br crystal .

c4

as found in the solid

I

5Hz

Figure 4.9: Ultra-nigh resolution

~Si SP MASNMR spectrum of ZS,Mo5.

~~~C5f r~Ji~Q11U1, ~~~

.

.~

. }/
..

~·.,_.,,

.. ---.. ·-

.
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The situation is expected to be very different
Consideration of the

when diethanolamine is the template.
data in Table 4. 4 suggests

th.::~.t

dicthanolamine is accessible

to both the sinusoidal and straight

channels.

lO~T

Given

the larger lO-T channel dimensions relative to theta-1, the
diethanolamine template is expected to be more mobile in the
ZSM-5 framework, particularly in the region of the channel
intersections which are absent in theta-1.

However, no

attempt has yet been made to locate the position of the
diethanolamine template molecules in ZSM-5 by X-ray diffraction
techn.iques.

4. 4. 2

Structural characterisation of ZSM-5 by

29

si MASNMR

The combination of X-ray diffraction data with
the ultra-high resolution

29

si MASNMR spectrum of a highly

siliceous calcined iample of ZSM-5 allows a more complete
description of the zeolite structure than could previously be
given.

Figure 4.9 shows the

29

si HASNMR spectrum of a

highly siliceous sample of ZSM-5 obtained using the spectral
resolution improvement methods of Fyfe

35

.

In all, 21 signals

are observed, which may be unambiguously curve resolved to
show 24 resonances confirMing that the unit cell contains 24
crystallographically distinct silicon atoms.

The result is

compatible with the space group P2:l/n proposed from X-ray
diffraction data, rather than the space group Pnma.
Comparison of the relative intensity of the resonance at -115 to -117 ppm, even in poorly resolved 29 si NMR
spectra, may be used to observe the change from orthorhombic
. . symmetry o b serve d 1n
. X-ray d"-Ff
t"
_:]" 28,29 .
to monoc 1 1n1c
1- rae 10n stuules
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The ratio of the intensity of the ·-115 to -117 ppm

reson~

ances to those of the -110 to -115 ppm resonances varies from
0.13 to 0.18 for samples with monoclinic symmetry and from
0.30 to 0.45 for those with orthorhombic symmetry.

These

suggestions by Debras et al have led to the conclusion from
29

.
Si NMR spectra that thermal treatment leads to a orthor-

hombic-monoclinic transformation for ZSf.1-5 samples with high
Si/Al ratios, whereas retention of the orthorhombic form is
observed for low Si/Al ratios

29

.

Mean Si-0-Si bond angles may be calculated for
the crystallographically distinct sites indicated by the resonances in the ultra-high resolution

29

si NMR spectrum of

the silica form of ZSM~5 using the quantitative relationship
between

29

36

si chemical shifts and <Si-0-Si> referred to earlier.

The relevant data obtained from a spectrum of highly siliceous
ZSM-5 are shown in Table 4.5

TABLE 4.5

1

Calculation of <Si-0-Si> data from NMR data for
hig:hly dealuminated ZSM-5 zeolite using: the
formula c = -25.44-0.57938
<Si~o~·Si>/ 0

cjppm

<Si-0-Si>/ 0

8/ppm

I

-109.8

1

145.6

-113.7

1

152.4

-111.7

1

148.9

-113.9

5

152.7

-112.0

1

149.4

-114.3

1

153.4

-112.5

1

150.3

-114.5

1

153.7

-112.7

1

150.6

-114.8

1

154.3

-112.8

1

150.8

-115.1

1

154.8

-113.4

3

151.8

-115.9

2

156.2

-113.5

2

152.0

-117.0

1

158.1

-----~------------

I

g8

The mean Si-0-Si angles calculated cover the
range between 146 and 159° which co~pa~es

with the range

n

150-164- determined for the 12 crystallographically distinct
silicon sites of the orthorhombic space group Pnma by single
crystal X-ray r~finement of Na,TPA-ZSM-5

37

(atomic Si/Al

ratio = 12), if allowance is made for small changes in the
atomic positions in dealuminated H-ZSH-5 with monoclinic
symme t ry 27 .

A re 1'1a bl e ass1gnmen
'
t

. d'1 Vl'd_ua 1
o f 1n

29 s· ~JI1R
1 L'L· _

resonances to crystallographically inequivalent sites in highsilica ZSM-5 in the monoclinic space group P2l/n may not be
made yet because no detailed crystal

structur~

determination

has been carried out so far.
The sorption of organic molecules such as alkanols,
decane, benzene, p-xylene, pyridine and acetylacetone results
in a significant change in the highly-resolved

29

si NMR spectra

of silicalite and highly dealuminated ZSM-5 30 , 35 , 38 .

Sorbate

loading apparently causes displacements of atomic positions
within the ZSM-5 framework which is interesting in view of
the X-ray diffraction results discussed above.

The number,

position and intensities of the peaks resolved in the spectra
of highly siliceous samples of

ZS~-5

loaded with the organic

species referred to above are significantly different from
those of the sorbate-free samples and are characteristic of
the kind of sorbate used.
~olecules

Very low loadings of sorbate

are sufficient to induce spectral changes that are

fully reversible.

The observation of sorbed molecules

causing structural modification of the ZSM-5 framework is confirmed by changes in the corresponding X-ray diffraction patterns which indicate a transition from monoclinic to orthorhor.1bic

99

symmetry and changes in the unit cell dimensions of the
sorbate-loaded samples 35 .
Similar changes to those outlined above in the
29

si NHR spectrum on sorbate loading have been found when

the spectra of calcined high-silica ZSM-5 was measured at
different temperatures

35 1 39 40
y

The observed changes are

•

believed to be due to a phase transition from the monoclinic
to the orthorhombic form on raising the temperature.

Corres-

pending changes in the powder X-ray diffraction patterns occur
40

over a considerably lower and narrower temperature range- .
X-ray diffraction studies of the same sample as studied by
29

si NMR revealed orthorhombic symmetry at 333 K and remained

essentially unaltered up to 353K, whereas the

29

si NMR spectra

continued to change dramatically in this temperature range
It would seem that

29

39

.

si NMR is more sensitive to subtle changes

in the framework structure.

It is important to realise that

there are an infinite number of ways of arranging the framework
atoms of ZSM-5 whilst retaining an orthorhombic/monoclinic
symmetry and it is probable that the

29

si NMR spectra indicate

that the structural changes are not confined to the monoclinicorthorhombic syn®etry transition and proceed over wider ranges
of temperature and sorbate loadings than in the XRD patterns.
Fyfe et al have observed a decrease in the temperature of the
monoclinic-orthorhombic phase transition as the concentration
.
.
d35
o f p-xy 1 ene 1s
1ncrease

It is possible that adsorbed

organics symmetrise the system by increasing the total entropy
and thus lowering the temperature

at which a lmver symmetry
41
isomorph is transformed into a higher symmetry one
Frame-

work aluminium plays the same role as ·the adsorbed organics -

Figure 4.10: Fra111~worlcstructure of ~eo

tile V.

The sites occupied by small guest molecules and

th~ sodium-iQf'IS -ar~.inqicat(ld.

~,~~~~--~4 --f~Q~tS ~l
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the temperature at which the monoclinic/orthorhombic transition occurs is primarily controlled by the level of framework
Hay and Jaeger found by X-ray diffraction

aluminium in ZSM-5.

that for samples with Si/Al
317-325:K, for Si/Al
272

4.5

~9

>

220, the transition occurs at

= 99 at 295!Zand for Si/Al<55, below

0

Structure of Zeolite Y
From powder X-ray diffraction studies, zeolite Y has

been shown to have the same structure a.s the naturally
occurring mineral faujasite.
contains 192 crystallographically equivalent T-sites, which
may be alternatively occupied by Si or Al atoms.

Faujasite.,.,

type zeolites are available over a wide range of compositions
characterised by Si/Al ratios from unity up to very large
values approaching infinity.
faujasite

By convention, synthetic

with Si/Al ratios from 1 to 1.5 are termed 'zeolite

X' and those with Si/Al ratios above 1.5 'zeolite Y'.
The framework structure of faujasite -type zeolites is
shown in Figure 4.10.

It may be considered to consist of

sodalite cages built up of 24
with 36 oxygen atoms

42

.

(Si,Al)

atoms interconnected

The oxygen atoms form six octahed-

rally positioned rings containing 4 oxygen atoms and one set
of cubically positioned 6-element rings of oxygen atoms.
The sodalite unit is found to be distorted from octahedral
to tetrahedral symmetry by partial rotations of the tetrahedra.
The sodalite units are placed in tetrahedral co-ordination in the same manner as are the carbon atoms in the diamond

101

structure and are connected together at their 6-element
rings by 6 bridge oxygens.

This results in two independent,

thoutJh interconnecting, 3-D networks of cavities.

One

network consists of large cavities, sometimes called super··
cages, which have a diameter of aboutl3 ~.

They are linked

in the tetrahedral, diamond· ·type lattice by sharing rings of
12 tetrahedra.

These rings have a free diameter of about 8 ~-

The other network is formed by the

linkin~

of the smaller

sodalite cages through adjoining rings of 6 tetrahedra, thus
forming secondary cavities which are hexagonal prisms, between
the sodalite cages.

The space group of the resulting

struct~

ure is Fd3m.
Chemical analysis of the sample used in the X-ray diffraction characterisation ?Uggests that the composition is
For a Si/Al ratio of 1.4, 80
sodium cations are required per unit cell.
located only 48 of these.

Fourier analysis

The most significant problem en-

countered in using X-ray diffraction for this purpose is that
only the stationary cations can be located.

Since some of

the cations in zeolites are very mobile, especially in the presence of water, often fewer than 50% of the cations can be
located for hydrated samples by X-ray diffraction techniques.
However, nearly 100% of the cations can be located if the
sample is dehydrated to reduce cation mobility, although the
dehydration step may itself alter the distribution of cations.
The work of

~artier et

az 43

and others has shown that

there are cations located in the hexagonal prisms, in the soda-·
lite cages and in the supercages of the faujasite

structure.

102

The relevant sites are shown in Figure 4.10.

Site 1 is

in the centre of the hexagonal prisms, site 1' in the

soda~

lite caqe at the double si*-ring, site I I in the large cage
at the single six-ring and site II' opposite II in the

soda~

lite cage; site II' is only occupied by small molecules such
Site 1 has a multiplicity of 16 per unit
cell; the sites 1', II and II' have a multiplicity of 32.
The adjacent sites I and I' are not simultaneously occupied.
I.R. methods have also been used to study cation locations
in zeolites.

Roessner et aZ have shown

44

by looking at the

double-six-ring vibration band, that the cation locations
depend on the exchange procedure and thermal treatment of the
samples.

However, only limited information was obtained for

the cations in the supercage and the sodalite cage using I.R.
29

si MASNMR studies of highly dealuminated zeolite Y

samples indicate the presence of only one crystallographically

distin~t site in agreement with the X-ray diffraction data 45 .
A <T-0-T> bond angle of 144.8

0

has been measured

46

for a 53%

dealuminated sample of zeolite Y which is reasonable agreement
with the calculated value of 141.0° calculated using the
Si(OAl) shift and the formula 8 = -25.44-0.57938.

29

si
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CHAPTER FIVE
NMR STUDIES OF HALF-INTEGER SPIN QUADRUPOLAR NUCLEI

107

5.1

Introduction
Previous results indicate that the r.f. response of a

quadrupolar nucleus in a strong magnetic field depends on
1
the transitions that are being excited .

The intensity of

the spectrum of a quadrupolar nucleus with half-integer spin
w

depends on both the pulse duration and the ratio
defined below and wrf

=

yB )

1

2

.

0 /wrf (wQ

For a system of isolated,

half-integer spin, quadrupolar nuclei which experience no
quadrupole splitting, the duration of the so-called TI/2 pulse
which generates maximum transverse magnetisation orthogonal
to the rotating component of the magnetic field is n;2wrf

3

In this case, the whole spectrum is exci.t.ed (non-selective excitation).

If, however, the nuclei are situated in a single

crystal and the quadrupole splitting is large, TI/2 pulses can
be applied whose amplitude is much smaller than the quadrupole
splitting,and which therefore selectively excite individual
resonances.

In this case, the maximum transverse magnetis-

ation is measured after an r.f. pulse with duration n;2weff

3

and the effective r.f. field strength is increased by the
w
.
factor:
Thus, if the central
eff/wrf = /(I-m) (I+m+l).
m

=

~+~~ resonance alone is excited, the duration of the TI/2

pulse is TI/[2(I+~)].

On comparing the extreme cases of

selective and non-selective excitation, it is found that the
maximum intensity for selective excitation is lower than that
2
for non-selective excitation by the factor :

/(I-m) (I+!11+l).

The intermediate region where the amplitude of the r.f.
pulse is of the order of the quadrupole splitting is often
encountered in practice, especially for polycrystalline samples.
The first part of the chapter describes the results of a
density matrix calculation for the case where a single pulse

108

is applied to a system of I

= 3 /2

nuclei which experience

first-order quadrupole splitting.

The analysis is general

in the sense that it is valid for all ratios of the quadrupole
splitting to the amplitude of the r.f. field, except when
the satellites overlap with the central transition in the
frequency domain.

The differences between selective and

non-selective excitation are clearly illustrated and the
results are directly applicable to the problems concerning
the quantitative investigations of half-integer

spL~ ~13Gru?Qlar

nuclei which are discussed at length.
The realisation that differences between the energy
levels may be detected by incrementally increasing the
duration \of the resonant r.f. irradiation pulse thus

in~

fluencing all transitions of the quadrupolar nucleus under
investigation, with observation of the following central transition free induction signal decay during t

leads to the con2
cept of the 2D nutation experiment 4 ' 5 ' 6 ,?,S,g,lo,ll.
The
results are presented for a wide range of model compounds and
exploratory experiments involving magic angle spinning are
also included.
The results of the first part of the chapter are then
applied to the investigation of NH +-ZSM-5 and NaY zeolites.
4
Results in the literature have shown that for hydrated ZSM-5,
the local symmetry about the aluminium is high and consequently,
the quadrupole interaction is sma11

12

On dehydration, the

linewidth broadens due to a distortion of the Alo

4

tetrahedra,

the distortion depending on the counter ion present in the
pores to achieve electric neutrality.

The broadening of the

aluminium resonance on dehydration of the zeolite is absent
when the tetrapropylammonium cation is the counterbalancing
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ion, whereas the linewidth doubles at an aluminium frequency
of 78.2MHz for H+ , and for Na + , the aluminium resonance becomes too broad on dehydration to be detectable

12

.

Dehydration studies of NH +-ZSM-5 are presented,and
4
evidence for motional effects in terms of variation in the
27

Al MASNMR first-order quadrupolar spinning sideband pattern

and central transition shift as a function of temperature are
discussed.

In order to distinguish between motional effects

and a possible phase transition, further evidence is sought
by rotary-echo nutation experiments, T

1

values determined by

a selective Dante pulse sequence, chemical shift correlation
experiments, and variable spinning speed experiments applied
to the aluminium nuclei.

In addition, theoretical invest-

igations of the effect of motion of the counterbalancing
cations and surrounding water molecules on the spectrum of
the aluminium nucleus are considered.
Finally,
presented.

23

Na Nr1R studies on a NaY zeolite sample are

The sample was initially investigated to

charac-terise the sodi-um-envi-ronments with-a

view-to--i-ndi-:r:ee-tly~-

characterising the Bronsted acid sites,but the observation of
a very broad resonance in addition to the expected narrow
resonance was surprising.
by

23

The system was further investigated

Na variable temperature wideline experiments, nutation

experiments and relaxation measurements.

5.2

Calcula~ion of the response of an I= 3 /2 spin system
to the apPlication of a single r.f. pulse
The equation of motion of the spin density matrix in

the interaction representation is given by the Liouville-von
Neumann equation:

110

dp"*..

~

dt

-i
"* "*
= n. [Hl,
P ] •.
1J

( 5 .1)

The Hamiltonian in the interaction representation may
be written as:
(50 2)

"* "*

"*

"*

"*

where H ,Hrf' H0 , Hcs and HIJ. represent the quadrupole inter0
action, the r.f. interaction, the dipolar interaction, and L~e
chemical shift interaction respectively.

If the amplitude

"*
!Hrfl is much larger than the di"*
polar interaction term jH j, then the system under study may

=

of the r.f. field wrf

0

be confined to a single spin.
tonian results if also

IH~ 8 1,

A particularly simple Hamil2
IH;( ) I<<!Hrfl and the irrad-

iaton frequency is resonant with the central transition
(Hl'l

=

0)

9

:

wQ ( 3 I

z-

"2

I

) ·- wr f . I X

(50 3)

A consequence of the quadrupole interaction being much

smaller_than the

~interaction~

.of the spins with the external

static field B0 is that instead of using the full quadrupole
Hamiltonian, only the part of the quadrupole interaction
which commutes with

I~

needs to be taken into account.

In

first-order, the time-dependent (non-secular terms) may be
neglected.
2

In equation (5.3),
where the symbols have

wQ

=

e gQ
2
. 2
Bhi ( 2 I-l) {(3cos e-J)+ns1n ecos2,P)}

their usual meanings (Chapter Two) .

Thus during t 1 , a resonant r.f. field is present and the
system evolves in the rotating frame under the combined effect
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of the r.f. field and the quadrupole interaction.

This

A*

means that the eigenfunctions of H depend on the ratio wQ/wrf·
1
During the detection period, t 2 , there is no r.f. field

pre~

sent and the FID of the central transition is acquired
(assuming that all other transitions are too broad to be
detected) .

The system is now governed by the Hamiltonian

9
}{2

(50 4)

HQ is the quadrupole interaction which only contributes in
second-order to the lineshape of the central transition.
With the knowledge of the above Hamiltonians, it is possible
to calculate the signal S(t , t ) using density matrix
2
1
•*
formalism.
Using p(o) to represent the equilibrium density
matrix in the high temperature approximation at t

1

=o,

then

by solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation at time t
1
A*
7
(H is time-independent) :
1
A

p (t 1 ) = exp(-iH t /fl)p(o)exp(iH t /h)
1 1
1 1

(50 5)

* denoting the interaction representation

(note that the

has been dropped) .
T

1

2

+ Q + ~! . . . . . )T

--'-

=

A

(1

= TtT + Tt6T + Tt~TTt6T+
-tA-

= exp(T QT)
and equation
p(t 1 )

(5.5)

-

=

may be written as:
-

-t

-

-t

-

Texp(-iEt 1 /h)T P(O)Texp(iEt 1 /h)T

(50 6)

where the orthogonal transformation T has been used to
A

A

diagonalise H1 .

The eigenvalues Ej of u 1 are contained

in the diagonal matrix
E

=

TtlllT

E:
( 5. 7)
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= [LT .H 1 T .
pq PJ
pq qJ

E.
J

As there is no explicit mixing

~

+-imo ,...(+~~•

·~I-'\

~l

y

=

n)
~I

,,
nf+t-'

\

)

'-1'

i

and if it is assumed that only the coherence between the

m=~ and m=~~ states is detected then 7 :

where w is the
2

(~,~~)

transition frequency.

Now, {{3 (t 1 ) } 1
k = .I.(R k k)
'2,-2
lJ
-212

..
lJ

exp(-'iw .. t
l]

1

)

( 5' 10)

where w .. = (E.-E.) /h is the transition frequency in the
lJ

l

J

rotating frame between the eigenstates li> and lj> of H .
1
(5.1]_)

( R-2,2
k k) . . = T, . T 1 • E Tk . Tk . {3 ( o) kk
lJ
'2,l -'2_;]k
- , l _.,J

represents the contribution of the coherence between li>
and lj> in the rotating frame during t
coherence detected during t

2

.

1

The (R

to the 1~>,
k

k) ..
lJ

-2,2

1-~>

terms may be

considered as mixing factors which determine the efficiency
of mixing of the original eigenfunctions into eigenfunctions
of

(5. 3).

and ( R

k

The frequencies w .. arc the nutation frequencies
l]

L) . .

-21'2

l]

their amplitudes.

The nutation frequencies

are functions of wrf and wQ, and because w is orientation0
dependent, the nutation frequencies are also orientationdependent.
3
For a spin- /2 nucleus, an analytical solution for the
spectral intensity of the central transition as a function
of pulse duration for a given ratio of w /wr£ may be found.
0
3
The rotating frame Hamiltonian (~.]for an I= 12 spin may be
diagonalised by the orthogonal transformation T

13
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-

T =

1

12

l

cose

-sinG

sinG

cose

sine

cose

cose

-,sine

cose+

cosG+

sine."t"

+

..-.C;l""'r:.'\

sine+

~cose

.,ror'\cG
~~~

~sine

+

+

.....,..i..J.6V

(5.12)

+ I
+ J

(5.12(a))
The corresponding eigenvalues of
f rame energy s t a t es are

Hl

tl' the rotating

13.
·

El = wrf/2 + 0
E2 = wrf/2

0

E3 = -wrf /2

D+

0± =

2
2 1:
( wQ ± wrfwQ +wrf ) 2

(5.13)

E4 = -1:-f/2 + 0+
The central transition signal following an r.f. pulse
of duration t 1 is given by equation (5.10):
p(tl):k .. 1: = .l:.(R
21

where

(R_J,

l{J

2

1:) ..

lJ

expt-iw .. t 1 )
lJ

is defined in equation (5.11).

1:) . .

2 I 2

1

-'21 2

lJ

Given the

orthogonal transformation T , it is possible to evaluate all
components of

R_L

1:'

'2 '

(R_%,~)

It is found that (R_J,
2 I

2

1:)
2

3I 1

and

4 , 2 equal zero and so only four of the six possible

nutation frequencies for a spin I= 3 /2 nucleus may be observed 13 .
These forbidden frequencies correspond to double quantum
transitions, and only single and triple quantum transitions
can occur.

3
Thus, for an I= /2 nucleus, the amplitude of

the central transition signal following a r.f. pulse is modulated with four different frequencies as a function of t
S(t 1 ,o)=b(A 31 sinw

t +A sinw t+A sinw t+A sinw t)
31 1 41
41
32
32
42
42

where A. . = ( R

k) . .

13
l
(5 .14)

2
lJ

k

- u

number of spins).

2

lJ

and b is the constant Nyh wo
l6kT

(N

= total
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A31 = 3sin28 _sin28+

--'

(l-cos28 ) (l+cos28 )
+

A41 =-3sin28 - sin28 +

(l-cos28 ) (l-cos28 )
+

A32 =-3sin28 _sin28+ -

(l+cos28_) (l+cos28+)

-

(l+cos28_) (l-cos28+)

A42 = 3sin28 _sin28+

It is clear from equation (5.14)
of a pulse of duration t

1

( 5 . 15)

that the application

3
to a spin- /2 nucleus will influ-

ence the transitions of the quadrupolar nucleus according
to the ratio wQ/wrf"
the

I~> and

This results in a coherence between

1-~> states during the detection period, the mag-

nitude of the central transition signal intensity depending on
the time evolution of equation (5.14) during t

1

.

It is

possible to calculate the central transition signal intensity
as a function of the pulse duration for a crystalline solid
from equation (5.15) but before doing that, the equation may
be used to illustrate the differences between selective and
non-selective excitation:
5.2.1

(a)

Selective excitation

In this case w >>wrf and tan28± = 0 (equation 5-.12-(-a:)).
0
Usina 8 + ~ 0 and 8 ~ 0 for selective irradiation, the cent.J

ral transition signal following the r.f. pulse may be written
as S(t ,o) = A sinw t
because A
32
1
32 1
31

=

A

42

=

A
= 0.
41

The

square roots of D± may be expanded using the binominal theorem
to obtain a simple expression for w :
32
( 5. 16)

Therefore, from equation (5.13),

= -2wrfo

(5.17)
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Also, A32 = -4, and thus S(t ,o)
1

=

4bsin2w rftl.

The

important point is that t.he effective r. f. field along t_he
X

axis is 2w

rf

5.2.2

(b)

I-...-.. ........ ..___ -.L..
\\.....U.L.LCI.;L

t.o second --order in

(JJQ

f/ wQ).

r-

Non-selective excitation

In this case, wQ is taken to be zero.
for

w

Note that

= 0:
(5.18)

and that for numerical calculations,
+rr = tan- ~IJ+rr

28

(50 19)

Therefore,
A3l = 0

w3l = -3w rf

A4l =-3

w4l =

A32 =-3

w32

-

A42 = 2

w42

=

-

w
rf

-

wrf
w
rf

In sun®ary, the results suggest that if only the central
transition is excited, the du.r.J.tion of the rr /2 pulse is half
that required to generate maximum transverse magnetisation
for the central transition in the absence of a quadrupolar
interaction.
ective

In addition, the maximum intensity for sel-

e:~citation

of the central transition is half of that

for non-selective excitation of the central transition.

For

the intermediate case, where wQ"' wr f, equation (S. 14) becomes
an aperiodic function of t 1 ,and the maximum signal intensity
lies between the two extreme cases derived above - the precise
value depending on the ratio wQ/wrf'

The implication of the

-~·
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Figure 5.1: Intensity of central transition resonance as a function of quadrupole coupling constant
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2
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above results for quantitative studies of half-integer spin
quadrupolar nuclei is

self-evident.

For crystalline powders, crystallite orientation typically ensures a whole range of w

0

values.

Given that

equation (5.14) allows the calculation of the central

tran~

sition signal intensity for arbitrary values of the quadrupole
frequency, the powder line intensity may be calculated according to Haeberlen

14

from an integral equation where the line

intensity is equalled to the statistically expected number
of nuclei resonating within a certain limit, weighted by
their orientation dependent excitation efficiency:

(5.20

The assumption of axial symmetry is made, and nul:'1erical
integration methods give the intensity of the central transition powder_pattern as a function of pulse duration (Figure
5.1)

v

for the quadrupole coupling constants as indicated and

2
an r.f. field strength of 41 /3 kHz.

The intensities are

normalised to be O;~~ for a pulse duration of 1T/ wrf ( 2 ( 2 I+l)).
The normalisation condition ensures that the intensity of
the central line for non-selective excitation is unity

2

5
To produce the similar plot for the higher I= /2 spin,
it can be shown by a recurrent expansion of the density matrix
using the fictitwus spin operator formalism,that the central
transition signal may be expressed as a function
the quadrupolar flip angle
flip angle

<I>

4

~

J

1 (~,~)

of

and a power series of the r.f.
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~

= wrr~t and
1

u was defined previously.
-

w~

The powder line intensity may be calculated in a similar
fashion as for the I =
Figure 5.2.

3

!2 spin to yield the results shown in

The results for the I = 5 /2 spin are in ex-

cellent agreement for the range plotted with the results obtained by Fenzke 2 using numerical diagonalisation of the
relevant Hamiltonian.

The disagreement at long t 1 values

results from violation of the condition t wrf<<l under which
1

Lippmaa's result was derived,and is also due to the neglect
of higher order expansion terms.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate several points:
(1)

If the complete central transition is excited, then

the quadrupolar coupling constant may be calculated by
measuring the signal intensity as a function of pulse duration; although the above results are subject to the con5
straint t wrf<<l in the case of the I= /2 spin, the method
1

is more than adequate for calculation of quadrupole coupling
constants by initial variation in intensity as a function of
pulse duration.

The relevant graph may, of course, be plotted

2
for values of the r.f. field strength other than the 41 13kHz
field used by Fenzke.
(2)

The curves for small and large quadrupole coupling agree

with the special cases of non-selective and selective excitation respectively - the ratio of the maximum intensities for
the two extreme cases is close to the theoretical values of
2 and 3 in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
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(3)

Comparison of intensities of nuclei with differing

quadrupole coupling constants will lead to incorrect conelusions unless very short pulse durations are used;when the
central transition signal intensity is proportional to the
pulse duration (and the number of nuclei), and independent of
the value of the quadrupole coupling.

For an error of less

than 5% in the signal intensity for the central transition;
the effective spin flip angle must satisfy the

condition 5 ~
(5.22)

In addition, if comparison is to be made with

solution~

state results, the intensity ofv say; an aluminium signal
in solution must be multiplied by a factor

9

/35 for quantit-

3
ative comparison between solid and liquid samples .

For a

solid, only the central transition is generally observed,
while for a solution, all transitions contribute to the total.
The

9

/35 factor results from the ratio of the central tran-

sition intensity to the total intensity.

5.3

Quantitative analysis of aluminium by 27 Al NMR
The above results form the basis of the method for quant-

itative analysis of aluminium in the zeolite samples studied.
Quantitative analysis of aluminium is particularly useful in
the case of dealuminated zeolites - dealumination being used
to control the Bronsted acid site catalytic activity by control of the tetrahedral aluminium site density.
alumination,

27

After de-

Al NMR allows a quantitative analysis of the

amount of non-framework aluminium (both in six and four coordination) as well as the four-coordinate framework aluminium.
Comparison of the total aluminium content measured by 27 Al NMR
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with that of the aluminium con·tent measured by XRF yields
the proportion of aluminium invisible to

27

Al NMR.

The

aluminium is "invisible" as a consequence of it residing in
an environment of low symmetry and gives rise to a signal
that is too broad to be observed by NMR.
The aluminium quantitation work was performed on a Jebl
GX400 spect.rometer (aluminium frequency 104.22 MHz).

Typic~

ally, a mordenite A material that had been fully characterised
by XRF/AA was used as the reference sample.

The assumption

is made that all of the aluminium in a mordenite A sample may
be detected by

27

Al NMR.

The finely ground sainples

are. hydrated in a desiccator

with saturated water vapour for at least 48 hours prior to the
experiment.

Some of the sample is then weighed

~n

rotor and the remainder is sent for XRF analysis.

to a
The purpose

of the hydration procedure is to make the aluminium sites as
symmetrical as possible.

Partial dehydration of the samples

may result in broad or invisible lines.

For the hydrated

samples; the assumption is made that all of the four-coordinate
framework aluminium sites contribute to the peak at

~ssppm.

Using ~#/llpulses and low radio frequency fields so that condition (5.22) is met, the central transition intensities of a
series of materials fully characterised by XRF were obtained
at Sunbury-on-Tharnes.

The corresponding aluminium content

was determined by comparison of the central transition signal
of the material with that of the reference material for known
weights of sample.

The spinning rate was approximately 4kHz,

and the intensity rejection into spinning sidebands of the
central transition was taken into account.

The results are

reproducible and are in excellent agreement with the XRF results,

J:,

-~I

a) .

b)

Figure 5.3:

a) Ouadrupble nuta,tio_n,,e)(p~rJmeot.

b) Rotib;~cho nuf~Ji9n ~il)9ri,Pe}it~
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implying that it is possible to accurately and reproducibly
determine framework aluminium contents by

27

Al NMR.

The

short spin-lattice times of the aluminium specles ctllow ::;huLct
recycle times to be used in the quantitation measurements.
The deadtime was reduced as much as possible to ensure a flat
baseline

("'13~s)

.

However the presence of a finite

dead,~

time ensures that the results can never be entirely quantitative, although this is only serious for very broad lines where
the aluminium content is reported as observable aluminium.
In principleu a very short deadtime could be produced by inserting non-magnetic resistors in series with the coil in
order to spoil the quality factor (0) for the circuit.

This

modification is typically made to the probehead in the case
of

1

H

CR&~PS experiments.

Ideally, small sample volumes

should also be used so that the r.f. field is homogeneous over
the sample.

5 . J.

N
• u r_a t '10n NMR7,8,9,10
_
Consideration of equation (5.9) suggests a simple two-

dimensional experiment for the determination of the quadrupolar
parameters.

Free induction decays recorded after a r.f.

pulse lengthened during the experiment by constant increments
in t 1 (Figure5.3(:i))results in a 2-D data array.

During t

1

,

a low-field situation exists and the system evolves under the
influence of both the first-order quadrupolar and r.f. field
Hamiltonians.

It can be seen from equation (5.10)

that the

initial intensity of the magnetisation in t 2 is modulated by
the extent of excitation during t 1 .

Fourier transformation

with respect to both the pulse duration and the duration of
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the free induction decay results in a 2D data display; for
a single crystal, projection on to the F 1 axis (excitation
axis)

leads to a maximwn of four lines in the ca.se of au

3
I= /2 spin (equation (5.14)).

The relative intensities of

the lines will depend on the ratio wO/wrf'and are given by
A

31

, A , A
and A
with excitation frequencies w , w r
42
41
32
31
41
For the extreme cases of sel-

w
and w
respectively.
42
32

ective and non-selective excitation, the previous results
suggest that only one peak would be observed in the F
mention at

~w

f
r.

and wr f respectively.

1

di-

For a crystalline

sample, the F 1 projection will be a powder pattern, the
characteristics of which depend on the ratio wO/w

r1.:r.•

For

intermediate values of the ratio wQ/wrf' very complex pro~
jections may result in the F

1

dimension and computational

methods are required to extract the quadrupolar parameters.
The complexity results largely from the orientation dependence of w ,which becomes much less important in the limits
0
w >>wrf and wrf>>w ,when the powder pattern projection yields

0

0

lines at 2wrf and wrf respectively as in the case of a single
crystal.
(I+~)wrf

The above results may be generalised to lines at
and wrf for a half-integer quadrupolar spin under

conditions of selective and non-selective excitation.
t

2

During

, the system evolves under the influence of the Zeeman,

chemical-shift and second-order quadrupolar Hamiltonians.
Consequently, the projection in the F 2 dimension yields a
1-D powder pattern resulting from chemical shift anisotropy
and second-order quadrupcH.3.rinteraction,complete with a

second~

order quadrupolar shift.
The 2-D experiment is particularly valuable in the case
of synthetic zeolites where curve fitting of central transition
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lineshapes is prevented by the observation of broad, featureless lines in

27

Al and

23

.

Na slngle-pulse spectra.

The

broadening may result from crystallographic inequivalence
NQR is in-·

and/or a spread in quadrupole interactions.

sensitive for the range of quadrupole interactions observed
( 0. 05··5 JV1Hz) , and ·there is the additional problem of a wide
frequency range to cover when searching for possible reson··
ances.

In an attempt to realise the difficulties inherent in
the technique, a series of model compounds were investigated.
Typically the radiofrequency pulse lengths t
between the FID accumulations by
l28~s

2~s

1

were increased

increments from

2~s

to

(64 data points in the t 1 dimension), giving a spectral

width of 250kHz in the F

1

dimension.

The 2D experiment is

most conveniently carried out on-resonance with quadrature
detection.

On-resonance means at the Lanoor frequency and

not at the centre of gravity of the central transition powder
pattern, which is shifted to low frequency of the LaiT.!Or frequency if second-order quadrupolar effects are significant
(Chapter Two) .

To carry out the experiment on-resonance

requires a knowledge of the second-order quadrupolar shift of
the centre of gravity of the central transition lineshape,and
thus a knowledge of the quadrupolar parameters.

Often a

trial experiment was performed to obtain an estimate of the
quadrupolar parameters,and hence an estimate of the shift.
Usually, the shift was of the order of several ppm and the

·,_

·_,,:_¢_·-

_-,.

_
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position was well within the static lineshape

on~resonance

of the central transition.

If single-phase detection is

used, any off< ·resonance effects complicate the results by
introducing a shift in the position of the signal along the
Fl

. 7

aXlS

The strength of the radiofrequency pulses used

.

varied between 60 and 70-kHz, and was determined either by a
solution or the presence of a peak in the F
the relevant position.

1

dimension at

The FIDS were double Fourier trans-

formed in the magnitude mode, and zero filling was used in
both F

1

and F

5.5.1

2

27

dimensions.
Al Nutation

5.5.1.1

(a)

:Alui11inium bromide hexahyclt"ate

{AlBr ~o)

3

The nutation spectrum of aluminium bromide hexahydrate {A1Br .6H 0)
2
3

is shown in Figure 5.4(a).

The tri-

valent cation is surrounded by six water molecules in an octahedral arrangement

lS

,although the conventional static single-

pulse experiment yields a first-order quadrupolar powder
pattern suggesting that the aluminium is not situated in a
completely symmetrical environment.

The relevant quadrupole

coupling constant is shown in Table 5.1, and was calculated
from the closest symmetrical humps about the central peak
corresponding to the

(±

3

1
/2, ± 12) transitions, given that the

separation of the humps is 3e~Q/20h

for axial symmetry.

The

nutation spectrum obtained in the presence of high-power proton
decoupling indicates that the excitation proceeds almost exelusively at wrf/2 rr

= 60kHz in accordance with the small

w
-2
0/wrf ratio of l.OxlO
.

The results suggest that excit-

ation is non-selective for such a small quadrupole coupling
constant.

The small 2wrf component results from the re-

cycle delay not being long enough for the system to return to

TABLE 5.1

Quadrupole couplin0 data for the samples studied

Sample

Nucleus
studied

2

e qQjh (MHz)

n

w
0/wr- (calculated)
usinq fhe experimental
value of w;rf)

w
Q/wrf (observed)

Aluminium brornide

27Al

o.o5(a)

-

0.01

Potassium aluminium sulphate

27Al

0.395(b)

0

8.2xlo- 2

Sc:dium aluminium sulphate

27Al

'l.l. 92

Sc:dium chloride

23Na

'\{)

Borax(c)

23Na

Sodium aluminium sulphate

23Na

'l.l.2

'l.l

-

'l.0.8

Sodium perborate

23Na

rc,Q. 4 5 (d)

'l.l (d)

-

rc,Q. 3 (d)

0.54l;b)0.849(b)

o.s~n~l

'\.{)

0.45,(b)O.l4 (b)

'l.Q
0,05~

w
Q/wr f~Ool5

-

'l.Oo6

-

"'0

0.36,0.57

'\.{) . 3,0.3~

w

Q/wrf~Oo6

(a)

Calculated from the separation of the closest symmetrical humps about tl1e central peak
(with the assumption of axial symmetry).

(b)

Obtained from published data.

(c)

The two crystallographic sites are partially resolved in the static nutation spectrum.

(d)

Value corresoonds to an ''average'' value.
The two crystallographic sites may not be
distinguished by either nutation or conventional single-pulse experiments.
I-'
N
.&:>.
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equilibrium before the next pulser making the
magnetisation along the z-axis incomplete.

build~up

of

This disturbs

the pure sine amplitude modulation of the FID and Fourier
Transformation of a distorted

sin~

1t

wave gives a line at

frequency §t>l plus harmonics at 2rz , 3rtl' ... The number and
1
amplitude of these harmonics depends on the distortion of
the sine wave and they may easily be mistaken for components
with a large quadrupole coupling, especially in the case of
3
a spin I= /2

nucle~s 7
Spurious peaks were observed at F =o (not shown),
1

and are due to off-resonance irradiation leading to a magnetisation component along the Beff field in the rotating frame
which does not evolve during t 1 (a type of Tlp process)

5

.

If these spurious peaks are sufficiently intense, the projection along F
region.

2

is ruined and broadening occurs in the F =o
1

Investigations with aluminium bromide have shown

that the intensity of the spurious peaks at F =o may be signif1
icantly reduced by decreasing the strength of the B

1

field.

Magic angle spinning experiments, as discussed later, also
reduce the intensity of the peak at F =o.
1

Previous research

has shown that the intensity of the zero frequency peak may
be significantly reduced by applying immediately after the
strong excitation pulse, but before data acquisition, an
additional n;2 phase-shifted weak radiofrequency pulse 5

The

unwanted spin-locked component of the magnetisation may be
reduced close to zero by suitable choice of amplitude and
c.•u:-.=ttionof this phase-shifted pulse.

However, for instrumental

reasons, no additional weak pulses were used to avoid the
build-up of spin-locked magnetisation for the results presented in this thesis.
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Visual projection of the spectrum along F

2

gives

the expected lineshape for the static single-pulse experiment.
The broad underlying features in Figure 5.4(a)
the presence of an aluminium background in the

result from
31

P Andrew-

The projection also reveals that a hole is

Beams probe.

burned in the 2D spectrum at the position of the carrier frequency in a way not dissimilar from that expected for an inhomogeneous line.

Changing the position of the earlier

frequency resulted in a corresponding change in frequency of
the spike.

Several alums were also investigated

{Y~l(so

4 ) 2 .12H 2 o

All alums crystallise in the space
group Pa
6

types .
cation.

3

and they may be classified into three different
The type depends on the size of the monovalent
If the cation is small, the y form is produced.

The B form is produced if the cation is large,and the a form
results if the cation is of intermediate size.

In all cases,

the aluminium is surrounded by six water molecules in a
nearly regular octahedron.
XAl(S0 4 )

2

.12H o exists in the B-form
2

16

,and the quadrupole

coupling parameters for aluminium are shown in Table 5.1.
static nutation spectrum obtained in the presence of highpower decoupling is shown in Figure 5.4(b).
The excitation occurs predominantly at Wrf /2n

=

60kHz,

but there is significant intensity at larger values of
suggesting that excitation is not completely non-selective.
Comparison of the projection along F 1 (Figure 5.4(c)) with

The

12"/

the results published by Veeman et aZ (Appendix A) suggest
that 0.05 ~ wQ/wrf ~ 0.15 with n = 0.
ment Vlith the data

This is in good agree-

in Table Solo

shO'lJD

A feature of both Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) is the
asymmetric nature of the peak at

W·

the intensity of

•

~f'

the peak extending to low values of

w f·
r ..

The homogeneity

of the r.f. field is a potential source of linebroadening in
nutation spectroscopy - the homogeneity of the r.f. coil is
mapped out directly on the projection in the F 1 dimension.
To distinguish whether the asymmetric feature is real or is
a consequence of r.f. inhomogeneity, the experiment was repeated using aluminium bromide solution (Figure 5.4(d)).

The

nutation frequency spread is quite large, although most of
the signal occurs at wrf·

There should be a correlation

between nutation frequency and sample position based on the
assumption that the r.f. field drops off towards the
the coil.

ends~of

The effect of r.f. inhomogeneity cannot simply be

described by a broadening function because a spread in wrf
will cause a spread in the ratio wQ/wrf'and will thus change
the whole nutation spectrum (albeit in a minor fashion given
that the majority of the signal occurs at wrf
solution spectrum) 7 .

in the

The effect of r.f. inhomogeneity may

be reduced by using a smaller sample size situated at the
centre of the coil.

This may be achieved in several ways;

either modification of the rotor design or packing of the
sample between layers of an inert substance such as adamantane.
Of course, either method will result in a loss of sensitivity
31
due to the smaller sample volume.
The
P double-bearing
probe became available at this time,and solution studies revealed a similar nutation spectrum to that shown in Figure 5.4(d).

SF

a

52..94 r.cHz

RD a3o
NTa32

10

Figure 5.4(e): 23 Na nutation spectrum of ·NaY zeolite.
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However, the

23

Na nutation spectrum of NaY (Figure 5.4(e))

packed between two layers of adamantane reveals a considerable improvement.

Hydrated NaY zeolite was chosen because

the sodium is very mobile and should give a liquid-like
spectrum - the broad features in the F 2 projection result
There

from the non-central transitions as discussed later.
is still a finite intensity to low values of

w_""

r ~··

but there

will of course be a contribution from the F 1=o peak and the
nfeet" that appear on the peaks in the F

1

dimension due to

Fourier Transformation in the magnitude mode.
For KAl(so ) .12H o, nutation allows a quick determin2
4 2
ation of the quadrupole coupling parameters - spinning sideband analysis would be difficult given the large range spanned
by the first-order quadrupolar spinning sidebands and problems
concerning uniform excitation may result.

In addition to

the need for complex refocusing sequences, similar problems
would be encountered in trying to fit the first-order quadrupolar static lineshape.

The size of the quadrupole coup-

ling constant is such that the second-order contribution to
the central transition lineshape is minimal, and curve fitting
procedures will consequently be of little use.

(c)

Sodium aluminium sulphate (NaAl(S0 4 ) .12H 0)
2
2
NaAl(so 4 ) 2 .12H 2 o exists in the a-form

17

, and the con-

ventional single-pulse spectrum indicates a significant contribution of second-order quadrupolar effects to the central
27
The relevant static
Al nutation
transition lineshape.
spectrum obtained in the presence of high-pmver decoupling
is shown in Figure 5.4(f).
inhomogeneity effects and the

Steps were taken to minimise r.f.
31

P double-bearing probe
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(alQ~inium

free) was usee.

An r.f. field strength of

40- R;-~ was used in this case.

Projection in the F 1 cirection

(Fjgure 5.4(g) reveals that excitation is in an intermediate
region, there being peaks of significant intensity at both
and 3w

r

Comparison with Appendix A suggests

.r:.

~-

2
that wQ/wrf = 0.6(e qQ/h=L'?··!JU:z) and

0.8~n~l.

The octa-

hedral arrangement of the water molecules about the

alQ~inilli~

is clearly more distorted in NaAl(so ) .12H 2 o than in
4 2

5.5.2

23

Na Nutation

After having established the setting up procedure
on model aluminium containing compounds, attention was
on 23 Na nutation spectroscopy.

focused

The projection in

the Fl cirection may be usee to cetermine whether or not the
central transition is being selectively excited and this is
an important consideration when investigating the refocusins
3
effects of pulse sequences on the soectra of spin I= /2 quaerupolar nuclei.
sodium chloride,

The effect of the CPMG pulse sequence on
sociQ~

berates and

sodiu~

is discussed in cetail in Chapter Seven.
of the

a~ove

cc~?O~~cs

are ciscussed

bela~

allli~ini~~

sulphate

The nutation
u~cer

spec~ra

ice~tical

r. f. ccncitior.s, anc in releva:-.t cases the effect of r..ac;;ic c.:.sle
spin~ins

c.~d

~roto~

5.5.2.1

couplins is discussed.
(a)

Sodiui'Ol chloride

In sodiu::1 chloride, \-:here the sodiur:1 is
by six chlorines in

a~ octahedral environ~ent 18 , the excit-

ation proceeds nearly exclusively at
2~rf

delay.

surrou~cec

with a very small
r.~I
component which resulted from too short a recycle
W

As expected 0 the excitation is non-selective.

OS

OOl

0

~

~c;J'i\; 0£

~ ::a·· Alii
o:ol'• eiS:

!}(~~;~,·'is

;,

~[ ~ .N

q)~- ··jtj

:.OI'H';>"::S ':iS
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In borax, two crystallographically distinct sodium environments have been detected

19

.

The sodium cations are

surrounded by six water molecules in an arrangement close to
octahedral symmetry.

The solid-state NMR data is in agree-

ment with the previous observation of two distinct sodium sites.
Borax is a good sample with which to test the effectiveness of
the nutation experiment.

The static single-pulse spectrum

consists of two overlapping featureless lines from which no
accurate quadrupole interaction parameters could be obtained.
The relevant quadrupolar coupling parameters are shown in
Table 5.1, and the ability of the nutation experiment to
separate chemical shift from quadrupole excitation effects
is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.5(a).

Given the r.f.

field strength of 62.5 kHz used in this experiment, the higher
frequency resonance suggests that

w

,~,

2

Q/wrfrvO. 3 (e qQ/hrv450 r-.J_z

although it is difficult to estimate.

The overlap makes it

difficult to obtain a quadrupole coupling constant for the
lower frequency peak but it is estimated to lie between
and 900 kHz.

450hl~z

It is clear from Figure 5.5(a) that excitation

is neither selective nor non-selective for both types of
crystallographically distinct site.
The borax sam?le is ideal for testing the effects of
magic angle spinning on nutation spectra.

If magic angle

spinning could be used, it would certainly simplify matters
by removing broadening effects in the F 2 dimension resulting
from chemical shift anisotropy and any residual dipolar coupling.It would also narrow the broadening in the F 2 dimension
resulting from second-order quadrupolar coupling by a theoret-
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ical factor of 3.6, thus representing a significant gain
in resolution and signal-to-noise ratio.
The magnetisation nutates in spin space at a rate
vastly exceeding that of sample spinning so long as the
condition w f>>w
t i s obeyed,and this justifies the use
r
ro
of stationary energy levels in the calculation of the theor5
etical excitation spectra .

However, problems may arise

due to changes in the orientation of the sample during the
excitation period.
r. L

This effect may be neglected if the

pulses are short compared with the f.L.Zl.S period, although

this approximation is unrealistic for nutation experiments
where the longest pulse is

12B~s

for a rotation rate of 3 kHz).
of w

(or 0.38 of a rotor period
The orientation dependence

is relatively unimportant for selective and non-

0

selective excitation, but may be of significance for experiments involving spinning when the excitation is intermediate.
The former point has been demonstrated by Samoson and Lippmaa
in the

23

Na nutation study of a spinning mixture of NaCl/NaN0 .
2

For NaCl, the excitation proceeded nearly exclusively at
wr~

4

whereas in NaNo 2 , the excitation spectrum was more

complex, but due to the much larger value of

w

Q/wrf (0.83),

is mainly concentrated at 2w r .~·
..
.
.
.
spectrum o f b orax uslng
a spln
rate
T h e 23 Na nutatlon
of 3.7 hllz obtained under otherwise identical conditions to
those used in the static case is shown in Figure 5.5(b).
The longest
tion period.

(l28~s)

pulse was shorter than the sample rota-

For both resonances in the F 2 dimension, the

corresponding excitation spectrum is in good agreement with
the quadrupolar coupling parameters indicated in Table 5.1.
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It is clear that the lower frequency peak corresponds to
the more distorted of the two sodium environments.

However,

there are some differences between Figures S.S(a) and (b).
The F

1

projection of the higher frequency resonance is

broadened in the spinning experiment, whereas the F

1

pro-

jection of the lower frequency resonance differs in that the
wrf peak in the static experiment is reduced in intensity in
the spinning experiment.

It is, however, difficult to assess

the contribution of shielding anisotropy to the excitation
spectra in Figure S.S(a), but it would seem that the excitation
projections are slightly altered by MAS.

To probe this matter

further, the nutation experiment was repeated for several values
of wrf using MAS.

Given that two crystallographically dist-

inct sites are present with different quadrupole coupling parameters, an opportunity is presented to compare the theoretical
excitation projections in Appendix A with their r1AS counterparts
for a wide range of wQ/wrf values.

The wrf values were

accurately determined by nutation experiments on sodium chloride solution.
The excitation projections, shown in Figures S.S(e) and
(f) are dominated by the higher frequency resonance in F .
2
It should be remembered that the projections in the F

1

direction are subject to different scaling factors.
Figures S.S(c) and (e)

show the nutation spectrum and F

1

projection obtained with an r.f. field strength of 26 kHz and
a spin rate of 3.7 kHz.

The excitation is concentrated

predominantly at 2wrf for both sites as is expected given
the wQ/wrf values shown in Table 5.1.

There is, however,

in both cases a significant amount of intensity at lower values
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that was not antj_cipated from the projections
in Appendix A.

It is difficult to assess the line-

broadening influences arising from off-resonance peaks and
finite r.f. inhomogeneity,although they are unlikely to
account for the magnitude of the anomalous features observed.
Figure 5.5 (d) and (f)
the F

1

show both the nutation spectrum and

projection obtained for an r.f. field strength of

118 }'J!z and spin rate of 3. 7 l<..."!:iz.

The relevant wQ/wrf values

are shown in Table 5.1, and the projections in F 1 are similar
to those in Appendix A.
In conclusion, it would seem that the use of

~ffiS

gives

similar results to the theoretical predictions of Veeman
obtained assuming stationary energy levels.

However, the

above experiments suggest that some changes occur with MAS,
most notably a linebroadening effect in the F 1 projection.
Consequently,

~~S

was not used for the samples studied later,

although this was not a serious loss because, for the samples
studied, there was little to be gained by greater resolution
Comparison of Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) does,

along F 2 .

however, indicate the significant gain in resolution in the
F

2

direction that may result with MAS when several distinct

sites are present.

During the course of this work however,

two papers were printed which involved, at least in part, the
effect of 1'-l.J."\S on the nutation spectrum

20 21
'

Lippmaa have shown that the projection in the F

Samoson and
1

direction is

readily recognisable if strong r.f. pulses of duration
t 1 ~C:J

-1

I

~ot' '~

are applied and w is at least 5 to 10 times larger
0
This condition may still produce large deviatthan wrot·
ions in the signal phase for some crystallites, although these
contributions tend to cancel for a polycrystalline sample.

S'•

\:",~tooou

RC • tC •
~

•'6

s,::.pl~

1.9
l="tgur£ 5.6\ai

''e S.6(b): Sl~lic

23
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23
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(c)

Sodium aluminium sulphate (NaAl(S0 ) .12H 0l
2
4 2
The structure of the alum was discussed earlier.

The

sodium cation is surrounded by six water molecules in a
Th e

torted octahedral arrangement.

23

dis~

.

Na nutatlon spectrum

obtained using an r.f. field strength of 62.5kHz and

high~

power proton decoupling reveals that excitation proceeds
almost exclusively at 2wrf·

both for spinning and static

experiments (Figure 5. 6 (a)).

The conclusion is that the cent-

ral transition is selectively excited and that
?
(e~qQ/h~l·2

r--mz)

and

WQ/
. wrf

~

0.8

n~l.

Two crystallographically distinct types of sodium ion
are present in sodium perborate

22

.

Both sodium ions exist

in a six-coordinate chain system, and the environments would
be expected to be distorted from pure spherical symmetry.

The

nutation spectrum obtained using an r.f. field strength of
62.5kHz and high-power proton decoupling reveals significant
intensity in both the

2uJ .c

r.L

and w :r£ . regions of the F 1

projection for the static experiment (Figure 5.6(b)) in

agree~

ment with the distortion from pure spherical symmetry predieted from crystallographic data.

It was not however possible

to resolve the crystallographically distinct sites even in the
presence of magic angle spinning.

However, the effect of

heterodipolar coupling between the sodium and proton nuclei
during the nutation experiment was investigated.
shown in Figure 5.6(c)

indicate

The results

that the F 2 projection of the

nutation spectrum is broadened, as expected, although the excitation projection is unaltered.

The magnitude of the
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dipolar coupling between the sodium and proton nuclei was
estimated to be about 650Hz on the basis of standard bond
lengths.

This is expected to exceed the magnitude of

similar interactions between quadrupolar nuclei and protons
in zeolites and the nutation response for the zeolite samples
investigated in the remainder of this chapter was examined
in the absence of high"power proton decoupling.
5.5.3

Linebroaden~ng

in nutation spectroscoey

Three mechanisms may contribute to the width of
the lines in the excltation projection:

Distributions of

2
the quadrupolar parameters e qO/h and/or n, relaxation effects
and inhomogeneous r.f. fields.

Neglection of terms in the

rotating frame Hamiltonian (equation 5.3) due to chemical shift
and dipolar interactions is a reasonable approximation in
zeolites, although chemical shift interactions may still
affect the nutation spectrum by off-resonance effects

23

.

Broadening due to r.f. inhomogeneity may be minimised as outlined above but is in any case small because the spectral width
in the excitation projection is usually much larger than the
. h omogenel. t y 23 .
r .f. ln

The two most important causes of linebroadening
are thus a distribution of quadrupole parameters (static) and
relaxation effects (dynamic)

24

.

linebroadening is observed in the
spectra.

For some zeolites, severe
27

Al and 23 Na nutation

In order to distinguish between the two probable

linebroadening mechanisms, a simple extension of the nutation
experiment may be used where the nutation pulse is prececed
by two r.f. pulses of equal duration but opposite phase
(Figure 5.3(b)).

24

The rotary echo that precedesthe nutation
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pulse is the rotating frame analogue of the Hahn echo.

The

idea is simply to use such a rotary echo sequence before the
nutation experiment to study relaxation behaviour of the
quadrupolar spins in the rotating frame.

Veeman et al have

shown that the rotary echo sequence refocuses the magnetisation at time 2T along the z-axis only for the two limiting
situations wQ>>wrf and wQ<<wrf in the case of sodium.

Given

that the same result may be derived by using the fact that in
the respective cases, the relevant rotating frame Hamiltonian
may be approximated by

H=(I+~)w

r fi x and H=w r fi x , the result

for sodiwn may be generalised to any half-integer quadrupolar
spin.

For intermediate ratios of wQ/w
~, the signal and
J
r.L

the nutation spectrum depend on the duration

o~

the rotary

echo pulse pair even in the absence of relaxation effects.
In the limiting cases, the only effect the rotary echo pulse
pair can have on the nutation spectrum is due to relaxation
in the rotating frame, which may attenuate the formation of
the rotary echo at the time the nutation pulse begins.

The

characteristic time constant that governs the attenuation of
the rotary echo and hence the nutation signal is T P.
2

If

T P relaxation processes are important, the attenuation of
2
the rotary echo manifests itself as an absence of broad features in the F

1

projection.

Given that the splitting of the

rotating frame energy levels is of the order of 100 kHz, molecular motion in this frequency range will lead to a short T P
2
value and consequential broadening in the F 1 projection which
may be removed by the rotary echo.
As an example, the rotary echo spectrum of hydrated NaY zeolite is shown in Figure 5.6(d) and was obtained
using rotary echo pulses of

2~s

duration.

The sodium cations
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are mobile and the conventional nutation experiment yields
The rotary echo experiment clearly

a single peak at wrf .

has little effect indicating that the molecular motion experienced by the sodium cations is in a different frequency range
from that required to give rise to efficient T P relaxation
2
processes.

A slight narrowing is however observed in the F

1

projection.

5.6

27

Al NMR Studies of NH +-ZSM-5
4

~
The hydrated LOrm

~

OL

NH + -ZSM-~~ yields an interesting
4

single~pulse 27 Al MASN~m spectrum in the sense that both the
1
3
(± 12, ± 12) and (± 5 /2, ± 312) satellite transitions are observed in addition to the central transition signal (part of
the spectrum is shown in Figure 5.7), unlike the situation for
most zeolites where non-central transitions are often broadened beyond detection.

Previous reports have suggested

that for most zeolites, the aluminium environment is of such
low symmetry that the non-central transitions are spread over
too wide a frequency range to be observable

25

.

Variation

of pulse duration for constant r.f. field strength shows that
the central transition intensity reaches a maximum before the
spinning sideband manifold associated with the satellite transitions reaches its maximum, as expected.

High-power proton

decoupling was observed to have a negligible effect on the
single-pulse

27

Al :-.Ll\SNMR spectrum.

Quantitative 27 Al ~ASNMR and XRF data are shown in
Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5. 2

NH + ~,zSM-5
4
Four-coordinate aluminium, % wt (NMR)

3.36

Six-coordinate aluminium; % wt (W,IR)

0

~.symmetric

0

aluminium, % wt (NMR)

Total
% wt (XRF)
- ----aluminium,
---------~--'-..~--.:.-~--------Invisible aluminium
Thus, the vast majority of the

alurninilli~

present (93%)

resides in an environment of sufficiently high-symmetry that
it may be detected by NMR.

5.6.1

Evaluation of quadrupole coupling parameters
for hydrated NH +-ZSM-5
4
It is important to realise that only average

quadrupole coupling parameters may be measured due to both
the inhomogeneity in the zeolite structure and crystallographic inequivalence.

This in itself renders comparison

of the experimentally observed
with the calculated

~ffiSNMR

(~~~-~)

transition lineshape

powder pattern lineshape completely

unsuitable.
The variation with magnetic field of the centre
of

gravit~'

of the central transition may be used to obtain

average vr.lues

fo~

the true isotropic chemical shift and the

suQdrupole coupling constant.
The centre of gravity (5CG)

of the central tran-

sition lineshape is shifted from the true isotropic chemical
shift

Cscs>

by the second-order quadrupolar shift (6QS).
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(5.23)

27

For the

Al MA_SNMR spectrum central transition

r;

(I=-12 and m=~ for equation 2.41}:
2

- ~6000 (e qQ) 2 (l+n 2 13)

(5.24)

h vL

Thus the quadrupolar shift diminishes with the
A plot of the shift

second power of the Lannor frequency vL.

as a function of quadru9ole coupling constant for the magnetic
fields used in this thesis is shown in Figure 5.8.
The presence of crystallographic inequivalence
means that Lippmaa's treatment must be modified.

The centre

of gravity of a system of peaks is defined as:

~IioCG(i)
l

.

~

where oCG(i)
I.:
-1

(5.25)

Ir.
l

is the centre of gravity of a peak with intensity

The assumption of the same asymmetry parameter for all

of the sites and substitution of 5.23 and 5.24 into 5.25 lends to:
?riocs(i)
~

)r.
: l

Ir.
. l

l

(5.26)

l

Clearl:7 ,

if the observed peak maximum is consid,._
ered to be a reasonable approximation of oCG' then a plot of

o~G

against 1/vZ will lead to a weighted mean isotropic chem-

ical shift and a mean square quadrupole coupling constant.
The observed peak maximum will be a poor approximation to
the centre of gravity of the spectrum if the peaks characterising each individual site differ greatly either in width
at half height or in chemical shift.

The assumption that the

ratios of the intensities of the peaks remain quantitative for
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each of the variable field measurements is of course implicit.
The data obtained from a variable field study performed on
fully hydrated ~H~-ZSM-5 are shown in Table 5.3:
TABLE 5.3
27

~v~/Hz

Al frequency/MHz

oCG/ppm

52.15

53.80

335

78.15

54.68

440

Simultaneous solution of equation (5.26) leads
to a value of the root mean square quadrupole coupling constant between 734kHz (n=l) and 848kHz (n=O) with a weighted
isotropic chemical shift of 55.4 ppm.
The samples were compared in identical states
of hydration and a very dilute solution of aluminium chloride
was used as reference material.

The linewidth was observed

to increase with magnetic field suggesting that the distribution of chemical shifts is a more dominating linebroadening
influence than the second-order quadrupolar effects at

52.is~z.

An attempt was made to compare the above values
with the values calculated from the second-order quadrupolar
1
3
shift of the centre of gravity of the (± 12, ± /2) transition.
In this case, the true isotropic chemical shift is given by 5 :
Unfortunately, the
satellite transition centreband is obscured by the centreband
of the

(~~+-~)

transition and the value obtained for the true

isotropic chemical shift (and hence quadrupole coupling parameters) using the average position of the second pair of
spinning sidebands is very sensitive to the accuracy of the
measurement making the method unsuitable.

The first pair of

spinning sidebands was not used due to the contribution of

SF

u
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shielding anisotropy.
The relevant nutation spectrum obtained by 20
Fourier 'T'rAnsformr:J_tion of the data obtained for u. static
sample in magnitude mode is shown in Figure 5.9(a).

The

length of the r.f. pulse was increased by 2ws increments up
to 128ws and the amplitude of the r.f. field used was 62.5 kHz.
The nutation spectrum indicates that the situation
is more complex than suggested by the single-pulse data, and
contrasts with the results of Veernan who studied
a function of dehydration.

H-ZSr1-5 as

In that case, peaks wpre only

observed at wrf and 3wrf in the F 1 dimension, the relative
11
intensities depending on the state of hydration
.
The quality of the spectrum is surprisingly good
given the Si/Al ratio of 12 (Figure 5.9(a)).
the F

1

Projection in

direction (Figure 5.9(b)) is in agreement with a value

of wQ/wrf between 0.15 ano. 0. 3 (750

kHz~e 2 qQ/h~l.5 MHz) v-Jith

n=l.

2

The value of e qQ/h is much closer to the 750 kHz end of the
range.

The broad component centred on wrf is more intense

and extends further than expected for the relevant projections
of w~/w
.c.
Y
r.L

Such broadening could arise from T

20

relaxation

processes, and experiments to corroborate this are discussed
at a later stage.
5.6.2

Dehydration studies of NH + -zsM-5
4
Partial dehydration of

NH

+ -zs~.t-5 by heating at

4

3 53 K for 12 hours results in a broadening of both the firstorder quadrupolar spinning sidebands and the central transition resonance (Figure S.lO(c}).

An increase in the quad-

rupole coupling constant is implied by a shift to lower frequency of the central transition and a corresponding increase

SF = 52,1 S M>iz

(a): Heated 503 K for 3 days.

•t.,

PA

o

RD

= O•en

(b): Heated 503 K for 3 hours.

(c): Heated 353 K for 12 hours.

(d): tully hydrated.
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in broadening.

A decrease in the intensity of the first-

order spinning sidebands would be expected given the increase
in magnitude of the quadrupole coupling constant (Table 5.4).
An increase in width might also be expected given the in-

creased contribution of the shielding anisotropy and secondorder quadrupolar effects to the spinning sideband manifold,
but the observed increase in linewidth is quite remarkable
given the rather modest increase in the quadrupolar coupling
constant.
Dehydration for several hours at 503: K resulted in
Figure 5.10(b).

The first-order spinning sideband pattern

has been removed and a broad underlying peak is visible.

This

is more clearly reflected in Figure 5.11 which is representative of a sample in a slightly lower state of hydration than
Figure 5.10(b).

The loss of intensity of the first-order

spinning sidebands is surprising because although a decrease
in intensity of a particular sideband would be expected, the
shift to low frequency of the central transition suggests a
quadrupole coupling constant of the order of L70MHz, whereas
albite shows non-central transition spinning sidebands under
similar conditions and is subject to a stronger quadrupole
2 .

coupling (e qQ/h = 3.29 MHz)

26

•

The increase in the quad-

rupole constant was independently confirmed by measuring the
central transition intensity as a function of pulse duration
and comparing the observed behaviour with the fully hydrated
case.

Figure 5.12 shows that maximum transverse magnetis-

ation is obtained for shorter pulse duration in the case of
the partially dehycrated sample in agreement with the expected
behaviour for larger quadrupole coupling predicted in Section
5.2.

This result confirms that the observed broadening of
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the central transition does not result from an increase in
shielding anisotropy, although the remaining spinning

side~

bands would certainly be expected to contain such a conLriLThe possibility of partial decomposition of

ution.

NH +-zsM-5 to H+-ZSM-5 was shown to be irrelevant in this case
4
on account of Figure 5.10(d) being reproduced on rehydration.
Dehydration for 3 days at 503K results in a
further shift to low frequency of the central transition
resonance (Figure 5.10(a)).

A broad peak is observed due

to the overlap of broad spinning sidebands whi.lst close inspection reveals the presence of a very broad underlying peak.
This is more clearly illustraLed in Figure 5.16.

Rehydration

studies suggest that the dehydration process accompanying
heating of the sample for 3 days at 503:K is not fully reversible.

The rehydrated sample spectrum is more similar

to Figure 5.10(c)

than (d).

There is even a new resonance

of low intensity in the six-coordinate aluminium region indicating that slight dealumination has occurred.

On complete

rehydration, the linewidth of the central transition resonance
is increased by 100 .i!z relative to the untreated form.
TABLE 5.4

Chemical shift, linewidth and quadrupole coupling
constant information as a function of dehydration

Dehydration conditions
none

Gc.s/ppm

t::.v~/Hz

2
r.m.s. e qQh/>IHz

53.8

335

0.73

heated 353 K for 12 hours

53.0

700

o. 9:3

heated 503 K for 3 hours

48.6

1358

l. 7 0

heated 503 K for 3 days

46.8

1460

l. 9 3

The r.m.s. e 2 qQ/h values were calculated using
the value of 734 :k.I!z calculated from the variable field study
on the hydrated form {n=l from the nutation experiment) and

25
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subsequent simultaneous solution of equation (5.26) using
the lower frequency shift of the thermally treated form.
The assumption is made that the true isotropic chemical shift
is not altered by dehydration.
Nutation experiments were performed in an attempt
to assign the various spectral features to aluminium in
different chemical environments for various stages of dehydration.
The

27

Al nutation spectrum of the sample heated

at 503K for 3 hours obtained under identical conditions to
the spectrum of the hydrated material discussed earlier is shown
The quality is somewhat reduced with

in Figure 5.13 (a) .

respect to Figure 5.9(a) on account of the broadening in the
normal single-pulse experiment but Figure 5.13(a) clearly shows
that the broad underlying peak is situated at wrf and not 3wrf
in the excitation projection as might have been expected.
(This is more clearly illustrated in the contour plot shown
in Figure 5.13(b)).

It necessarily follows that this broad

peak does not result from aluminium species in a low symmetry
environment, although the contribution of shielding anisotropy
to the broadening is difficult to assess.

The 2D spectrum

is distorted by off-resonance effects at low frequency in the
excitation projection.

The broadening in the excitation pro-

jection is increased with respect to the hydrated case, although the increase is difficult to quantify.
The

27

Al nutation spectrum

o~ the sample heated

at 503J< for 3 days is shown in Figure 5.13 (c) .

The excitation

projection indicates that, as before, the broad contribution
to the single-pulse spectrum does not result from aluminium
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species in sites of low symmetry.

The nutation spectrum

is strongly distorted by off-resonance effects but the above
observation and pronounced broadening in thP. F 1 dimensions
are clear.

The relevant point is that although the peak

at 3wrf becomes more intense on dehydrationr the spectra are
different to Veeman's results for dehydration of

H-ZSM-Sr

the excitation projection being significantly broadened in the
present study.
In conclusionr it was decided that there was
sufficient evidence for motional effects from the dehydration
studies to justify probing the system further.

The decision

was based on the facile removal of the first-order quadrupolar
spinning sideband pattern for modest increases in the quadrupole
coupling constant and the emergence

o~

a broad underlying re-

sonance which may not be attributed to aluminium species in a
low symmetry environment.

The motional effects are likely to

be attributed to the ammonium cations and associated water molecules.

Partial dehydration may result in the lowering of the

correlation time describing the motion to a value comparable
with the rotation frequency of the sample with a consequential
broadening of the already reduced first-order quadrupolar
spinning sideband manifold

27

.

This corresponds to an intermediate situation further reduction of the correlation time would eventually
result in a full first-order quadrupolar spinning sideband
manifold

(as,c~o).

The increased broadening in the excit-

ation projection of the nutation experiments on increased dehydration is indicative of the increased efficiency of T 20 processes which are sensitive to motion in the 100kHz region.
Such broadening may also result from a distribution of quadrupolar
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parameters and further experiments were implemented to
provide evidence for motional effects.
The important point is that if certain cationic
motional regimes lead to a collQpse of the first-order quadrupolar spinning sideband oattern to a broad humpu then
quantitative aluminium studies may lead to an incorrect assignment of the broad hump to non-framework aluminium species.
(A)

Tempe::-_~-1:~..§.

dependence of spectra

A sample was prepared in a similar state of hydration
to that corresponding to Figure 5.10(c) and the effects of
temperature changes are shown in Figure 5.14 and Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5

Variation of central transition lin8width
With temperature
T/K

llv~/Hz

288

700

310

496

320

486

330

473

There is a clear narrowing of the central transition resonance on raising the temperature from 288 to 310 K, in
addition to the change in appearance of the first-order spinning
sidebands.

Increasing the temperature further to 320 and 330 K

results in only a slight decrease in width of the central transition resonance,

although there is a clear decrease in the in-

tensity of the spinning sideband pattern on the high frequency
side of the central transition resonance.

A slight shift in

the centre of gravity of the central transition resonance from
53.8 ppiT. at 288 K to 54.7 ppm at 330 K is also observed (Figure
5.15).

Reducing the temperature back to 288 K results in a

restoration of the broader central transition resonance and

t~e

T/K

3]0

320

310

288
150

100

50

0

Figure S. 1 5: Scale erpansion of Fig!Jre 5.14 to show the effect of temperature variation
on the central transition resonance.
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spinning sideband pattern"

Figure 5.10(a) is also sensitive

to variation in temperature.

Raising the temperature under

quantitative conditions results in a loss in intensity of the
central transition si0nal and its associated spinning sidebands.

This presumably results from intensity transfer to

the very broad resonance which is believed to be broadened
beyond detection at higher temperature.

The results arc

shown in Figures 5.16(a)-(c) and Figure 5.16(a) is reproduced
on cooling the sample from 335 to 288 K.
Phase changes from the monoclinic to the orthorhombic
form have been reported for temperature variation of highly
siliceous samples of ZSM-5

28

.

The presence of aluminium is

known to stabilise the orthorhombic form, and for a Si/Al ratio
of 12, the phase transition should have occurred below 272 K,
thus ruling out the possibility of a phase transition accounting for the observed temperature dependent spectra.

It should

however be noted that the first-order quadrupolar spinning sideband manifold would be expected to be very sensitive to even
small changes in geometry and it may be that the structure is
flexible.

In an attempt to distinguish between temperature

induced structural fluctuations and cationic motion, further
evidence was sought for motion at constant temperature.
(B)

Rotary-echo nutation experiment
The excitation projection of the untreated form of

NH + -zsM-5 exhibits a broad peak centred on wrf"
4

Such broad-

ening may result from either a distribution of quadrupolar
parameters or relaxation effects.

The linebroadening mech-

anisms may be distinguished by the use of a rotary echo before
the nutation pulse.

If T P processes are important, the
2

SFo52.15MHz
R0..02o
NT o 1<!0

-1 ·7

7·3
Figure 5.17(a): Rotary-echo

27

AI nutation spectrum of hydrated NH.~ ~ -ZSM-5.

Rotary echo nutation experiment

25
Fig ore 5.17(6): F1 projections of; roiary~ec6g !llha c;:omle)ltic:naJ nu.tation exP,enmei\ts.
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attenuation of the rotary echo by relaxation processes leads
to an absence of broad features in the excitation projection
as explained earlier.
It should be noted that the experiment is only useful for
l)}';\( IC:.~ .. \:1.)

the limiting cases of wQ/wrfX

For intermediate cases, the

signal and nutation spectrum depend on the duration of the
rotary echo pulse pair even in the absence of relaxation
effects.

This effect is neglected here because most of the

nutation intensitv
is found at wr fo
-

Thus, the only effect the

rotary-echo plll.sR pair can havR on thR nutation snectrum is due
to relaxation in the rotating frame which may prevent the formation of a rotary echo at the time the nutation pulse begins.
The duration of the rotary echo pulses used was

2~s

and

Figure 5.17(a) indicates that this was sufficient to remove
most of the intensity centred on wrf"

In addition, a faint

peak at 3wrf is observed which is due to aluminium in sites
of low symmetry - this was formerly concealed by the broad
In fact, the excitation projection (Figure 5.17(b))

peak.

may be considered to consist of a neak due to aluminium with
a quadrupole couplinq constant of 710 kBz
the peak considered above.

(~=1)

in addition to

Fluctuations of the electric

field qradient are the most likely reason for such a linewidth
effect.

Repeating the ordinary nutation experiment at 320 K

resulted in a decrease in the

S/~

ratio in the excitation pro-

jection, suggesting that the broad component was broadened
even further by the temperature change.
The increase in broadening in the excitation projection
on lowering of water content would thus seem to suggest an
increase in the efficiency of T P processes.
2
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iency would be expected for a fluctuation rate of
(C)

27

~1o 5 s- 1 .

Al T 1 Measuremen~~

In an attempt to provide further details on the nature
of the motion, it was decided to measure the aluminium T 1 as
a function of hydration.

The assumption was made that

motional effects influence the T 1 processes of all possible
transitions, and the measurements were made on the central
transition resonance.
~elaxation

quadrupole

spli~

of the spins between different levels in a
system has been considered from two different

. . . l con d.l t.1ons 29 .
lnltla

One is to start with equal popul-

ations in all levels (following the application of a nonselective n/2 pulse) .
the populations of the

The other condition is to equalise
m=±~

levels without altering the popul-

ations of the other levels (following the application of a
selective n/2 pulse on the central transition).
Haase et

az 30

have used the latter method (Figure 5.18(a))

in which selective excitation of the central transition was
obtained by the application of a resonant r.f. pulse provided
that its amplitude B1 and duration T satisfy the condition:
(5.27)
After a delay time

t~

a short measuring pulse of amplitude

Blm and duration Tm is applied in order to measure the difference in occupancy of the two central levels:
(50 28)

Due to instrumentation problems, it was not possible to
apply a saturating r.f. pulse of the required duration for
selective excitation and a saturating Dante sequence was used
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to replace the soft pulse (Figure 5.18(b)).

Application

of a resonant Dante sequence to the central transition would
be expected to influence the populations of the

m=±~

levels

considerably more than the populations of the other levels.
The data obtained by use of the pulse sequence shown in
Figure 5.18(b) could always be fitted to an exponential decay
and a T 1 of 4.4ms was obtained for the hydrated form of
NH + -zsM-5.
This contrasts with a value of 13 ms obtained
4
using an

inversion~recovery

sequence.

For the inversion-

recovery experiment, it was unclear whether or not the recovery of the magnetisation was exponential.

It is however

clear that the two experiments are measttring different physical processes.
For the Dante sequence, 12 equally spaced
of

O.S~s

(7~s)

pulses

duration were typically used and the selective satur-

ating pulse was set on the sample usins a Dante sequence.

The

frequency selectivity of such a pulse sequence should be equivalent to that of soft pulse of the same overall duration.

The

T1 value obtained was found to be insensitive to accurate setting
of the saturating pulse applied to the static sample.

In

addition, an identical value was observed using a Dante sequence with six

l~s

duration pulses spaced at l4ws intervals.

Occasionally, unusual behaviour was observed for very small
values of t and this was attributed to inaccuracies in the
setting of the saturating pulse.
Previous work by Haase et al

30

suggests that the con-

trolling mechanism for T 1 relaxation of aluminium in hydrated
27
zeolites is the quadrupole interaction of
Al with the crystal electric field gradients moculated by the motion of polar
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sorbate molecules and/or charge compensating cations.

The

theoretical T 1 value calculated for such a relaxation mechanism is 2.2'ms in excellent agreement with the observed T_

l.

valuep although the Sternheimer antishielding factor was
Dehydration for several hours at 503K resulted

neglected.

It seems that if

in an increase of the T 1 value to s.Sms.

motional processes are responsible for the removal of the
first·oorder quadrupole spinning sideband pattern after de27

hydration for several hours at 503:K then the

Al T

1

value

for the central transition is relatively insensitive to these
processes.

Observation of the

1

H MASI'H-1R spectrum before and

after the dehydration procedure is consistent only with the
removal of some of the physisorbed water.

Evidence for in-

creased rigidity in the system is found after heating at 503.K
for 30 hours when spinning sidebands accompany the predominant
NH

+
4

resonance observed at 7 ppm in the

The short

2

7Al T

1

1

H MASNJ\1R spectrum.

values for both the hydrated and partially

dehydrated forms suggest that an efficient T

relaxation path-

1

way is provided by motion in the megahertz region.
ments on dehydrated zeolites have indicated T

1

T

1

measure-

values in the lS

region.
The opportunity was also taken to see how the 27 Al T
value varied for a series of the
sorbate molecules.

ZS~1-5

samples with different

The results for the samples shown in

Table 5.6 were obtained using air as a cooling gas.
surprising to observe similar T
systems

1

1

It is

values for such different

(difference in mobility of template if present,

amount of adsorbed water, and paramagnetic oxygen).

2 D Exchange NMR

27

AI channel
nvr

Figure 5.19(a): Conveniional 20 experiment used to probe for motion in NH4 ~ -ZSM·S.

27

Y (spin -lock)

Al channel

FlO

t,

Figure 5.19(b): Eltploratory pulse sequence used to probe for motion in NH4 • -ZSM-5.
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TABLE 5.6

27

Al T 1 values as a function of composition

Compound

+
Na r TPA -ZSM-5

'") . J V
J

Na,

1. 94

'"'"'

4.40
The tetrapropylammonium cation completely fills the
channels and excludes the possibility of paramagnetic oxygen
contributing to the relaxation mechanism.

Given that oxygen

is accessible to the channels in NH +-ZSM-5, it seems that
4
oxygRn is not the major source of spin··lattice reldXdtion for
aluminium in zeolites.

(The work performed by Haase et al

was performed using nitrogen as the cooling gas).

(D)

2D Exchange NMR
The 2D exchange experiment involves combining the usual

two dimensional procedures used for detecting spin exchange
and diffusion processes with a MAS experiment as shown by
De Jong et al

31

.

In that case, very slow molecular re-

orientations were studied by analysis of the cross-peaks
associated with spinning sidebands (shielding anisotropy).
The experiment was extended to the case under consideration
and the pulse scheme shown in Figure 5.19(a) was used.
The experiment consists of three parts:
(l)

an evolution period during which the aluminium spins are

labelled with their precession frequency w .
1
(2)

a mixing period ( 1 m)

place.

in which molecular motion may take

If any molecular motion has taken place during

T

m

1

the orientation of the quadrupole tensor may be different in
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(3)

a detection period, during which the aluminium spins arc
If molecular motion

labelled with a precession frequency w/..

has occurred during t 1 this would be expected to lead to cross
peaks at

(w

1

,

w

2

) for the non-central transition spinning

sidebands.
The mixing time must be synchronised with the rotor
period otherwise the aluminium spins will start at another
precession frequency at the beginning of t

2

, and off-diagonal

peaks will be observed even in the absence of motion.

In

fact, the pulse sequence shown in Figure 5.19(a) was found
to be ot little value

~

no peaks were observed from the non-

central transition spinning sidebands in the 2D spectrum,
which was presumably due to the fact that the quadrupolar
nucleus is being treated as a

spin-~

The condition

nucleus.

for refocusing along the z-axis depends on the ratio w /wrf·'

0

In an attempt to get around this problem, the exploratory
pulse sequence shown in Figure 5.19(b) was used.

The· mixing

time was chosen to be one rotor period ( 225ws) which was
significantly shorter than the measured 27 Al T value.
1

Only

axial peaks are observed for experiments of this type if the
mixing time is longer than T .
1

For zero mixing time, no

cross peaks were observed as expected (Figure 5.19(c)), although large feet associated with peaks on the diagonal which
were not removed by phase cycling were observed.

It is pro-

bable that their origin lies in the fact that the 2D Fourier
Transformation was performed in magnitude mode.

No cross-

peaks were observed for a mixing time of 227ws and exaggeration
of the vertical scale suggested the absence of low intensity
cross-peaks.

It seems that if motional

~rocesses

ponsible for the broadening of the first-order

are res-

qu~drupolar
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spinning sideband pattern after dehydration for several hours
at 353.K then they do not occur on a timescale of

27.7~s.

It was not possible to probe for slower molecular motion
because the spinning sideband intensity became too feeble at
longer spin-locking times.

For the above experiment, the

maximum lengths of t 1 and t?. exceed Tm and may have led to a
linebroadening in both dimensions had any motion occurred
during these periods, which was not observed

(E)

32 33
,
.

Variable sp!nning rate experiments
The spinning sideband pattern associated with the part-

ially hydrated form was observed as a function of spin rate
in an attempt to probe lower frequency motions (<4.1kHz).
The spinning sideband pattern collapsed to Y-ield a broad
underlying peak at slow spin rates.

Unfortunately, this

experiment cannot distinguish between motional effects at
slow spin rates and the fact that the broad spinning sidebands
may merge into one another.

A positive result could only be

claimed if the spinning sidebands disappeared on increasing
the spin rate between the situation outlined above and 4.4

kH~.

In conclusion, the previous sections illustrate the
experimental techniques available for probing a wide range
of motional regimes in quadrupolar systems.

In some cases,

caution must be exercised in concluding that motional processes alone account for the experimental observations.

Less

significance should be attached to the 20 exchange experiment
with respect to the other techniques due to its exploratory
nature.
Evidence for motional processes is unambiguously provided
by the short

27

Al T 1 values observed for both the hydrated and
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partially dehydrated forms of NH +-ZSM-5.
4

It is interesting

to note that the motional effects of the adsorbed species do
not yield off-diagonal elements in the 2D exchange experiment
which points to the probability that either the cross-·peaks
in the 2D exchange experiment are too faint to be observed
or that the motion of thP. adsorbed species corresponds to
small angle fluctuations of the axes defining the principal
tensor components of the electric field gradient in the vicinity of the aluminium nuclei.

The theoretical effect of fast

small angle oscillations on the spect.:ra of t.he quadrupolar n:uclei
is considered in the next section.
T1

relaxa~ion

is sensitive to motion in the megahertz

region and the similarity of the

27

Al T 1 values for hydrated

and partially dehydrated form of ZSM-5 suggests similar motional regimes in both cases.

However, if the broadening/dis-

appearance of the first-order quadrupolar spinning sideband
pattern that occurs on partial dehydration of NH +-ZSM-5 is
4
to be attributed to motional effects in the same way that the
broadening/disappearance of spinning sidebands resulting from
shielding anisotropy is explained, then the motion must correspond to a much slower regime.

The most likely explanation

is that partial dehydration of the fully hydrated NH + -zs~-5
4
sample results in a slight modification of the motion in
NH +-ZSM-5 which leads to a very efficient relaxation pathway
4
for the non-central transitions.

However, the possibility

of the production of a range of motional regimes on partial
dehydration may not be discounted and novel experiments to
probe lower frequency regimes are required.

The 2D exchange

experiment (subject to the constraints discussed above)
that the frequency of such motion must be less than

suggests

4~4kHz.

I

\
\

I

.
I

Y,V'

Figure 5.20: Coordinate frarnc used for the calculaiion of the etf8c;i of small ang:e
fluctu2ti::ms on the quadrupolar Hamiltonian.

I'
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It seems that hydrated NH +-ZSM-5 and natural zeolites
4
such as albite represent U.m:i ting cases for which non-central

,
_,
..,
transition spinning sidebands may ue uu::servea.
-

In the

34
.
.
former case, the solvated NH + 1on
1s
unusua_11 y mo b'l
1 e
p
4
whereas in the case of albite, the counterbalancing ions/
associated water molecules constitute a more rigid system as
.
indicate d by 23 Na an d 1-H NMR exper1ments.

Partial dehydrat-

ion of hydrated NH +-ZSM-5 presumably reduces the correlation
4
time for motion to an intermediate regime which is similar
to that observed for most ZSM-5 samples for which no spinning
sideband pattern is observed.
While the conclusions drawn about the motion have been
of a general nature, it is clear that motional processes that
lead to a cancellation of the first-order quadrupolar spinning
sideband pattern and its subsequent replacement by a broad
underlying peak may complicate the assignment of spectral features to particular aluminium moieties during quantitative aluminium NMR work.

For instance, broad resonances could be

wrongly assigned to aluminium in environments of low symmetry
when they could result from slow motion/transition-dependent
relaxation processes.

Finite deadtime constraints may pre-

vent the resolution of this problem by comparison with other
quantitative aluminium techniques (e.g. XRF).
5.6.3

Theoretical effect of small angle oscillations
of EFG tensor components on

27

Al spectra

A simple model is used for the description of the
fast molecular motion which leads to the calculation of the
averaged electric field gradient tensor components in the coordinate frame shown in Figure 5.20.

The theoretical effect
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of small angle torsional oscillations on quadrupolar nuclei
has been discussed by Bayer

35

.

In the case of zeolites,

the hydrated cations are a significant distance from the
framework aluminium species and are thus expected to have
a minor perturbing influence on the electric field gradient
experienced by the aluminium spins.

It is assumed that in

the molecular frame, the field gradient has cylindrical syrnoz~

metry about an axis

and that the motion of this frame due

to the mobility of adsorbed species is a small angle toggle
of

oz~

about OZ in a plane perpendicular to an axis OY in the

coordinate frame shown.

Given the averaged tensor components

in the coordinate frame, the nuclear spin Hamiltonian in the
laboratory frame may be calculated and hence a qualitative
comparison may be made with the static case.

The effect of

temperature variation is also considered.
In the molecular frame, the tensor components
are given by:
(5.29)
After a toggle of e about OZ, the tensor components in the
OXYZ frame are given by the usual formulae:
vzz =
vxx =
vYY =
vxz =
also vyz

=

VXY

=

~

2
(3cos e-1)

(5.30)

~

2
(3sin e-l)

(5.31)

2

2

-~

(5.32)

2
-~

2

sinecose

(5.33)

0

. 2 e are g1ven
.
b y:
Now th e average va 1 ues o f cos 2 8 an d s1n
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<cos

2

8>=~(cos

2

2
2
8+cos -8)=cos 8

. 2 8>=~'( s1n
. 2 e+s1n
. 2 ~8 ) =s1n
. 2e
<s1n
Similarly,

~l-8

~

2

for small 8

82 f or sma 11 8

(5.34)
( 5. 35)

<sin8>=~(sin8+sin-8)=0

(5.36)

Thus, the averaged tensor components are given by:
(5.37)
and the averaged principal components lie along the axis of
the coordinate frame defining the principal axis system for
In the static case, the Hamiltonian for

the static case.

the quadrupole interaction in the principal axis system of
1
the electric field gradient tensor is :
eQ
HQ = 4I (2I-l)
2
e gQ
= 4I (2I-l)

A2
~A 2 A2
[Vzz(jiZ-I ) + (VXX-VYY) (IX

]:2) ]
y

:i 2)
z -

(3r2

(5.38)

(5.38a)

The averaged Hamiltonian in the principal axis system for the
motion described above is given by:
~

eQ
HQ = 4I(2I-l)
2
e qQ
= 4I (2I-l)
-

2
2 2
l
) + 38 eg (i2-r2)
-1
X y
z
2

req ( 1-3 8 2/2)

(3 J:

(1-38 212) {

2
(3r z

-r

2

2
38
+
)
2-38z

A2 A2
(IX-IY)}

(5.39)
(5.39a)

The second term in the above equation represents a small departure from axial symmetry.

However, in the presence of

a strong magnetic field, it is more appropriate to consider the
Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame.

In the laboratory axis

system, the average Hamiltonian may be expressed as:
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(5.40)

~

where 8 and

are the polar angles describing VZZ relative

to the z-axis.
Comparison with standard formulae reveals that
the first-order corrections to the transition frequencies
are given by:

=

v -

L

2
2
3e qQ(l-3e /2)
4I(2I-l)h

2
-38 2
2
) sin 8cos2~]
( 3cos 8-l) + (2
2-38

(m-~)

(5.41)

5
2
Thus, for an I= /2 spin (e qQ/h=lMHz), the fre3
1
quency of the (- /2+-+- /2)transition is reduced by 6,854-sz (for
8=0) relative to the static case.
was used for e for which

sine~8.

A maximum value of n;l8
Second-order effects have

been neglected in the calculation.
The effect of the above motion on the non-central
transition lineshapes will be to scale them by the factor
2
(1-38 /2) with an accompanying slight

distort~on in appearance

due to the departure from axial symmetry relative to the static
case for which 8=0.

Increasing the temperature would be ex-

pected to result in an increase in 8 and a corresponding increase in scaling and deviation from axial symmetry.
The corresponding correction to the frequency of
the central transition is given by:

.
2 8-t· C(¢)]
- 1 (I(I+l)- 3; 4) [A(4J)COS 48+B(~)cos
6VL

(5. 42)
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where

-27
9
38 2
3
38 2 2
2
cos 2Q>
A(<j>) = - 8- + (-4) <2 _ 382 )cos2<!>- (8) ( 2 _ 382 )

B(Q>)

c ( Q>)

=

30
8
-3

=a-

!::
2

(5.42(a))

382
2
38 2
3
38 2 {)
2 .
(2-382)
- 2 (2-382)cos 2 Q>+(4) (2-382rcds·2¢ (5.42(b):

1 382
2 1
382
3
38 2 2
2
+ 3(2-382) -(4) • <2-392) .cos 2 ¢-(a) (2-382) cos 2 ¢
(5.42(c))

2
5
For s=¢=0 and an I= /2 spin (e qQ/h =lMHz), a
shift to higher frequency of 0.2Hz would be expected relative
to the static case assuming a value of n/18 for 8.

Clearly,

the energy levels of the central transition are affected by
a combination proportional to

e 4/vL (neglecting higher order

terms in 8) which makes the second-order shift negligible with
respect to the first-order

interaction experienced by the

non-central transitions.
The motion described above will scale the central
2
2
transition lineshape by a factor proportional to (l-38 12) /vL
and there will be a slight distortion from axial symmetry as
in the case of the non-central transitions.

Again, increased

departure from axial symmetry and increased scaling should result on raising the temperature.
If the slight deviation from axial symmetry is
ignored, the shift in the centre of gravity of the powder
pattern of the central transition from the unperturbed frequency vL is given by:
2
2;
= ( 3 e qQ (1- 3 8 2 ) ) 2
1
( 2 I -l ) ( 2 I+ 3 )
2I(2I-l)h
l20vL

(5.43)

For the conditions described above, the motion will result
in a shift to higher frequency of 105

~

of the centre of

gravity.
Although the above equations were derived assuming
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a stationary Hamiltonian, the qualitative features of the
above results for temperature variation should be applicable
to the case where sample spinning is used.
changes observed in the

27

However, the

Al spectrum of partially dehydrated

NH +-ZSM-5 on temperature variation are inconsistent with the
4
conclusions deduced above.

It is felt that an explanation

may be sought in a more sophisticated model that takes account
of the possibilities of;a fluctuation frequency less than the
frequencies of the spin Hamiltonian for which the theoretical
derivation would not be valid, relaxation phenomena,and large
angle

flu~tuations

which might result from a flexible frame-

work.

5.7

23

Na Studies of NaY zeol~te
The NaY sample was initially studied by

23

Na NMR

in an attempt to see if the different cation sites could be
distinguished in the NMR spectrum.

All of the cations are

located in one of three sites: I, I', or II (Figure 4.10),
and site II' may only be occupied by adsorbed molecules such
as water.
occupied.

The adjacent sites I and I' are not simultaneously
Thus, the potential for probing sodium cation

distributions exists, with the possibility of extending the
results to the case where H+ is the cation.
For rapid molecular rotational diffusion
(w

0

Tc<<l, where w

0

is the

La~r

frequency and ' c i s the

rotational correlation time) all the transitions are degenerate and exponential T 1 and T 2 relaxation behaviour is observed.
For slower motion

(w

0 •c~l)as in micelles, membrane vesicles,

or biological macromolecules , the widths and frequencies of the
various transitions may

~e

different
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Sl'

a

PA

a

52.1;4 MH.t
0

10

RD=O.\a
1\1Ta32

Figure 5.21:

23

N~ SP NMR spectrum of hydrated NaY zeolite.
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.
1 e-pu 1 se 23 Na
Th e s1ng

MASN~1R

spectrum o f t h e f u 11 y

hydrated form is disappointing in that only one symmetric resonance was observed with no spinning sidebands suggesting that
the Na + ions are located in high-symmetry sites, coordinated
to water molecules.

However, the spectrum was difficult to

phase and the static spectrum shown in Figure 5.21 reveals the
presence of a broad underlying peak in addition to the relatively narrow resonance.

It was impossible to phase the spect-

rum so that both the broad and narrow component have the same
chemical shift.

.
. s h own 1n
.
Th e 23 Na nutat1on
spectrum 1s

Figure 5.4(e) and the excitation projection reveals a signal
at wrf only which confirms that the broad resonance does not
result from the presence of sodium ions in a low symmetry
environment.
It would seem that

is greater than 1

(slow tumbling of Na+ ions), in which case for an I= 3 /2
nucleus, the lineshape consists of two components:

60% of

the signal intensity characterised by a large linewidth and
40% of the total signal intensity characterised by a relatively
36
smaller linewidth .
The two components have differentL3~~or
frequencies, but the second-order dynamic frequency shift is
often difficult to detect because its value is small relative
to the linewidth of the broad component.
However, the experimental demonstration that this
is the case is not straightforward.

Attempts were made to

simulate the spectrum using two Lorentzian peaks.

Such an

approach of course assumes that the spectrum is phased correctly
and that quadrupolar interactions do not introduce asymmetry in
the lines'aapes.

In addition, it is assumed that the hydrated

sodium ions exist in very similar environments.

It was not
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possible to simulate the spectrum using two Lorentzian peaks
although a good fit was obtained using peaks of mixed GaussianLorentzian character.

The ratio of the intensities of the

narrow component to that of the broad component was 60:40
which is the wrong way around in so far as the theory is concerned.

However, it should be remembered that a significant

proportion of the intensity of the broad component is lost in
the

13~s

More convincing evidence is provided by

deadtime.

the fact that the linewidth at half height (which is overwhelmingly dominated by the narrow component) is reduced on
increasing the magnetic field strength which would be expected
.
. 37
1n
t h e s 1 ow mo t.1on reg1me

be reduced by a factor of

2

The linewidth (in Hz) should
/3 which is close to the reduction

observed.
It is of course possible that there could be two
chemically distinct types of sodium present.

During the

course of this work, results were published that suggested
that the very broad species resulted from sodium ions existing at site 1 in the hexagonal prisms

38

Two other sub-

stantially narrower resonances were also observed which were
assigned to sodium in sites

I~

and II.

However, no proof

was presented which suggested that the motion of the sodium
cations corresponded to the extreme narrowing region, which
is necessary for such an assignment.

In addition, no explan-

ation was given for the large linewidth for the site 1 species
which presumably indicates a shorter T 2 for these species
relative to sites

I~

and II.

If the extreme narrowing region obtains in the
present case, then the broad component would be expected to
have a significantly shorter T 1 value than the narrow component.
\
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~-,-(~/2)

However, application of the usual

inversion re-

covery sequence does not distinguish between the two components (Figure 5.22).

This behaviour would be expected in

the slow motion regime because a

~12

the two longitudinal recovery rates

39

sampling pulse will mix
.

The

~-T-(~/18)

in-

version recovery experiment clearly resolved the longitudinal
relaxation of the broad and narrow component peaks (Figure
5.23) as expected if a second-order dynamic frequency shift
of the non-central transitions is present.

Theoretical

calculations have shown that the broad component should decay
exponentially and with a time constant shorter than that of
the narrow component 39

A T 1 value of 4.3 x l0- 4 s

is

estimated from the null point of the broad component which
compares with a T 1 value of 1.3 x lo- 3 s estimated for the
narrow component assuming simple exponential recovery in both
cases.

The relaxation measurements thus provide conclusive

evidence that the motion corresponds to the slower regime and
that a second-order dynamic frequency shift is being observed.
T-he results also clearly illustrate the care that must be- exercised when using

23

Na NMR as an analytical tool for providing

information on the cation distribution.
Interesting behaviour is observed on temperature
variation (Figure 5.24).

The width of the narrow component

as a function of temperature is summarised in Table 5.7.
TABLE 5.7

Width and shift of the narrow resonance as a function
of temEerature at a sodium fr~uency of 52. 98·MHz.
T/K

~v~(Hz)

o/ppm

286

712

-o-3

315

850

-3. 2

330

674

-4.4

SFc5Z.94MHz
P~

Q

a'a

ROa 0.1 o
NTa32

30

15

Fegurca" 5.24:

23

Na~ SP NMA spsc;ira of Nii!Y zeolile

as

a function of tempar~jure.
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The results are reversible in all cases.

Theory

predicts that the linewidth of the narrow component increases
as the temperature is raised in the slow motion limit and
then decreases with temperature in the fast-motion limit

37

.

The data are thus consistent with a change in motional regime
over a fairly modest temperature range.

Complex changes in

the linewidth of the broad species are observed on temperature variation.

Under quantitative conditions it seems

that there is a transfer of intensity from the broad component
to the narrow component until at 330:K,the non-Lorentzian
character of the spectrum has almost disappeared.

This result

is also in agreement with the change in motional regime outlined above.

The shift to low frequency of the narrow reson-

ance with increasing temperature is, however, more enigmatic.
Usually, such a shift would be interpreted in terms of an increase in second-order quadrupole coupling.

However, there

is no noticeable increase in asymmetry of the lineshapes at
higher temperatures and the linewidths are not consistently
broadened as the temperature is increased.

Incidentally, the

change in chemical shift between 286 and 330Kwould suggest a
gain in the quadrupole coupling constant of approximately

rv·7oo: Y.Bz which is certainly not observed in the excitation projections of the nutation spectra discussed below.

Temperature

perturbations of the system might be expected to lead to a
rearrangement of the cation

position~

but the shift is signif-

icant and this seems an unlikely interpretation of the data
over such a modest temperature range.

It seems more likely

that the shift corresponds to some motional effect.

If this

interpretation is correct, then care would have to be taken in
assigning various narrow sodium shifts to specific cation

T/K
330
315
288

10

250

F1 /~Hz

Figure 5.25(a): F1 projection of 23 Na nutation spectrum of hydrated NaY zeolite as a function
of temperature.

O~hydrat~d

ln1ermedia1e

Hydra~ed

2SQ

Figura 525(b): F 1 proj&dion

oi.-2:11\la ~otatiQn~sJ>ecinJ'rn or:fi}fd;gtec(N&'{ zsonte--CJs,~ itinctibrt

oi ~s~am;~t.

.

- ·- .,

.-

·.
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locations because fluctuations in the positions of the water
molecules

(in a ·local sense)

could result in the observ-

ation of more than one sodium resonance.
The excitation projection of the

23

Na nutation

spectrum suggests a quadrupole coupling constant between
0 and 75. kHz at 286 K (closer to the 75 kHz end of the range),
and on raising the temperature from 286 to 330.

~,

a perceptible

increase in linebroadening is observed (Figure 5.25(a)).

The

increase in excitation linewidth is consistent with a gain in
Similar observ-

the efficiency of T P relaxation processes.
2
ations have been reported for the zeolite NaA

24

, but in that

case the maximum excitation linewidth was observed at 253X.
It seems that the mobility of the sodium ions or the water
molecules must possess a higher energy barrier to motion in
the present case because of the higher temperature required to
reach maximum relaxation efficiency.

Only a slight reduction

in the linewidth of the excitation projection of the nutation
spectrum measured at 286 ICis observed when the nutation pulse is
preceded by a rotary echo pair of both 2 and

4~s

durationsL

showing that the influence of T 2 P relaxation processes on the
linewidth is small at 286

·v
.!.\..

The linebroadening influence on

the excitation projection at 330 Kis more significantly reduced
on using a rotary echo before the nutation pulse, confirming
the importance of T 2 P relaxation processes.

A temperature-

dependent shift of the major peak in the excitation projection
is observed, which corresponds to an effective different radiofrequency field strength in the experiments (which is surprising
given that the experiments were performed under identical radiofrequency field strength conditions) .
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The temperature dependence of the results is
quite distinct from the changes that occur on dehydration.
of the NaY sample (Figure 5.25(b)).

Partial dehydration

of the zeolite leads to a shift (4.ppm) of the narrow component of the sodium resonance to lower frequency with a gain
in linewidth suggesting an increase in the quadrupole coupling constant.

Assuming that the isotropic chemical shift

is unaffected by the dehydration procedure, the shift to low
frequency corresponds to a gain in the quadrupole coupling
constant of

~6so·yBz

which is in reasonable agreement with the

nutation projection shown.

Realistically, it is to be ex-

pected that a distribution of quadrupolar coupling parameters
results on partial dehydration, which will have a broadening
influence on the excitation projection.

Greater dehydration

results in a shift to low frequency of 17.ppm, and a considerable increase in linewidth.

The shift is consistent with

a gain in quadrupole coupling constant of

l.~:Bz,

which is in

agreement with the excitation projection of the nutation
spectrum.

5.8

General conclusion
This chapter has been principally concerned with the

application of radiofrequency pulses to quadrupolar spin
The results of a density matrix calculation for

systems.

the case where a single r.f. pulse is applied to a system of
3
!= /2 nuclei has been used to illustrate the differences
between selective and non-selective excitation for half-integer

s~in

quadrupolar nuclei and also the conditions for quant-

itivity.
the

m=~

The expression for the coherence detected between
and

m=-~

states leads to the concept of the 20 nutation
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experiment which is a valuable tool in the study of quadrupolar spin systems in the solid state as is indicated by
the study of a series of model compounds.

In addition to

information concerning the quadrupole coupling parameters,
it is possible to obtain information about the selectivity
of excitation of the central transition and molecular motion.
The second part of the chapter has been concerned with
the investigation of complex quadrupolar spin systems.

In

the case of NH + -ZSM-5, changes observed in the single-pulse
4
27
Al MASNMR spectrum on partial dehydration have been interpreted in terms of fast transition-dependent relaxation, although further experiments are required to exclude the unlikely possibility of very slow motion accounting for the
observations.

Changes observed in the single-pulse

27

Al

MASNMR spectrum on temperature variation may not be interpreted in terms of a simple model representing small angle
fluctuations of the axis defining the principal tensor components, and a more sophisticated theoretical treatment is
required to account for the probable effect of motion relaxation processes.

The effects observed on the partial de-

hydration and temperature variation would be expected to
complicate the interpretation of quantitative

27

Al work.

Studies on the NaY sample suggest that the sodium ions
are tumbling slowly and this serves to complicate the interpretation of the spectrum.

The results suggest that a know-

ledge of the sodium cation mobility is required before

23

Na'

NMR may be used as an analytical tool for providing information
on the cation distribution.
for the NMR of

7

This has important implications

Li and 133 cs which are often used as charge-

compensating cations in zeolites.
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CHAPTER SIX
MULTINUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY
OF HIGH-SILICA THETA-1
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6.1

Introduction
The use of probe molecules to provide information

concerning both the microporosity and acid sites of zeolites
is well established.

The presence of Bronsted and Lewis

acid sites has been inferred 1 '
NMR, the

15

13
1
2 3
from H,
c and 15 N
'

N studies being particularly valuable as a con-

sequence of both the large nuclear shielding range of

15

N

and the direct interaction of the nitrogen atom with the
active site.

Information concerning the dimensions of

cavities and channels, short-distance crystallinity, and
the nature of the structural defects may be examined from
129
4
Xe spectra
In the following study. the diethylamine template
present in as-synthesised high-silica thetarl is used as a
probe molecule.

The high-silica form of

erised by high-resolution

13

theta~l

is charact-

c and 29 si MASNMR, additional

complementary information being sought by

1

H NMR.

spectra are interpreted as showing the presence of bo-th
neutral and protonated template molecules.

These observ-

ations are discussed in terms of the possible presence of
acid sites and their spatial distribution.

The

29

si NMR

results are consistent with the template molecule occupying
the lO-T channels only, and the spin-lattice relaxation
behaviour of both the

13

c and 29 si spins are interpreted in

terms of restricted motions of the template molecules.
in the

29

Changes

si NMR spectra on calcination indicate the possibility

of a minor framework rearrangement.
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6.2

Characterisation by

non-N~R

techniques

Powder X-ray diffraction analysis of the as-synthesised
sample indicates a very high degree of crystallinity and
purity.

There is no trace of a-cristobalite which often

accompanies the preparation of high-silica theta-1.

Data

obtained by microanalysis, X-ray fluorescence, atomic absorption and thermal gravimetric analysis are shown in
Aluminium is present as an impurity and pre-

Table 6.1.

sumably results from trace impurities in the Ludox AS40
silica solution.
TABLE 6.1

Microanalysisl X-ray fluorescencel atomic
absorQtion and thermal. aravimetric analysis
data for high-silica as-synthesised theta-1 zeolite
Si (a)
%

mass

atoms/unit cell (e)

Al (a)

c(b)

N(b)

Na (c)

H o(d)
2

41.3

"'0.0

3.1

1.0

0.1

0.2

24.0

"'0.0

4.2

1.2

0.1

0.2

(a)

X-Ray fluorescence.

(b)

Microanalysis.

(c)

Atomic Absorption (correction being made for background
signal).

(d)

Thermal gravimetric analysis.

The value was calculated

by assuming that inter-channel water accounted for the
mass loss between 303 and 123
(e)

~-

The quoted composition of the unit cell
the impurity
environment.

alu~inium

assu~es

that all

present is in a tetrahedral

The results suggest approximately 1

template molecule per unit cell.

F1gure 6.1: As-synthesised high-silica lheta-1 (x 40).

1 small division • 3 11m.
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A photograph of the crystallites magnified by a factor
of 40 is shown in Figure 6.1.

It can be seen that the

crystallites radiate from either side of a central nucleus
to produce a wheatsheaf type aggregate.

Close inspection

reveals that each wheatsheaf head consists of approximately
10 crystallites, thus suggesting an individual crystallite
diameter of approximately

0.3~m.

The wheatsheaf aggregates

result from secondary nucleation which is caused by either
the temperature rising too high during the reaction or the
presence of too much diethylamine

5

The regular nature of

the aggregates suggests that they do not result from the
adhesive effect of diethylamine between the crystallites.
6.3

13

c

NMR Studies of as-synthesised high-silica theta-1

1 13
Cross-polarization ( H- c) MASNlvlR was used to study
the microporosity of theta-1.

The

13

c

NMR shift is highly

sensitive to the environment of the nucleus and as such
potentially provides important information on the structure
and position of the diethylamine template.

In addition,

complementary information was obtained by (a) delayed contact
cross-polarization to carbon experiments and (b) carbon T

1

measurements obtained by the Torchia proton-enhancement
method

6

.

Figure 6.2(a) shows the cross-polarization
spectrum of as-synthesised high-silica theta-1.

13

c rvtASNNR
It is

surprising to observe three major peaks, given the inherent
equivalence of the two carbon chains in diethylamine.

The

observed spectrum is consistent with a mixture of physisorbed
and protonated diethylamine (the relevant chemical shift

SF • 50.32 MHz

CT • 1

ms

RO • 5

s

NT·

a

.1200

SR • 1.31<Hz

LB • 20Hz

50

Figure 6.2(a):

13 C

10

30

CP MASNMR spectrum of as-synthesised high-silica lheta-1.

SFo75.41l~

CTu bro

Ro •."sn

NT .,·£0o
SR ·., 1.511Hz
lBD 15Hz

Delay Hme/ms

""""~"'1
~""""-"0·6

0·4

O·l
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information

7

is shown in Table 6.2~

The two methylene

resonances are not clearly resolved due to a combination of
the similarity in chemical shifts expected for the protonated
and physisorbed environments and
caused by (
TABLE 6.2

13

c,

14

N)

spectral perturbations

dipolar coupling.

Carbon chemical shifts for the diethylamine template
Methylene

free diethylamine

7

protonated diethylamine

7

observed in zeolite theta-1

Methyl

<5/ppP.l
44.2

-a /ppm

43.6

12.2

15.4

43.9, "-42

14.2, 10.7

It has been suggested that the different channels
present within a zeolite influence the

13

c chemical shift of

otherwise equivalent carbons in the zeolite ZSM-5

8

.

In

high-silica theta-1, twinning results in the production of
two types of 10-T channel.~ but it is felt that the difference
in chemi ca·l shift of the methyl groups of the respect! ve forms
is too large to reflect the influence of two very similar
channels.

Another possibility is that both surface and

channel template may be present.
sample with water

(1

s

Thorough washing of the

in 500 r:U of water) resulted in no per-

ceptible change in the spectrum.

Fearing that water might

not wet the zeolite surface, the washings were repeated with
methanol but a similar result was obtained.

Diethylamine is

extremely soluble in alcohols and soluble in water 10 .
ESCA was also used to eliminate the possibility of
surface template.

The ESCA analysis was complicated by the

fact that it was necessary to initially establish whether the
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zeolite powder covered the surface of the sample tape after
evacuation, there being poor adhesion between the tape and
the zeolite.

Fortunately, the tape contained both carbon

and silicon and so it was possible to compare the silicon/
carbon ratio of the tape with zeolite with just the silicon/
In

carbon ratio in the tape.

carbon ratio is extremely low.

the latter case, the silicon/
The results indicated that

there was no nitrogen signal and that the silicon/carbon ratio
was very high - the small amount of hydrocarbon observed resulted from regions of the tape not completely covered by the
zeolite.

Thus no template is present on the zeolite surface.

The only other explanation is that the surface template was
removed on evacuation.

However, the sample chamber pressure

was monitored as a function of evacuation time, the pressure
dropping almost instantly to high-vacuum.

Usually, if

volatile species are present, approximately half an hour is
required to reach high-vacuum.

Fast removal of surface

diethylamine species would contradict the

washin~

studies

outlined earlier.
Microanalysis results

(Table 6.1) are in agreement with

previous density measurements

9

and X-ray refinement techniques

9

which indicate that high-silica theta-1 contains approximately
one diethylamine molecule per unit cell (in accordance with
the short repeat distance in the c-direction) .
The single-pulse 29 si MASNMR spectrum of the calcined form
suggests the presence of four crystallographically distinct
sites only (see later)

and rules out the presence of either

clathrasils or zeosils which occasionally accompany the synthesis of high-silica theta-1, such species _trapping the diethyl9
amine molecules during synthesis .
Finally, there is no obvious
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decomposition product that would account for the chemical
shifts, and similar studies on a fresh sample yielded identical
results, suggesting that the smaller peaks in the cross13

polarization

c

MASNMR spectrum do not result from impurities.

The results of a spin-locked delayed-contact crosspolarization to carbon experiment are shown in Figure 6.2(b).
The intensity of a particular peak decays with a proton TlP.·
value characteristic of the proton bath used to effect crosspolarization.

A complete description of this experiment is

given in Chapter Three.

Figure 6.2(b) indicates that the

protonated species are characterised by a shorter Tlp value
than the free diethylamine.

A likely explanation for the

observation is that there are two physically distinct domains
with different NMR properties and that for TlP (1 H) relaxation,
spin diffusion is unable to average out these heterogeneities 11
Ideally, it would be preferable to compare the above observation with the direct measurement of proton T 1 and TlP' but
the presence of a finite amount of surface and channel water
would certainly complicate the interpretation.

The spi-n-

lattice relaxation behaviour of the protons was, however,
investigated by the usual saturation recovery pulse sequence
applied to the

1

H nuclei on resonance.

The resultant relax-

ation behaviour was fitted by a least squares method to a
double exponential decay (T [51.5%]-0.65 s,T [48.5%]-0.l6 s,
1
1
'iH

=

200.13

~-l!!z)

.

·3i ven the small amount of structural/occluded

water (Table 6.1), it is speculated that for T

1

relaxation

processes of the free and protonated diethylamine, spin
diffusion in unable -to :n 8!:'ac::;e out the heterogeneities.

This

in turn leads to the conclusion that the domains are fairly
large on the molecular scale.

It should be noted that this
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.
1nterpretation
of the Lt 1

'T'
-

1
1 data is highly speculative - H T 1

relaxation for some molecules containing methyl groups has
been observed to be double exponential in character due to
2
coupling of the Zeeman and rotational polarization reservoirJ .
The intensity variation illustrated in Figure 6.2(b) may
be used to estimate the relative amounts of the protonated and
The intensity of a peak (I(t)) after a

free diethylamine.

spin-locked delayed-contact time t
I(t)
A

=

KI(o)exp(

-t

is given by equation (6.1):

/Tlp)

(6.1)

derivation of this equation and a precise expression for

K are given in Chapter Three, suffice it to say here that K
depends on the cross-relaxation time (T 15 ), the proton Tlp
Although K differs for the two species,

and the contact time.

calculated values using an estimated value for TTc of 0.5
-u

ms

show that the ratio of the K values is almost unity for the
K

lms contact time used ( free/K

t
t d
pro ona e

=

0.98).

The proton Tlp values and approximate values for the
signal intensities were obtained by approximating the peak
height to the intensity and fitting it to the function
A=A exp(

-t

0

/T P).
1

Although the signal intensities are crude,

the results in Table 6.3 allow us to estimate a lower limit
on the protonated diethylamine concentration.
TABLE 6.3

Proton Tlp and intensity information for peaks in
F iqure 6. ~(.bl_

o/1Jp!:'.

vH

=

I

0

43.9

26

52.6

14.4

30

99.7

10.7

14

18.6

300.13 MHZ,

= 38.46 kHz
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Approximately one in every six template molecules is ·
In such a silica-rich

protonated.

sys~ew,

residual hydroxyl

ions or acidic internal silanol groups must be present.

The

traces of aluminium present are not sufficiently abundant to
counterbalance the cationic charge of the protonated diethylamine.

It is likely that acidic internal silanol groups

provide the balance to the protonated diethylamine.
Figure 6.2(b) implies the existence of domains and
hence localised regions of defects.
traction of 7.2 x lo

19

A defect site concen-

g-l may be calculated with the further

assumption of mutual exclusivity with respect to the sodium
defect sites.

. compares
Th lS

a value of 4.0 x 1o 1 ~g-l

Wl'th
~

calculated for the concentration of surface silanol groups, n
(using the expression

13

n

=

1.2 x 1o

diameter of the crystallites in

19

;d, where d denotes the

~m).

Convincing evidence for the existence of internal silanol
groups in highly siliceous ZSM-5 and Y zeolites has been proVl'ded

· th e l 1' t era t ure 14,15,16,17,18,19,20 .
1n

Initially,

there was some argument concerning the arrangement of silanol
groups in the zeolite.

Dessau

17

proposed an arrangement

whereby the silanol groups are isolated but trimethylsilation
experiments have concluded that ZSM-5 zeolites without prolonged heat treatment contain =si-O~Na+ or =Si-OH moieties with
at least one or two =si-OH groups at distances suitable for
formation of bi- and tridentate linkages

18

.

It has been

suggested that high-silica ZSM-5 typically contains clusters
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of four terminal groups each where T atoms are missing
from the lattice.
increase in

1

Lippmaa et

?1
az~~

have shown that an

H chemical shift of the silanol resonance

occurs on exchange of

~a

+ cations at the defect sites with

H+ (1.4 ppm to 2.2 ppm).

The chemical shift change was

taken to indicate a rearrangement to a neighbouring location
of silanol groups in a geminal
[=Si-OH HO-Si=l arrangement.

[=Si(-OH~]

or vicinal

The accompanying increase

in linewidth was interpreted in terms of the expected
increase in homonuclear magnetic dipolar interaction.
22
1
Using Pfeifer•s
concept of the H NMR chemical shift scale
as an acidity scale, it may be concluded that the internal
silanol clusters are more acidic than isolated silanol
species.

6.3.1

Spin-l~ttice relaxation times for 13 c
nuclei of the template
Carbon T

1

measurements were made using the

proton enhancement method of Torchia 6 .

The T

1

of the

methyl group of the non-protonated form at 286 K (1.0 s)
is less than that of the methylene group (2.4 s).

The

result is surprising in the sense that the methyl group is
expected to be more mobile

tha~

the methylene group.

temperature dependence of the T 1 values is shown in
Table 6.4).

(The
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TABLE 6.4

Temperature/K

Carbon-13 spin-lattice relaxation times
for the temnJate in theta-1

103/T K-l

T (a) (methyl)/s
1

ln (T /s)

T (a) (methy1
lene)/s

ln (T /s)

1

1

286

3.50

0.97

-0.03

2.34

0.85

303

3.30

1. 45

0.37

2.87

1.10

321

3.12

2.03

0. 71

4.07

1. 40

340

2.91

2.36

0.86

5.20

1. 65

(a)

v

c

=

50.32 MHz

The increase in T

1

value for both the methy-

lene and methyl groups implies that the motion characterising the methyl and methylene groups corresponds to the
high temperature side of the minimum.

The situation

could, of course, be complicated by the presence of
more than one predominant mode of Qotion, leading to
more than one minimum in the plot of log (T 1 ) against
correlation time.

The most likely explanation for the

shorter spin-lattice relaxation time of the methyl group
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is that the close-packed arrangement of the template
molecules, as suggested by the microanalysis study,
results in hindered methyl group rotation.

The sit-

uation may be contrasted with that observed in ZSM-5
with the tetrapropylarnmoniurn cation as the template.
In that case, the methyl resonance is split into two
components of approximately equal intensity, the explanation being that the cation is located in the crosssection of the two non-equivalent channels, with propyl
groups lodged in each channe1

8

The methylene group

adjacent to the methyl group is characterised by a T

1

value of 0. 25 s whereas the methyl group resonances were
characterised by T 1 values of 1. 2 s (higher frequency peak)
and 0. 75 s.

These measurements reflect detailed differ-

ences in the behaviour of the two systems.

Assuming that

the predominant mode of motion corresponds to the high
temperature side of the minimum, the spin-lattice relaxation times suggest that for ZSM-5, the template molecules
are not close enough to allow methyl group interaction.
The implication of the data is that the higher frequency
met~yl

group resonance resides in

the larger of the two

channels.
For the as-synthesised form of theta-1, a plot of
lnT 1 c

13

c) against

1

;T yields a quasi-linear plot for both the

methyl and methylene groups of the non-protonated form.

If

a single correlation time with an Arrhenius-type temperature
dependence is assumed, the gradient of the plot is ~Ea;R, where
Ea is the activation energy for the process

23

(rotational motion

of the diethylamine molecules being the most likely mode of

,>·:;;;-• • , , .

. ": ~--:.·· -_ ~-~

1· 8

1. 0

ln T,

0·6

0·2

103 /T
Figure 6.3: Plot of ln1' 1 against

1rr

~or the methyl grqup of diethyl(lmine in high-silica theta-1.
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motion) .

The slope of the plot in Figure 6.3 yields an

activation energy of ~UkJmol-l for the motion in the 286 to
340 1<region for -the methy-l <Jroup (the methyl and methyl-ene
values have the same

Ea

value within experimental error).

The value obtained is within the range of activation energies
calculated for benzene undergoing small angle rotation (<±10°),
where the longest axis of benzene is assumed to lie parallel
t'1on 24 .
.
t o t h e t h eta- 1 c h anne 1 d 1rec
Although

13

C T

1

values could not be accurately

measured for the protonated form, it is clear that they do
not differ significantly from those of the non-protonated
form.

This is not surprising given the similarity of the

indirectly measured proton Tlp values of the respective forms.
The conclusion is that the template mobility of both forms is
similar.

Because the size of the diethylamine molecule

( 4. 6 x 4.2 ~) closely matches the diameter of the lO-T channels
(5.5 x 4.7R), it might have been expected that small changes
in geometry expected at defect sites would affect the mobility
o:t the template.

The results are, howeve-r, in agreement with

the defect sites occurring in the channels rather than a more
open arrangement.
As an aside, it was noticed that the

13

c NMR

chemical shifts were not affected over the temperature range
studied, suggesting that no structural changes occur in the
high-silica theta-1 framework over this temperature range,
the 13 c NMR chemical shift being highly sensitive to the
environment of the nucleus.
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6.4

Thermal gravimetric analysis of as-synthesised
high-silica theta-l
Figure 6.4 shows the

sample.

·-TGA- trace for the as-synthesised

The first derivative plot is also shown.

Given

the presence of free and protonated diethylamine, it would be
expected that the protonated species desorb at a higher temperature.

The results in Chapter Seven certainly indicate that

the strongest acid sites desorb a prescribed base at the
highest temperature.

The main feature of Figure 6.4 is a

mass loss between 473 and 673 K which corresponds to the loss
of the diethylamine.

The considerable breadth of this peak

points to kinetic hindrance of the removal of diethylamine from
the lO-T channels and this prevents the straightforward
observation of a double peak description profile.

The first

derivative plot does indicate a second peak in the 753 to 993
region, but on the basis of

29

~

si studies presented later, this

peak is believed to result from dehydroxylation of silanol
moieties at defect sites.

The assignment is in disagreement

with previous results which indicate that dehydroxylation occurs
in the 97 3-117 3 K region

25

However, given the absence of a

.

peak in the 973-1173 K region of the first derivative plot, the
assignment is not unreasonable and points to a more favourable
arrangement of the silanol defects for condensation type reactions.

The relevant point is that for typical calcination

procedures at S23 K

the removal of diethylamine will be
Assuming that the loss

accompanied by silanol condensation.
in weight in the 753 to 993

K

region results solely from con-

densation of internal silanol groups and assuming a condensation
reaction of the form:

-Si - OH + -Si

-

OH

-+

-Si - 0

-

Si + H 0,
2

the concentration of silanol moieties that participate in the

-··:-1

SF • 59.64 1.11-U
PA

o

'Q/2

RO • 600~

NT • 128·

SR. 2 ..3 kHz

-100

Figure 6.5: 29 Si SP MASNMFI spectrum of as-synthesised high-silica theta-1.

1SF

a

39.76 MHz

1PA o 0 /2
ROo 2S

NT

o

o

3ootl

SA a t.S·e.tu

-108

-110

-112

-114

Osi/ppm

:;:..

-115
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condensation reaction is 30.4 x 10 19 g -1 .

This exceeds the

estimated concentration of the protonated diethylamine by a
factor of 4.2.
Losses in weight between 303 and 423 Kare assumed to be
due to removal of occluded water.
because loss of occluded water or the

The assignments are limited
dehydro~ylation

may occur

simultaneously with the removal of diethylamine, and thus the
weight loss due to diethylamine may be an overestimate and the
weight loss due to water may be too low.
indicate that the weight loss between 423

However, calculations
an~

753

~

is in

excellent agreement with the %wt of carbon and nitrogen determined by microanalysis suggesting that the assignments are not
unreasonable.
6.5

29

si NMR Studies of the as-synthesised form of
high-silica theta-1
6.5.1

Single-pulse studies
Results presented in Chapter Seven suggest that

the diethanolamine template causes structural modifications of
theta-1 prepared with a Si/Al ratio of 25.8. Unfortunately, the
resolution was poor due to quadrupolar broadening by aluminium
and the distribution of aluminium about the

29

si nuclei in

terms of second and further nearest neighbour interactions.
In an attempt to ascertain the effect of the template on the framework of theta-1, the single-pulse

29

si MASNMR

spectrum of as-synthesised high-silica theta-1 was recorded.
The quantitative single-pulse spectrum is shown in Figure 6.5.
Good samples of theta-1 exhibit 3 peaks of equal intensity but
in the best samples, the central resonance may be partially re26
29
solved into 2 peaks
Comparison of the observed
si

186

chemical shifts with literature values for the calcined form
suggests that the diethylamine template does not cause a
significant Si-0-Si bond angle distortion.

However, the

increased linewidths relative to the calcined case point to a
greater range of Si-0-Si bond angles caused by minor structural strain introduced by the template molecules closely fitting
the free channel parameters.

Powder X-ray diffraction studies

performed on the as-synthesised form suggest that the d-spacings
are similar to those of H-theta-1 unlike the case when diethanolamine is the template, when the d-spacings are significantly larger than those of H-theta-1.
apparently reflected in the single-pulse
for the two forms.

This difference is
29

si MASNMR experiment
27
Results in the literature
suggest that

the presence of absorbed organic molecules is not, in itself,
a reason for an increase in linewidth of the silicon species.
Calcination and subsequent resolution enhancement reveal that
the central peak is indeed a composite (Figure 6.6).

The

untreated single-pulse spectrum is fitted more accurately to
four rather than three Lorentzian peaks (Table 6.5).
TABLE 6.5

Lorentzian peak fitting of Figure 6.6
Normalized intensity (N=24)

6/pprn

width/Hz

% area

-110.87

30.9

35.1

8.4

-112.79

23.8

16.1

3.9

-113.03

26.5

16.3

3.9

-114.35

24.6

32.5

7.8

6.5.2

Cross-polarization studies
In addition to enhancement of intensity on the

Q

3

region (-98 to -105ppm arising from silanol moieties), the

Figure 6.7:

Projection of theta-1 in the c-direction. The four crystallographically distinct
sites are indicated.
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1

H-

29

si cross-polarization

29

si MASNMR spectrum of the as-

synthesised form reveals a decrease in intensity of the middle
4
A
Q peak relative to the two outer Q~ peaks in the single-pulse
spectrum for short contact times.

Cross-polarization is a

discriminating technique, and for short contact times, polarization transfer may preferentially occur from the template
protons to the silicon sites facing directly onto the lO-T
The assumption is made that any water present in

channels.

the 6-T channels does not contribute significantly to the signal the close packing of the template in the 10-T channels virtually
eliminates the possibility of water residing in the lO-T
channels.

The unit cell information given in Table 6.1

certainly justifies the assumption that the template protons
make the most significant contribution to the cross-polarization signal.
of theta-1 in

Consideration of the unit cell projection
the:~-direction

(Figure 6.7) indicates that

site 1 faces only onto the 6-T channels and is thus the furthest
site from the template.

Increasing the contact time event-

ually results in an increase in intensity of the middle peak
with respect to the two outer peaks as expected (Figure 6.8).
The cross-polarization dynamics of the three
observable peaks were analysed by simulating the spectrum
obtained for each contact time with three peaks of equal
Lorentzian/Gaussian character.

Values for the proton T

1p

and the cross-relaxation time (TIS) were obtained for each
peak by fitting the peak intensity as a function of contact
28
time to the formula
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I ( T)

T

I

0

exo

=
=

Tl
lp

l

(6.2)

contact time
quantitative intensity

TIS = cross-relaxation time
T p
1
yH

Ysi

=

proton spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame

= gyromagnetic
= gyromagnetic

ratio of proton
ratio of silicon

The above equation may be derived assuming a
vanishing heat capacity of the silicon spins and TlP relax29

ation of only the proton spins

These conditions are met

by the dilution of the silicon spins and a matched HartmannHahn situation.

Additionally, an exponential proton TlP and

non-composite peaks are assumed.

Plots of peak intensity

against contact time for each peak are shown in Figure 6.9.
Typically, the signal rises exponentially as the contact time
is increased to approach asymptotically an "equilibrium" value
which is itself falling exponentially to zero with a time con1

stant T 1 P ( H).

1
Since Tlp ( H)

is longer than the TIS values

measured, there is no difficulty in separating the two processes.

The values obtained for TIS and Tw

(Table 6.6)

should be treated with caution due to phase instabilities in
the proton spin-locking field

30

(which would tend to make

the Tlp results shorter than the real values) , but the relative
magnitudes are relevant.
Of course, it may be that the analysis of crosspolarization dynamics is complicated by the highly disordered
arrangement of diethylamine molecules present in the lO-T

189

TABLE 6.6

TIS and proton T p_values obtained by peak fitting
1 9
of intensity of
-L si CPMAS spectrum as a function
of contact time
(a)

ofppiT.

L/G ratio

T p /ms
1

Normalised
intensity (N=24)

-110.87

0.15

4.80

29.7

8.76

-112.70

0.15

6.46

32.0

7.43

-114.31

0.15

5.16

28.6

7.81

(a)

v

18

=

62~~kHz.

channels (as suggested by X-ray diffraction data) 9

as well

as by cross-polarization to identical but more distant crystallographic sites at longer contact times.

A simplistic

deduction from Table 6.6 is that the longer TIS value observed
for the central peak results from the composite nature of the
peak, cross-polarization to site 1 becoming more efficient as
the efficiency of cross-polarization to site 2 is decreasing;
site 1 species only existing in the second coordination sphere
of the template.

Similar T

1D

values are observed for all

the peaks suggesting that cross-polarization is occurring from
only one proton bath.

For a more quantitative discussion, a

Madelung-type summation would have to be performed.

The

quantitative ratio of the intensities of the peaks is
8.7:7.4:7.8 (in order of decreasing frequency)

in reasonable

agreement with the theoretical ratio of 8:8:8.

Systematic

errors will be introduced by assumptions about the Lorentzian/
Gaussian character of the peaks and by the assumption that the
two central peaks may adequately be described by a single peak.
Perhaps the largest assumption in equation (6.2)
has been that of significant I-I and I-S dipolar interactions.
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Calculations indicate a weak dipolar interaction between
the template

(~915Hz).

Magic-angle spinning is therefore

likely to suppress the heteronuclear

1

H-

this may be demonstrated by comparing a

29
29

Si interaction, and
si single-pulse

proton-decoupled experiment with just the single-pulse experiment.

This interaction remains active in the magnetisation-

transfer process as explained by Stejskal et

a~. 31

who pointed

out that in an I-S spin system with weak I-I and S-S interactions, transfer takes place when the mismatch of the
Hartmann-Hahn condition is a multiple of the MAS frequency.
The results imply that for an isolated I-S pair, CP matching
is achieved at mismatch frequencies of ±rt and ±2rt (rt=l-1AS S;Jin
frequency)with relative transfer efficiencies of 1 and

1

r;:,-·

Y2

in powders, while no polarization may be transferred at the

.
b y Vega 32 1n
. d'1cate
S tu d 1es

exact Hartmann-Hahn condition.
that the cross-polarization
follow the model of isolated

~ynamics

1

H-

29

of hydrated zeolites

si pairs.

However, in

the case of the diethylamine template, the protons will
mutually interact,and more sidebands including the centreband
1
(in the plot of transfer rate ( /TIS) against 1-Iartw.arm-Hahn IPis:natch
frequency)
system.

are activated by additional modulations of the spin
In the limit of strong I-I interactions, there

should be no strong dependence of signal intensity on small
Hartmann-Hahn mismatches

31

For a rigid solid such as

benzene~ 3

the second moment of the proton signal is of the order of
2

3.1Gauss .

This corresponds to a proton linewidth of the

order of /3.:1. Gauss

(or 4 7 ... 3 kHz) .

For the case where diethyl-

amine is encapsulated within the zeolite framework and closely
packed, the predominant mode of motion is likely to be rotation
of the diethylamine about its long axis.

If the reorientation
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is anisotropic about a fixed axis, the linewidth is reduced
by a factor

(3cos 2 e-l)/~, where e is the angle between the

direction of the interaction and the axis of rotation
the present case,

3-3

In

e=rr/2 and the motion will lead to a line-

width of the order of /3.1/4 Gauss (or 23.7kHz).

Theor-

etically, in the presence of such a significant I-I interaction,
the previously mentioned plot of transfer rate against HartmannHahn mismatch should be a broad peak centered on zero mismatch.
The presence of additional motion to that described above is
not likely to produce discernible sidebands as in the plot of
transfer rate against Hartmann-Hahn mismatch for adamantane

31

,

but rather to reduce transfer rates for zero mismatch and increase them for Hartmann-Hahn mismatches.

If this is the

case, then the assumption is that cross-polarization transfer
in the above experiment is taking place from the centreband.
However, crude experiments involving the observation of signal
intensity as a function of 29 si r.f. field strength suggest
that the plot of transfer rate againstmismatch is a broad peak.
The qualitative features of the variable contact time experiment, as indicated in Figure 6.8, are reproducible, similar
results being obtained for both setting the Hartmann-Hahn match
on the compound and by using trimethylsilyl-1-propane sulphuric
acid as the matching standard.
are

apparently~indicated

The assumptions made above

by the agreement between the experi-

mental results in Table 6.( and theoretical expectation.
Ideally, the strength of the I-I interaction could easily be
checked by a 1 H wideline experiment, although in this case the
interpretation was more complex than expected.

It should be

noted that the results of any proton wideline or for that
matter

1

H MASNMR experiment may be misleading because narrow

-e. __ ;:

0

SF = 59.64 MHz
= 4 ms
Rl>aSn

CT

NT: BOO

SR = 2.31<Hz

-90

-100

-110

-120

5si/ppm

Figure G.1 0: Q 3 and 0 4 region~ oi 2t)Si CP MASNMA ~ctrum or ~As-syntl'iesissd high-silica iheta-1.
-~
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components often dominate,whilst significant loss of intensity
of the broad component may occur in the finite dead time.

The

results of this experiment are discussed later (in addition
to

1
~H

~AS

and CRAMPS results).
The importance of the above discussion is that

corroborating evidence for a further removed crystallographic
site from the main channel of theta-1 is provided.

Taken

in conjunction with ab-initio calculations performed by Dwyer

et al

34

,which indicate that aluminium is favourably positioned

in sites 1 and 4 (Figure 6.7), this result may have important
mechanistic implications in catalysis.
6.5.3

Silanol moiety investigation
Close inspection of Figure 6.8 at short contact

.
t 1mes
revea 1 s th a t th e

o3

peaks (Figure 6.10).

.
. compose d o f a t 1 eas t two
reg1on
lS

These originate from (HO)-Si-(O-Si)

3

units which have previously been reported in ZSM-5 and zeolite
y 19,20.

Typically, shifts of -101 to -104 ppm are observed

for these species.

In the present case, shifts are observed

at -102.5 ppm (predominant peak) and -98 ppm.

For samples of

ZSM-5 containing both isolated silanols and silanols in vicinal
arrangements, peaks are only observed at -103 ppm.

Peaks at

-98 ppm in highly siliceous ZSM-5 have previously been assigned
+
to Si-0 Na defects but are naturally only visible

single-pulse

29

si MASNMR spectrum

35

.

~n

the

It is possible that the

peak at -98 ppm in the cross-polarization

29

si MASNMR spectrum

of as-synthesised high-silica theta-1 results from Si-0
ldiethylamine]+ defects.

If this is the case, then a longer

cross-relaxation time would be expected for the Si atoms contributing to the -98 ppm peak relative to those contributing to
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AO a 5o
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-102.5 ppm.

A variable contact

1

H-

29

si cross-polariz-

ation experiment was performed but unfortunately the results
3
This is due to a range of Q environ-

were inconclusive.

ments with varying cross-polarization characteristics between
-98 and -105 ppm making a qualitative description impossible.
The nature of these defect sites was probed further by analysis
of the calcined form.
Approximately l.Sg of as-synthesised theta-1 were
calcined in a tube furnace in a flow of air for 12 hours at
8~3

K, the calcined sample being transferred quickly to a
The calcined sample was pure white,suggesting

sealed bottle.

that calcination had been complete.
the literature

25

Previous reports in

have implied that the channels in theta-1 are

partially blocked preventing clean calcination of the sample
and giving rise to a black sample even after heating for 18h
at 1173 K.

For the dehydrated calcined form, it proved very

difficult to obtain a

1

H-

29

si cross-polarization spectrum -

saturation occurring even for very long recycle times.
fortunately,

Un-

the protons were so low in abundance that it proved

impossible to obtain a value for the proton T 1 .

Presumably

the protons are rigidly bound to the lattice and are insufficiently mobile to allow proton-proton dipolar relaxation.
It might be expected that hydration would lower the proton T 1
at the silanol defect sites due to water promoted spin exchange.

On partial hydration, the proton T

1

was signific-

. 't'1on o f 1 H- 29 s·1 cross-po 1 ar1z.
ant 1 y re d uce d to a 11 ow acqu1s1
ation spectra measured at contact times of 2 and 5ms for the
partially hydrated sample.

Signals are observed at -113ppm

{Si-0Si) }and -l02.5ppm { (HO)-Si-(O-Si) 3 }, and for longer
4
contact time, an increase in the Si-(O-Si) 4 signal is obtained,
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suggesting a longer cross-relaxation time for these Si atoms
from channel water (compare Figures 6.ll(a) and (b)).
proton T

1

The

was measured for the partially hydrated sample by

inversion-recovery and the growth of magnetisation was observed to be non-exponential (Figure 6.12, T
T 1 ( 2 0%) = 1. 3 ms) .

1

=

(80%)

1.6 ms,

This is interpreted in terms of the

channel water and the protons at defect sites constituting
two physically distinct domains.

Further hydration results

in a dramatic improvement in the intensity of the 0
3
relative to the Q peak.

4

peak

In addition, the resolution in the

4
Q region is significantly enhanced and Figure 6.ll(c) suggests
that interchannel water cross-polarizes as efficiently as
template.

t~e

3
Unfortunately, the resolution in the Q region

after calcination is such that it is not possible to compare,
even in a qualitative sense, the effect of calcination on the
3
.
Q reg1on.

6.5.4

Evidence for minor framework rearrangement
However, a decrease in resolution of the single-

pulse

29

si !-1ASm1R spectrum of the calcined form is initially

observed with respect to that of the as-synthesised form
(Figure 6. 13) .

On hydration/standing, the resolution is

improved, and eventually is greatly improved with respect to
that of the as-synthesised form (Figure 6.14).
initial increase in dispersity of the

29

The

si chemical shifts

on calcination is indicative of Si-0-Si bond angle distortion
3

Taken in conjunction with subtle changes in the Q
single-pulse

29

36

.

region of the

si MASNMR after calcination, the results are con-

sistent with slow structural heating or a minor framework rearrangemen t

.
.
t.10n.
ca 1 c1na
f o 11 ow1ng

c ross-po 1 ar1za
. t.1on
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results are also in agreement with this conclusion.

For

the sample exhibiting either a partially or poorly resolved
29

single-pulse

29

polarization
in the 0

4

si M...A.SNMR spectrum, the corresponding cross~
si MASNHR spectrum was also poorly resolved
However, for similar contact times, the

region.

sample giving rise to a highly resolved spectrum in the singlepulse studies also gave a highly resolved spectrum by crosspolarization.
in the

TGA

Given the weight loss between 753 and 993 K
plot (Figure 6.4)

1

it seems likely that the

silanol condensation reaction is initiated by the calcination
It appears that the structural healing/rearrange-

process.

ment is incomplete after calcination and that its conclusion
may be followed by improvement in resolution in the 0

4

region.

In addition, the use of exponential linebroadening reveals
the presence of a faint broad peak underlying the
of the single-pulse
form.

29

o4

region

si t-1ASNHR spectrum of the as-synthesised

The results are in agreement with the hypothesis that

calcination results in the production of additional silanol
groups via the reaction:
- SiO- [diethylamine]+

Si-OH + organic products

and that the newly formed silanol group becomes part of an
unstable hydroxyl nest which may be removed either by simple
condensation reactions or insertion of silica into the hydroxyl
nest (involving condensation) via lattice transformations and
silica transport.

The latter mechanism has been suggested

for removal of hydroxyl nests during
of zeolites

37

hydrot~ermal

dealumination

Of course, from the present data it is not

possible to differentiate between these two mechanisms.

While

no evidence has been suggested for the latter mechanism, results
by Maciel et al

38

show that vicinal(hydrogen-bonded) silanols

196

condense on evacuation at temperatures as low as P73 K in
the case of silica gels.

The ease of this condensation re-

action will depend on the arrangement of the vicinal groups.
Loss of resolution and small chemical shift changes accompany-

4
ing dehydration have been reported in the Q region of the
single-pulse

29

Si MASNr1R spectra of zeolites Y

39

36

and rho

·

This was attributed to both distortions at Si-0-Si bond angles
and also from the asymmetric localisation of the charge balancing cations, distorting equivalence in the lattice.

The

recovery of resolution on hydration was explained by solvation
which separated the counterions from the framework resulting
in restoration of framework symmetry.

Also, the increased

molecular mobility averages out remaining inequivalences.
Dehydration at 503 K for 20 hours of the fully hydrated sample
of theta-1 resulted in no perceptible change in the singlepulse

29

si MASNMR spectrum implying that the time-dependent

effects outlined above for calcined theta-1 do not arise
simply as a consequence of

hydratio~

after calcination.

This

is not surprising given the small number of counterbalancing
cations relative to the cases outlined above for zeolites Y
and rho.

6.5.5

29 s

·
1· T1 re 1 axat1on
mechanisms
for framework silicon species

· t 1on
·
I nves t 1ga
of

For the present sample of theta-1 in which air
is displaced from the lO-T channels by the diethylamine ternplate, a potentially powerful opportunity is presented to
obtain further information on the
in zeolites.

29

si relaxation mechanism(s)

This is aided by the ability to distinguish

the crystallographically inequivalent sites by

29

si MASNMR.

197

Pre7ious reports in the literature have suggested that the
paramagnetic oxygen molecule is the dominant source 6f
spin-lattice relaxation

29

si

i~ zeolites 40 ' 41 , although contribut-

ions to the relaxation process have been reported which involve

29

1
si- H dipolar relaxation via water molecules present

in hydrated samples

42 43
'
.

Using nitrogen as the drive gas, silicon T

1

measurements were .made using the cross-polarization method

6
of Torchia .

The sample was spun in nitrogen for 24 hours

prior to the experiment.

The results shown in Table 6.7

were obtained by assuming an exponential recovery of the
longitudinal magnetisation in all cases.

Relaxation measure-

ments were made using both air and nitrogen as the drive gas.
TABLE 6. 7

1

qSi.. T. \Jo..W.es O.'> u. ju;\C-hon. o! the driue SC\.'1> and thll. sto..te

ru tine

snmplQ..

·t\/S
as-synthesN2 (
ised)

(a)

(b)

. {as-synthes-)
A1r
. d
1se

Air(b)
(calc1ned)

-110.87

122

19.6

4.60

-112.70

138

20.0

5.52

-114.31

119

18.3

3.80

(a)

= 59.82 MHz

(b)

= 39.758 MHz
Within experimental error, the T

1

values for the

differing crystallographic sites in as-synthesised theta-1
using N as the drive gas are equivalent.
2

The values are the

same order of magnitude as those observed in the

as-synt~esised

form of ZSt1-5 containing the tetrapropylammonium cation as the
template, although no information was supplied on the nature
of the drive gas

44

Given ·the B ns contact used, the measured T

1

198

value for the central resonance is likely to be dominated
by the site 2 silicon species.

Although previous reports in
29

the lit:erature have provided evidence tha·t ·the

Si T

1

values

of crystallographically distinct sites in mordenite and
silicalite differ considerably within the same sample under
oxygen

41

,the present results are not surprising.

Making

the simplifying assumption that any oxygen present will have
been replaced by nitrogen, the predominant mode of relaxation
will be

29

1
si- H dipolar relaxation.

Strictly speaking, the

effect of any cations present should also be taken into consideration.

However, a silicon T

1

value of rvl40 s was meas-

ured for a sample of theta-1 containing a much greater proportion of sodium, potassium and aluminium (and a dtethanQ.J,..,-.
amine template) .

Although none of the crystallographically

inequivalent sites could be clearly resolved, the T

1

value

seems to indicate that the presence of cations does not have
a significant effect on the

29

si T

1

value.

The crystallo-

graphic sites observed in the present study are all in the
first . :coordination sphere of the diethylamine template and
thus similar T

1

values would be expected given a

polar relaxation mechanism.

29

si- 1 H di-

The situation is confused by

the fact that the similarity of the T 1 values observed could
well depend on the timescale of the experiment.

Chemical

shift correlation experiments performed on p-dimethoxybenzene
show the presence of cross-peaks due to

13

c- 13 c

spin diffusion

in the presence of magic-angle spinning after a mixing period
of 90 s

45

In the present experiment,seven out of the eight

times used for longitudinal recovery of the silicon magnetisation corresponded to values between 70s and 432 s.
t he

Although

29 s.
.
. 11 y d.1 1 u t e, t h e1r
. natura 1 a b un d ance
are spat1a
1 sp1ns

199

is 4.2 times that of carbon.
between the

29

However, the large distance

si spins and the use of magic angle spinning

are likely to suppress any 29s.
. l

, .

coup~lng

in this fashion,

although the possibility of T-atom jumps may not be ruled
out.

It should be noted that both of these rather ab-struse

mechanisms may lead to deviation from a simple exponential
decay of the silicon magnetisation in the z-direction due to
the range of timescales being traversed.
The possibility of spin diffusion between the
29

si spins via mutual spin flips can be s·hown to be unim-

portant by reduction of the recycle time in a single-pulse
29

si experiment to a value much less than ST , when only a
1

minor reduction in intensity of the central resonance relative
to the outer two resonances is observed.

This suggests

that spin diffusion processes do not play an important role
in equalising the T 1 values for the sites.

The slight de-

crease in intensity of the central resonance would be expected
given the contribution of site l which is furthest from the
template protons.

T-atom jumps on such a short timescale

are also unlikely.
After exposure of the sample to air, the 29 si T

1

measurements were repeated using air as the drive gas and an
inversion-recovery sequence.

The T 1 values were obtained

by fitting the data to an exponential recovery and were found
to be reduced by a factor of six relative to the case where
nitrogen was used as the drive gas.
dipolar relaxation is still the dominant mode of relaxation,
then a reduction in T 1 value might be expected because the
measurements made using nitrogen as the drive gas were obtained

200

at a higher magnetic field strength.
13

c

T1 values (for which

13

c- 1 H

However, the template

dipolar interactions are the

dominant mode of relaxation) are equivalent within experimental
error at these two field strengths suggesting that the correlation time for template motion is small enough for T 1 to be
independent of the magnetic field strengths used.

The reason

for the drop in T 1 is thus most probably due to the presence
of paramagnetic oxygen in the drive gas.
Given that the 6-T channels are accessible to
water, then they will also be accessible to molecular oxygen.
These paramagnetic species contribute to the relaxation of the
29

si spins most probably by dipolar couplings of the silicon

spins to the unpaired electrons of the molecular oxygen

46

The presence of approximately one template per unit cell
eliminates the possibility of molecular oxygen penetrating
the 10-T channels.

It is therefore particularly surprising

to note the similarity in the T 1 values of the outer resonances
(corresponding to sites 3 and 4 in Figure 6.7) given their
difference in distance from the 6-T channel,and also given that
the above-mentioned relaxation process is strongly distance
dependent

46

.

It may be that a spin diffusion type process

operates between the 29 si spins via the paramagnetic oxygen.
Deviations from pure exponential behaviour could
result from gaps in the communication network.

A more

quantitative discussion is not warranted without the use of
complex statistical methods.

Suffice it to say that distance-

dependent relaxation effects cannot by themselves account for
the observed behaviour.

Deviations from exponential behav-

iour may also result from the presence of more than one spin-

o-.,
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lattice relaxation mechanism.
Calcination leads to a further reduction in the
T 1 values.

Also,the best fit is then observed for a single -

exponential recovery.

A further reduction in the T

1

values

is to be expected due to the accessibility of the 10-T channels
to molecular oxygen and a corresponding increase in oxygen content.

The T 1 values are all the same order of magnitude and

subtle differences in their values may be accounted for by the
different affinities of molecular oxygen for the crystallographic
sites, the shorter timescale of the experiment preventing any indirect

co~~unication

above.

between the silicon species as outlined

It should be noted that the template protons in the

as-synthesised form may also be able to play an indirect part
in communication between distant silicon species.
6.6

1

H NMR Stugies of as=synthesised form of high-silica theta-1

The

1

H MASNMR spectrum of the as-synthesised form is

shown in Figure 6.15(a).

It is surprising to observe di-

polar spinning sidebands for a cluster of more than two interacting spins due to the expected homogeneous nature of the
interaction.

Vega has observed inhomogeneous spinning side-

band behaviour in rotating NH + groups in NH +-p-zeolite 32
4
4
in -cH groups in a deuterated sodium acetate matrix 32 and
3
.
. a sur f ace s1. 1 y 1 res1. d ue 4 7 , an d
1n
- S.1- (CH 3 ) 3 groups 1n
Zimbulyadis has observed similar behaviour in the 19 F NMR
Oldfield et
similar behaviour in
phases.

1

az 49

have observed

H NMR studies of liquid crystalline

The fact that a

1

H MASNMR spectrum breaks up into

narrow sidebands is unusual for a cluster of more than two
interacting spins because their static dipolar Hamiltonian
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A

/'\

A

\D .. (0) (3I . I . -

.L.
l>J

lJ

Zl

ZJ

1'\

I.I.)

( 6 • 3)

-l-J

does not commute with itself at different rotor orientations 9
so no line narrowing is achieved unless the spinning rate exceeds the interaction strength D ...
lJ

In the case of NH +
4

exchange or methyl group rotation, all 1 H nuclei become
equivalent so that the static dipolar Hamiltonian becomes
( 6 • 4)

which does commute with itself at different rotor orient-

at

.

lOllS

32

•

Of course, this situation differs greatly with

that expected for the template molecules in theta-1.

In

addition, calculations indicate that the proton-proton dipolar
interaction is of the order of 2A kHz, which vastly exceeds
the 2.ZkHz spin rate.

However, the present situation is

not profoundly different from that of liquid crystalline
systems.

The unidimensionality of theta-1 ensures that a

parallel arrangement of diethylamine molecules along their
long axes ('director axis') results in each crystallite of
theta-l.

In order to account for the dipolar spinning

sidebands, it is necessary to bring the angle dependence
of the Hamiltonian outside the summation so that the
Hamiltonian may commute with itself at different rotor orientations.

This will be the case if the intermolecular dipole-

dipole interactions are negligible and the diethylamine molecules are undergoing fast axial rotation (so that the projections of all proton-proton vectors onto the lamellar plane
average to zero over times which are short on the NMR timescale) .
50
This results in a Hamiltonian of the form
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~(3cos

where 0

=

2

0-l)

\

0
L D ..
l]
l<J
..

A

A

A

A

[3IZ.. IZ.. - I. I
l

J

_l_

(6.5)

.]

J

•
d
d
0
1
b etween d 1rcctor
ang_e
an B0 an Dij

which is similar to equation (6.4) above.

2.~.,.2
3
lH'' 1rij
1 _

~

The important

point is that the angular dependence is the same for all
proton pairs, unlike the usual case for protons in a solid
sample.

The absorption curve is independent of 0 and the

effect of a variation in 0 is only a change in the frequency
scale since the couplings between all protons are multiplied
by the same factor

2
(3cos 0-l).

This will result in a sUper-

Lorentzian lineshape which is indeed observed

50

(Figure 6.15(b)).

A super-Lorentzian lineshape was also observed for theta-1
synthesised with diethanolamine as the template, although the
spectrum was more complex because of a mobile component resulting from diethanolamine on the surface.

The unusually

intense wings present in the spectrum confirm the presence
of a super-Lorentzian component.
The application of a CRAMPS sequence (MRE¥-8)
in a considerable increase in resolution of the
spectrum (Figure 6.15(c)).

1

results

H MASNMR

Peaks are observed at 0.9 and

2.5ppm which are assigned to methyl and methylene protons
respectively.

There may of course be a contribution to the

resonance at 0.9 ppm from silanol moieties.

A broad reson-

ance centered on 4.5ppm is assigned to protons directly bound
to nitrogen.

Unfortunately, the resolution is not sufficient

to indicate the presence of both free and protonated diethylamine which was the initial aim of the experiment.
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6.7

Suggestions for further work
Deuterium labelling in the methyl grou9 would be

valuable in so far as providing evidence for hindered methyl
group rotation in the as-synthesised form of theta-1 is concerned.

The

2

o first-order quadrupolar parameters would

allow easy determination of the template motion which could
also be studied as a function of temperature.
labelling with

15

In addition,

N would allow us to prove the existence or

otherwise of the protonated template species.

Unfortunately,

2
the 15 N or o labelled samples of diethylamine are very expensive in the quantities required for the standard synthesis,
and the possibility of reducing the amount of template used
in the synthesis was investigated, as well as the possibility
of a small-scale synthesis.

The synthesis was performed

using the amounts outlined in Chapter Three and the template
mass was varied.

Unfortunately, for lower levels of template,

no crystalline solid was produced over the 3-day reaction
period.

The possibility of a

straightfor~ard

small-scale

synthesis were prevented by the large pressure vessel volume,
and attempts to reduce the sample volume by a plastic insert
were also unsuccessful, the sample volume still being too
large.

It is probable that a more subtle approach involving

the variation of tem9late, sodium and water content is required before a crystalline phase may be successfully produced.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MULTINUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY
OF LOW-SILICA THETA-1

209

7.1

Introduction
After a brief discussion concerning the composition of

the zeolites investigated in this

~hapter,

a multinuclear

magnetic resonance study of the as-synthesised and calcined
forms of the zeolites is presented.

The discussion is

mainly about the zeolite theta-1, but some reference is made
to the zeolite ZSM-5 and its gallium analogue.

For the as-

synthesised form of theta-1 (diethanolamine template) , the
results are interpreted by paying particular attention to
modifications in the

29

si MASNMR spectra arising as a result

of the presence of the diethanolamine template, the use of
the diethanolamine template as a probe for the investigation
of both surface and bulk acid sites, and the nature of the
lH ~1ASNMR is used

template interaction with the surface.

to characterise the surface template species,and the experiments used may be extended to other systems where the mobility
of the organic species simplifies the

1

H MASNMR spectrum.

The Bronsted acid sites are observed directly by
The experimental procedure is discussed,and a

1

1

H NMR.

H MASNMR study

of the zeolites H-theta-1 and H,Na-Ga-ZSM-5 in various stages
of dehydration is presented.

Temperature programmed de-

sorption of ammonia was used to further characterise the acid
sites present in H-theta-1 and H,Na-Ga-ZSM-5.
The catalytic activity of zeolites is accounted for by
Bronsted acid sites associated with framework aluminium and
Lewis acid sites associated with non-framework aluminium.
The catalytic activity may be controlled by hydrothermal dealumination, the mechanism of which was investigated in the
case of theta-1 by quantitative aluminium studies.

Temper-

ature programmed desorption of ammonia was used to characterise

210

the acid sites present as a function of dealumination time.
The nature of the non-framework aluminium giving rise to
broad resonances on dealumination was investigated by variable magnetic field studies, high-power proton decoupling
experiments,and variable pulse duration experiments.

Broad

resonances are also observed on the dehydration of Na-ZSM-5
and NaY zeolites.

The application of multiple-pulse type

experiments to the solution of linebroadening mechanisms in
quadrupolar nuclei is considered, with a theoretical treatment given in the case of the CPMG pulse sequence v (see Appendix B).

7.2

Composition of the zeolites
7.2.1

(a)

As-synthesised theta-1 (diethanolamine
template)

Data obtained by microanalysis, X-ray fluorescence,
atomic absorption, ESCA, thermal gravimetric analysis, and
quantitative

27

Al MASNMR analysis are shown in Table 7.1.

Powder x-ray diffraction analysis of the sample indicates a high degree of crystallinity and purity.

There may

be a trace of a-cristobalite present which often accompanies
the preparation of theta-1.
The above results suggest that 4r4 diethanolamine molecules are present per unit cell, which is not possible given
the short repeat distance in the c-direction (~5 ~) of the
unidimensional zeolite.

A significant proportion of the

tern.pi.U:te must thus reside at the surface.

After very thor-

3
ough washing of the zeolite with water (0. 5 gin 2000 cm of
water) , repeated analysis suggests approximately 1 diethanolamine molecule per unit cell.

ESCA studies suggest that

the surface atomic Si/Al ratio is less than the bulk atomic

TABLE 7.1

Si (a)
% mass

29.1

Si
atoms/
unit cell

23.2

Bulk Atomic
Ratios
Surface Atomic(f)

Al ( 4) (b) Al (6) (b) Al(invisible~b) (c)

1.0

0.0

Al ( 4)

Al ( 6)

0.9

0.0

Si/Al

0.2

0.2

23

ill

19

18

N (c)

K (d)

2.7

1.0

c

N

K

18.7

4.3

0.6

10.1

Al (invisible)

Si/k

c (c)

Na (d)

H 0 (e)
2

0.6

0.8

Na

H 0
2

0.6

1.0

Si/Na
40

11

(a)

X-Ray fluorescence.

(b)

X-Ray fluorescence and

(c)

Microanalysis.

(d)

Atomic Absorption.

(e)

Thermal gravimetric analysis.
The value was calculated by assuming that interchannel water accounted for the mass loss between 303 and 403 K.

(f)

ESCA.

27

Al MASNMR.

(4), (6) denote four- and six-coordinate alumj_nium.

('-.)

1-'
1-'
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Si/Al ratio implying an inhomogeneous distribution of the
aluminium in the structure.

It is of course impossible

to distinguish between an inhomogeneous distribution of
framework aluminium and an inhomogeneous distribution of
non-framework aluminium which may be present as an extranThe extraneous species may take the form

eous species.

The ESCA studies
indicate a range of aluminium environments.
The above results indicate a surfeit of positive charge,
suggesting the presence of silanol defect sites.

ESCA was

also used to probe the homogeneity of the distribution of the
sodium and potassium cations.

The results suggest that both

types of cation are inhomogeneously distributed.

It seems

that the cations are more favourably situated close to the
surface, the sodium ions more so than the potassium ions.
(b)

As-synthesised ZSM-_2. (diethanolamine template)
Data obtained by microanalysis, X-ray fluorescence,

atomic absorption and
TABLE 7.2
%mass

Si (a) Al (4) (b)
36.7
Si

a tans/
unit cell

27

89.2

2.7
Al(4)
6.S

Al NMR are shown in Table 7.2:
Al (6) (b) Al (invisible)(b)
0.0
Al (6)
0.0

0.1
Al (invisible)
0. 3

c(c)

N(c) K(d) Na (d)

3.0

0.8

1.1

o. 6

c

N

K

Na

17.1

3.9

1.9

1.8

(a) X-Ray fluorescence.
27
(b) X-Ray fluorescence and
Al MASNMR.
and six-coordinate aluminium.
(c) Microanalysis.
(d) Atomic Absorption.

(4) ,(6) denote four-
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Powder X-ray diffraction studies suggest that the sample
is pure.

The results indicate that the sodium and potassium

cations are not sufficien·Lly abundant to counterbalance the
negative charge on the framework aluminium species and, consequently, a significant proportion of the diethanolamine ternApproximately four diethanolamine

plate must be protonated.

molecules are present per unit cell.

This is similar to the

situation when tetrapropylammonium hydroxide is used in the
synthesis, when roughly four tetrapropylammonium cations and a
variable number of sodium ions are present per unit cell in
ZSM-5

2
Again, an inhomogeneous distribution of aluminium is

suggested by the

fac~

that the surface atomic Si/Al ratio (10)

is less than the bulk atomic Si/Al ratio (12.6).
(c)

As-synthesised Ga-ZSH-5 (diethanolamine and tetrapropylammonium cation templates
The powder X-ray diffraction studies of both forms of

as-synthesised Ga-ZSM-5 indicate that the materials are highly
crystalline and pure.

Minor differences in the traces are

attributed to the presence of different template molecules.
In particular, the d-spacings in the Ga-ZSM-5 sample synthesised
with tetrapropylammonium hydroxide are larger than those for
the sample synthesised with diethanolamine, indicating a
slightly larger unit cell.

This increase in the unit cell

parameters on replacing diethanolamine with the tetrapropylammonium cation probably reflects the strain associated with
the distorted tetrapropylammonium cations existing at the
channel intersections.
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Data obtained by microanalysis, X-ray fluorescence,
and atomic absorption are shown in Table 7.3 for Ga-ZSM-5
synthesised with tetrapropylammonium hydroxide.
TABLE 7.3
% mass

Si (a)
37.2
Si

atoms/
unit cell

90.3

Ga(a)

Al (a)

5.8

rvO.O

Ga

Al
rvO.O

5.7

(a)

X-ray fluorescence.

{b)

Atomic absorption.

(c)

Microanalysis.

C (c)

Na (b)
0.8

7.3

0.8

c

N

41.5

3.9

Na
2.4

N (c)

Ca (a)
0.2
Ca
0.5

-------The data obtained in a similar fashion for Ga-ZSM-5
synthesised with diethanolamine are shown in Table 7.4:
TABLE 7.4

Si (a)

Ga (a)

Al (a)

C (c)

Na (b)

N (c)

Ca (a)

% mass

36.9

6.1

"'0.0

0.2

4.9

1.5

0.3

atoms/
unit cell

90.0

6.0

rvO.O

0.6

28.0

7.3

0.5

(a)

X-ray fluoresence.

(b)

Atomic absorption.

(c)

Microanalysis.

Assuming that all the gallium present is in the framework, the analytical data of Table 7.4 suggest that the charge
on the gallium is overwhelmingly compensated by protonated
template.

This further assumes that the calcium is present

as a surface impurity (if not, the protonated diethanolamine
accounts for rv73%

of the gallium species).

In the case of Ga-ZSM-5 synthesised with tetrapropylammonium hydroxide,a larger proportion of the gallium charge
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is compensated for by sodium cations.

As with the aluminium

analogue, approximately four TPA+ cations are present per unit
cell.
Trace amounts of iron, cerium and titanium were detected in both samples (% masses <0.03, <0.09 and <0.02 respectively) by X-ray fluorescence.

7.3

29

si MAS Studies of as-synthesised theta-1

7.3.1

(a}

Single-Eulse studies

In Chapter Four, the spectral changes that occur in
the

29

si NMR spectrum of ZSM-5 on loading the zeolite with

organic molecules were discussed.

The

29

si MASNMR spectrum
3 4 5

of ZSM-5 depends critically on the sorbate molecule '

'

, the

change being attributed to either a reorganisation of the
framework structure or to a possible crystallographic change
from the orthorhombic to monoclinic form, as suggested by
X-ray diffraction measurements.

The change is also influ-

enced by the Si/Al ratio, the presence of aluminium in the
6
zeolite framework stabilising the orthorhombic form .
Both ZSM-5 and theta-1 may be constructed from the same
so-called 5-lT secondary building units, and single-pulse

29

si

MASNMR spectra of the as-synthesised and calcined forms of
theta-1 were recorded in order to see if theta-1 displays the
same structural sensitivity as ZSM-5.
. 1 e-pu 1 se 29 s·1 MASNMR spec t rum o f th e as-syn th esTh e s1ng
ised form of theta-1 is shown in Figure 7.l(a}.

The spectrum

was recorded using small flip angles (<25°), with a 16s delay
between the pulses so that the Ernst angle condition was satis29
fied for a
si T 1 value of 140&
The spectral resolution

216

in the Q4 region is such that it is not possible to resolve
the individual crystallographic sites, but the results of
the previous chapter suggest that the

29

si T 1 values for

crystallographically distinct sites in theta-1 synthesised
The spectrum was however

with diethylamine are similar.

recorded using a variety of recycle delays to ensure that
no spectral distortion due to T

saturation occurred.

1

has been shown that for a given structure 7 , T

1

It

varies little

between the silicon environments Si(riAl).
The asy~~etric nature of the Q

4

region shown in Figure

7.l(a) would not be expected to result simply by the broadening of the resonances observed for calcined high-silica
theta-1 due to distribution of aluminium about the

29

si nuclei

in terms of second and further nearest neighbour interactions.
The interpretation is complicated somewhat by the spectral
overlap of the 0

4

and

o3

regions.
29

Figure 7.l(b) shows the single-pulse
of the calcined sample.

si MASNMR spectrum

The sample was calcined in air for
Figure

12 hours at 82 3 K using a ramp rate of 15 !</min.

7.l(b) was obtained under quantitative conditions using the
29 si T

data for calcined high-silica theta-1 presented in
1
the previous chapter.
Superposition of Figures 7.l(a) and
(b) reveals that the overlap between the Q
identical.

3

and

o4

regions is

The differences between the spectra thus result

purely from the removal of the template.
Clearly, the single-pulse

29

si MASNMR spectra depend

on the physical state of the sample and this change may be
attributed to either a reorganisation of the framework structure or to a possible crystallographic change, although the
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possibility that it is due either to bulk susceptibility
effects of the template molecules replacing water in the
zeolite, or due to template-framework
be ruled out.

int~ractions

may not

X-ray diffraction studies were performed in

an attempt to resolve this problem and the results shown in
Table 7.5 eliminate the possibility of a major crystallographic symmetry change.

TABLE 7.5

d-s:eacings for theta-1 samples

h

•k

£,8

1

1

0

l0.8l(m)

0

2

0

8.7l(w)

8.66(w)

2

0

0

6.95(w)

6.9l(w)

2

2

0

5.42(w)

5.40(w)

1

3

0

1

1

1

3

1

0

0

2

1

0

4

0

4.36(s)

4.36(s)

2

2

1

2

4

0

1

3

1

3.69(vs)

3.68(s)

3

3

0

3.62(s)

3.6l(s)

4

0

0

3.48(m)

3.47(m)

vs

=

very strong

s

=

strong

m

=

medium

w

= weak

as-synthesised/~

calcined/~
l0.78(vs)
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Table 7.5 suggests that the sample containing
amine has larger

d~spacings

diethanol~

for smaller values of 20.

This

indicates that the presence of diethanolamine increases the
dimensions of the unit cell.

Also significant is the

differ~

ence in intensity of some of the peaks, notably the jllOj
reflection.

It is possible that the differences in intens-

8
ities between the two patterns result from orientation effects ,
although this is unlikely given the small size of the crystallites.

In addition, other research at Sunbury-on-Thames has

suggested that calcination results in a change o£ intensity of
the

j110j reflection when reasonable precautions were taken to

avoid orientation effects.
The situation is in contrast to that observed for theta-1
synthesised with diethylamine, where the single-pulse

29

si

MASNMR spectra of both the as-synthesised and calcined forms
are similar and the d-spacings of the as-synthesised form are
similar to those of calcined theta-1.
It seems that the diethanolamine template interacts more
strongly with the zeolite framework than the diethylamine ternplate due to the enhanced facility for hydrogen bonding.

This

hydrogen bonding should result in an increased valency of some
of the framework oxygens and a corresponding increase in the
local Si-0 bond distance.

The overall result should be a

minor reorganisation of the framework structure with a corresponding change in the
in the single-pulse
-t

NH 4 · -theta-1.

29

29

si MASNHR spectrum.

Similar changes

si MASNMR spectrum are noticed for

SF • 59.64 MHz

CT •
AD.
11fT •
SAo

I I

3 mo
5el ·
10$32

3kHz

II

-90

I I

II

I I I I

I'

-100

I I I

I

II I I

I'

I I I

-110

I

I I I I

I'

I I I

I

I I I I

-120

6si/ppm
Figure 7.2: 29 Si CP MASNMR spectrum of as-synthesised theta-1.
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(b)

Cross-polarization studies
The analysis outlined earlier suggests that the diethanol-

amine template which exists solely in the lO-T channels is
the major source of protons for cross-polarization experiments.
Figures 7.l(a) and (b) suggest that the chemical shifts of the
crystallographically distinct silicon species of the as-synthesised form are slightly modified with respect to the calcined
4
1 29
In an attempt to simplify the Q region, the H- si

form.

cross-polarization

29

si MASNMR spectrum of the as-synthesised

form was obtained using a Yms contact time.

The results of

Chapter Six suggest that the resulting cross-polarization signal
should be dominated by three crystallographically distinct sites
in the first-coordination sphere of the template.

Figure 7.2

is not conclusive,but suggests that the signals from sites 2
and 3 overlap to produce a peak at

~-111L9ppm,

whereas site 4

contributes to the peak at -114.4ppm (see Figure 6.7).
Increasing the contact time to 35ms results in a spectrum
similar to Figure 7.l(a), presumably due to the contribution
of site 1 to the centre of the spectrum at longer contact times.
It is thus reasonable to suggest that the framework topology
of sites 2 and 3 are more similar in the presence of a diethanolamine template than without it.

7.4

13

c

NMR Studies of as-synthesised the~a-1

The multinuclear magnetic resonance study of theta-1
was continued by using the template as a probe for acid sites.
NMR has the potential to distinguish between amine adsorbed
at different acid sites in the zeolite, and additionally, the
mode of bonding to the acid sites may be determined 9 ' 10 .

The

--;=-.•.

--~·-

-.-:.·~

-_-;·.

SF•50.32MI-iz

CT

o

Htui

Ro.·s.

NT • 18876
sR • 3.3

.litil

LB· 15Ht

70

90

Figure 7.3(a):

SF

a

6c;ppm
13

40

20

C CP MASNMR speclrum of as-synlhesised lheta-1.

50.32MI-iz

CT~I.mo

ROaSo_
NY-;,.14M4
SR a 2_1\Hi
LB a'30 Hz

80

-~

60
- 6.c/ppm
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analytical data shown in Table 7.1 suggest the presence of
both Bronsted and Lewis sites.

The Lewis acidity

associated with the non-framework aluminium

is

spec~e~r.and

there

may be some contribution from sodium and potassium cations.
In addition, the possibility of hydrogen bonding with surface hydroxyls, interchannel oxygen

or physisorbed water

There may also be interaction with internal silanol

exists.

groups of the type found in high-silica theta-1.
Three major peaks were observed in the cross-polarization
13

c

MASNMR spectrum of as-synthesised theta-1 (Figure 7.3(a)).

These peaks are further split suggesting that a range of
species correspond to each major peak.

It was felt that

the major peaks corresponded to the protonated and non-protonated forms of the template - the peak at 50•.S:ppm being a
composite.

The solution state studies shown below suggest

that this is the case (Table 7.6)

r

protonation of the amine

giving rise to a diamagnetic shift of the carbon resonances.
Measurement of the shifts in water reveals that the hydrogenbonded shifts correspond closely to those of the non-protonated
form.
TABLE 7. 6

c Chemical s~ifts of free and protonated
diethanolamine a
C?/ppm)
13

Free diethanolamine
HN(CH ~H

2

Protonated(b)
diethanolamine

2 0H) 2

60.2

55.8

HN (SH CH 0H)
2
2 2

49.8

48.5

(As-synthesised theta-1
("-'60, 'V56.3)
("-'50.5, with shoulder on low frequency side)

(a)

The solvent used was chloroform •

(b)

Ethanoic acid was used to protonate the diethanolamine.
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The peak at rv60ppm and part of the signal at 50.5 ppm
are reduced in intensity on washing with water.
that some

of~

To confirm

the template had been removed, microanalysis

studies were performed to eliminate the possibility of a
change in cross-polarization dynamics on washing.

Clearly,

the peak at 60-·ppm and part of the peak at 50.5 ppm result from
template physisorbed at the surface (physisorbed in this sense
refers to the ease of removal) .

The template is surprisingly

difficult to remove - many protracted water washings are
necessary to remove the surface specj.es.

The spectrum of the

thoroughly washed sample is shown in Figure 7.3(b).

The re-

maining signal corresponds to the chemisorbed species, the
shifts implying that the template is protonated.

Given the

coincidence in the molar ratio of nitrogen to framework aluminium of 1.2 for the thoroughly washed sample, the results
suggest that the template is the counterbalancing cation for
the anionic aluminium charge.

The

13

c

chemical shifts are

in good agreement with the shifts observed for diethanolamine
present in ZSM-5 and Ga-ZSM-S,where the template must be protonated to compensate for the anionic charge.

The lower fre-

quency peak is broader and exhibits a shoulder as a consequence
of being directly bound to nitrogen.

There is also a broad

underlying peak of indeterminate nature, which probably accounts
for the excess of chemisorbed template with respect to framework aluminium.
For a given number of transients, the signal-to-noise
ratio for as-synthesised theta-1 containing diethanolamine as
the template molecule (both physisorbed and chemisorbed species)
is considerably worse than that observed when diethylamine

is
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the template in spite of the fact that the %wt. carbon is
greater by a factor of 3.26 in the former case.

It seems

that not all of the diethanolamine template is detected in a
.
t 1on
.
.
t .
cross-po 1 ar1za
exper1men

Th e s1ng
. 1 e-pu 1 se 13 C MAS N~R
1

spectrum of the diethanolamine form reveals a dramatic increase in the intensity of the physisorbed/chemisorbed diethanolamine ratio relative to that observed in the cross13
.
polarization
C MASNMR spectrum.
The possibility that differences in mobility between different types of adsorbed diethanolamine species make a significant proportion of diethanolamine sensitive to the Hartmann-Hahn match was discounted by
variation of the

13

C r.f. field strength in successive cross-

polarization experiments.
For ZSM-5 containing the diethanolamine template, singlepulse

13

c

MASNMR studies reveal that the template is predomin-

antly protonated, in agreement with the microanalysis results
of Table 7.2, although the precise determination of the chemical shifts is made difficult by the broad background from the
rotor cap.

A cross-polarization

13

c

MASNMR experiment re-

veals a very feeble signal which was not improved by variation
of the mismatch parameter.

Given that the template is pre-

dominantly confined within the channels, it is surprising to
see such a feeble signal.

The %wt. carbon is similar to that

observed for theta-1 synthesised with diethylamine.

Although

the channels in ZSM-5 are larger than those of theta-1, it seems
unlikely that the diethanolamine template could execute isotropic motion.
It was felt that motional effects might be responsible
for the observation in the cross-polarization
rum an d consequen tl y, t h e

cross~po

t.10n
'
1 ar1za

13

C MASNMR spect-

13 c MASNM
R spec t rum
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was recorded at 265 and 33QK
265~Kbut

unaltered at

The spectrum was essentially

the result at 330Kwas an improvement,

albeit with very broad peaks.

It seems likely that

mot~on

is occurring at either the decoupling or spinning frequency

11

Figure 7.3{a) suggests the presence of a range of species
associated with the protonated amine region.

It may be that

in addition to counterbalancing the framework aluminium charge,
there may be some contribution from diethanolamine species
protonated at silanol defect sites or interacting with electrondeficient non-framework aluminium species.

The contribution

from hydrogen-bonded amine may be ruled out on the basis of its
13

c chemical shifts in water.

It is however clear that water

has a greater affinity for these

si~es

than diethanolamine.

The possibility of surface acid sites was further probed
by

1

H NMR and ESCA.

For the

1

H MASNMR studies, it was antic-

ipated that the physisorbed species present at the surface
would be very mobile and consequently would be selectively
observed in a
species.

1

1

H MASNMR experiment with respect to the bulk

H NMR relaxation measurements were also performed

with a view to simplifying the

1

H MASNMR spectrum.

The inter-

action of amines with acid surfaces is an area of considerable
interest,and an unambiguous description of the nature of the
adsorption complexes has not yet emerged.

7.5

1

H NMR Studies

Measurement of the spin-lattice relaxation time of the
protons in the rotating frame at 200.13 MHz was carried out
using the usual spin-locking sequence applied to the 1 H nuclei
on-resonance.

For the as-synthesised form, where the observed

SF. 200.13 MHz
PA ~ "/2
RD =So
NT • 104
SRc3kHz

7

9
Figure 7.4:

1

5

OH/ppm

3

H MASNMR spectrum of <!S-synthesisad theta-1.

1
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signal corresponds mainly to the physisorbed form, the
data were fitted to two exponential components (Table 7.7).
The most likely explanati-on is that at least two physically
distinct regions with different NMR properties exist at the
1

surface and that for Tlp

( H) relaxation, spin diffusion is

unable to average out these heterogeneities, unlike the case
for T

1

where an exponential decay was observed (Table 7.7).
1

TABLE 7.7.

H T

1

and Tlp data for as-synthesised theta-1 ·
%

%

100

24.6

8.8

vH

= 200.13:

~-1H~,

vlH

=

75.4

125. kHz

Experiments exploiting the non-exponential decay of
Tlp were thus employed to simplify the
1

The

1

H MASNMR spectrum.

H MASNMR spectrum is shown in Figure 7.4.

The

spectrum is well resolved due to molecular motion averaging
out the

1

H homodipolar coupling and shielding anisotropy.

Application of the MREV-8 pulse sequence with MAS confirms
the absence of significant

1

H homodipolar coupling, the only

difference being the appearance of a new peak of low intensity
at 1.~ ppm.

The peak at 5.3ppm is believed to result from

the presence of physisorbed water on the basis of
exchange experiments and the chemical shift.

o2o

vapour

The rest of

the peaks are attributed to the surface template.

Dramatic

reduction of the recycle delay to O.ls results in only a

-·~,.~

).'''

iH channel:

_,,:: ."
~i ~'

{1112))\, Y(spin~tock)

,..

FID

Figurs 7;,~(a): .Spln,iodtlr.g sllperll:nant used to simplify conventional H SP MASNMR sxperiment.
1

,,-""

25
~15

/,'

SF a. 200.1,3 MHZ
AO,o 5o

9·0

NT~.O
sA'.:03kfU

6·0

T/ms

~-==-3·0
----=~_.,

1. 5

'

""'====0
Figur<S 7:5(b}: Applidaltk)n of:ths puis® sequence shown In Figure 7 .S(m) to as-synthesised lheta·1.
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reduction in sensitivity - the relative intensities of the
peaks are identical to those of Figure 7.4 in agreement with
Table 7.7.

Clea:r,ly, the proton exchange rate of the pro-

tons giving rise to the resonances at 8.1-8.6 ppm and 1.3 ppm
with the water is slow on the NMR timescale
and <1.3xl0

-3 -1
s

(~<1.6xlo- 3 s-l

respectively).

It was decided that the Tlp values were sufficiently
different to justify the use of the spin-locking experiment
shown in Figure 7.5{a).
of

T

The spectra obtained as a function

are shown in Figure 7.5(b).

The data confirm that the

template is not spread homogeneously across the surface,and
at least three physically distinct surface domains may be
distinguished.

The two-component Tlp obtained by direct

measurement corresponds to an approximation of a very complex
situation.

The physisorbed water is identified as the com-

ponent with the shortest Tlp"

The Tlp values for the various

peaks were estimated from the variation of peak intensity as
a function of contact time and are shown in Table 7.8.

TABLE 7.8

Proton T 1 P as a function of chemical shift
cS/ppm

1.3

vH

=

2.8

6

3.7

6

5.3

4. 5

8.1

11

8.6

11

200.1.3 !'vlHz,

=

62.6kHz.

1

.H channel :

(11/2 )X

Y (spin-lock)

·t 1

~1

FlO

'T'm

Figure 7.6(a): Homonuclear 2D proton e)(perimenl used for the invesliQalion ol spin e~change.
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F!gtire 7.6(b):

As-syn:heslssd thsta-1 with tm "' 6ms.
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a
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A new peak is observed at 1.3ppm when the spin-lock
time exceeds g· ms .

This presumably corresponds to the peak

observed when the CRAMPS sequence vJas app-lied.
MASNMR spectrum of pure liquid diethanolamine suggests that
the peaks at 3.7 and 2.8ppm result from protons attached to
the carbon atoms next to the oxygen and nitrogen atoms respectively.

These shifts correspond to hydrogen-bonded

diethanolamine.

The

1

H MASNMR spectrum of liquid dieth-

anolamine exhibits a third peak at 4.9ppm resulting from
exchange between alcoholic and amine protons - the alcohol
proton typically resonating at higher frequency than the
amine proton.

The shoulders to the high frequency side of

the main peaks at 3.7 and

2~:ppm,

in conjunction with peaks

in the 8.1-8.6ppm region suggest the possibility of protonated amine which in turn implies the existence of surface
acid sites.
The system was analysed further by examining the possibility of slow exchange between species with similar Tlp
values.

2D NMR spectroscopy is a valuable method for the

study of spin-exchange processes such as those resulting
from chemical exchange or spin diffusion.

A pulse scheme

for analysing such exchange processes was outlined in Chapter
tl2 use d 1s
.
.
Th ree, an d t h e h omonuc 1 ear 2 D pro t on exper1men
shown in Figure 7.6(a).

As a consequence of the insignif-

icant homodipolar proton interaction in the surface template,
no MREV-8 sequence was applied during t 1 and t 2 .
were obtained with t 1 increments of

60~s

and the

Transformation was performed in magnitude mode.

64 FIDS
20 Fourier
There was

no need to synchronise the spin-lock time with the rotor
12
period due to an absence of spinning sidebands .
The value

227

of the 2D experiment is greatly enhanced by the effective
"handle'' the experimentalist has on the intensity of the
peaks - a suitable choice of 'm potentially simplifies a
l

complex spectrum.
the narrow

1

'

It was accepted of course that given

H chemical shift range, the observation of

cross peaks would be a difficult task.

In fact, the

assignment was made all the more complex by the dispersion
wings of the absolute-value diagonal peaks.
The result for a spin-lock time of 6 ms is shown in
Figure 7. 6 (b) .

The situation was more complex than ex-

pected due to modulation in the F

1

dimension.

The effect

was reduced by alternating the phase of the spin-locking
pulse and subtracting the alternate FIDS to minimize the
effect of artefacts.

Although the resolution is limited,

it is possible to see that no exchange is occurring between
the water peak at 5.3ppm and the resonances at 8.6, 8.1 and
l.3ppm.

This could have been predicted from Table 7.8 where

different TlP values for the relevant peaks are observed.
The onset of exchange between the species in the 8.1-8.6ppm
range and the l.Jppm species is just observable.

Table 7.8

suggests that the proton exchange rate of the two species is
-4 -1
less than 7.lxl0 s
and Figure 7.6(b) suggests that the exchange rate is of the order of 6.0xlo- 3 s- 1 .
Figure 7.6(c) shows the result obtained using a spinlock time of 12: ms.

The water peak has a very low intensity

in this case and the exchange between the above mentioned
species is now more apparent.

For all of the above resultsl

both the rotor cap and rotor were soaked in o 2 o to eliminate
any spurious proton signals.

"
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It would thus seem that the protonated amine or amine
complex is in close contact with the 1.3 ppm species which is
probably a silanol moi.et,y close to the su-r-fa-ce acid sit:-e

The

1

o

H MASNMR studies,for which the surface species are

selectively observed, are in agreement with the
studies.

13

c

NMR

The bulk of the signal originates from the non-

protonated species.

The surface species are all physi-

sorbed in the sense that they may be removed by thorough
washing.
peak in the

This corresponds to the removal of the 60ppm
13

c

NMR studies in addition to the removal of

some of the protonated species.

The fact that the surface

species may be removed by thorough washing indicates that
water either interacts more strongly with the surface sites
and/or that the surface sites are extraneous species (or
contain an extraneous component) .
Heating the sample at 373 X results in a time-dependent
broadening of the

1

H MASNMR spectrum (Figure 7.7).

believed to result from the increased homodipolar

This is
1

H inter-

action that occurs if the template becomes more strongly
adsorbed at the surface as the water is removed.

Surface

dehydration is also accompanied by an increase in the signal13
.
. 1n
. th e cross-po 1 ar1za
.
t 1on
.
to-no1se
rat1o
C MA s NMR spec t rum.

A broad component is observed in addition to the physisorbed
and chemisorbed species.

In conclusion, the experiments outlined in the

1

H NMR

section provide a novel method for characterising the nature
of the diethanolamine interaction with the surface.

The

229

experiments could be extended to probe catalytic reactions
where the mobility of the surface organic species results in
a similar simplification of the

1

H MASNMR spectrum due to

the averaging of the homodipolar proton interaction.

1

H

MASNMR allows the selective observation of surface organic
species due to the restricted motion of the channel species.

7.6

ESCA Studies of as-synthesised theta-1
The nitrogen signal shown in Figure 7.8 confirms both

the presence of protonated and non-protonated diethanolamine
template.

The protonated template accounts for the shoulder

observed at 2-3eV to the high binding energy side of the major
peak.

Although the surface of the zeolite may be selectively

observed by the use of ESCA, the technique suffers from the
drawback that the actual penetration depth is poorly defined.
Given that the technique is sensitive to a depth of 30
that the crystallite size is approximately

O.lx2~m,

R,

13,14

and
, in

addition to the fact that a significant proportion of the diethanolamine resides between the crystallites, it seems probable that Figure 7.8 results from nitrogen-containing species
at the crystallite surface (recall that no nitrogen signal
was observed for the as-synthesised form of high-silica theta-1).
This observation adds weight to the arguments presented above
for the existence of surface acid sites.

The results would

not be expected to be quantitative however because some loosely
bound template would be removed on evacuating down to highvacuum.
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7.7

Thermal gravimetric analysis of as-synthesised
theta-1 and ZSM-5
Figures 7.9(a)

and (b) show the TGA traces for the

as-synthesised samples.

The strongest acid sites typic-

ally desorb a presorbed base at the highest temperature.
On the basis of the above results, a range of desorption
temperatures would be expected for theta-1, whereas a smaller
range would be expected for ZSM-5 given that no mobile surface template was detected by

1

H HASNHR.

The data resulting

from the differential plots are shown in Table 7.9.

TABLE 7.9

Peak tem£eratures and widths for the first
derivative plot

Peak Temperature/X
Peak 1

Peak Width/ K

Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4

Peak 1

Peak 2 . Peak 3 Peak 4

Theta-1

diffuse

463

313

923

diffuse

44

98

102

ZSM-5

diffuse

593

703

943

diffuse

71

rvl02

102

The diffuse peaks that are observed in both Figures 7.9(a)
and (b)

between 303and

surface water.

~23

~

result from the desorption of

Two major desorption peaks are observed for

theta-1 as expected.

The 468 K desorption peak is believed

to result from the desorption of surface template and the
671

~

desorption peak is probably associated with the proton-

ated template that counterbalances the anionic aluminium
charge.
with the

For ZSM-5, no
1

46 8 K peak is observed, in agreement

H NMR data, but peaks at 593 and 703

~ are seen.

These peaks may indicate the presence of framework Bronsted
acid site inhomogeneity but care must be exercised due to the
possible contribution of kinetic factors.
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Peaks are observed in the 373-973 K range in both cases
and may be associated with the condensation of silanol groups
and/or

dealumin~tion

of some of the framework aluminium (both

processes involve the loss of water from the zeolite frameThere may also be a peak in the 1173 K region which

work) .

would almost certainly result from dehydroxylation.

7.8

27

Al Studies of theta-1

In the work discussed below, a variable magnetic field
study was performed on the as-synthesised and H-forms of
theta-1.

In addition to information concerning the co-

ordination of the aluminium species present, the variation
with field of the centre of gravity of the central transition
may be used to obtain the true isotropic chemical shift and
the quadrupole coupling constant

15

.

The true isotropic

chemical shift in turn provides information on the mean
Al-0-Si bond angle at the

Br~nsted acid site 16 .

Of course,

there are a maximum of four crystallographically distinct
aluminium sites which cannot be resolved in the

27

Al central

transition MASNMR spectrum for the magnetic fields used, and
so the values calculated for the true isotropic chemical
shift and the quadrupblar coupling constants correspond to
weighted means as discussed in Chapter Five.
The improvement in quality of the spectrum of as-synthesised theta-1 on going from an aluminium frequency of

52~5

MHz

to a frequency of 104.22 MHz involves increased symmetry as
well as a reduction in the width of the peak whiChis observed
in the four-coordinate aluminium region.

These effects were

expected and are due to the reduced contribution to the spectrum
of the second-order quadrupolar term at higher magnetic field,
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as is the shift to high frequency of the centre of gravity
of the central transition lineshape (Table 7.11).
effects have been observed for NaA 17 .

Similar

It is clear that

second-order quadrupolar broadening is more important than
chemical shift broadening at 52 .JJS.MHz.

Proton decoupling

had no effect on the linewidth of the as-synthesised form of
theta-1 at 52.15MHz, showing that magic-angle spinning alone
'
. .
t t o suppress any 1 H- 2 7 A1 d 1po
. 1 ar b roa d en1ng.
'
1s
su f f 1c1en
The spectrum of H-theta-1 shows similar improvements to
those discussed for the as-synthesised form.

Again, second-

order quadrupolar broadening is the dominant factor at 52.I5MHz
and the results at 104.2-2 MHz suggest that even higher magnetic
fields must be used to resolve the crystallographically
distinct sites.

Exposing a sample of H-theta-1 to water

vapour results in a significant narrowing of the tetrahedral
peak, and this is indicative of chemisorbed water averaging
out the electric field gradient in the vicinity of the aluminium-oxygen tetrahedra

18

Interestingly, quantitative aluminium measurements on
fully hydrated samples of both as-synthesised and H-theta-1
indicate that a significant proportion of the aluminium is
invisible (Table 7.10).
TABLE 7.10

Quantitative 27 Al MASNMR data and XRF analysis
for indicated samples
H-theta-1

As-synthesised
theta-1

Four-coordinate aluminium, %wt (NMR)

1.10

1.04

Six-coordinate aluminium, %wt (NMR)

0.00

0.00

Asymmetric aluminium, %wt (NMR)

0.00

o.oo

Total aluminium %wt (XRF)

1. 43

1. 27

Aluminium invisible to NMR

0.33

0.23
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It would seem that in both cases a significant proportion
of aluminium exists in such a low symmetry environment that
it is invisible to

27

Al NMR at 104.22 MHz.

The linewidth and chemical shift data obtained for the
samples at both field strengths are shown in Table 7.11.

The

samples were in similar states of hydration for both of the
measurements and a dilute solution of aluminium chloride was
used as reference material in both cases.
TABLE 7.11 Linewidth and chemical shift data for indicated samples
104 .22 .'1Hz

52.15 MHZ
o/ppm

t:.v~/Hz

o/ppm

~v~/Hz

as-synthesised theta-1

49.9

900

54.8

760

H-theta-1

49.9

900

54.1

660

Simultaneous solution of equation 5.26 leads to the data
shown in Table 7.12.
TABLE 7.12

Root mean square quadrupole interaction constants,
true isotropic weighted mean chemical shifts and
weighted mean Si-0-Al bond angles for the samples
indicated.
Axial symmetry was assumed in the
calculation.
2

<Si-G-Al>~

as-synthesised theta-1

1. 72 ± 0.3

151.2 ± 2.8

56.4 ± 1.4

H-theta-1

1. 59 ± 0.3

153

± 2.8

55.5 ± 1.4

r.m.s.

9

qQ/h (MHz)

8 cs/ppm

-----------The weighted mean Si-0-Al bond angles were calculated
using the relationship between the true isotropic chemical
shift and mean <Si-0-Al> bond angle as derived by Lippmaa
ocs (Al)

=

-0.50 + 112 :ppm.

16
:

Unfortunately, the difference in

chemical shift at 104.22 MHz is not sufficient to justify a
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claim that the geometry of the zeolite is affected by the
presence of the diethanolamine_template in spite of the ob'
. th e slng
'
1 e-pu 1 se 2 9 .S l' M7\
~,...JMR spec t ra o f "'Ule
'
serva t lons
ln
-~""l'
L

two forms.
The "average" quadrupole coupling constants observed
compare with values of 2.0 and l.lMHz measured for the hydrated forms of NaY and NaA respectively

19

, although only one

crystallographic site exists for the aluminium in these cases.
The quadrupole interaction for theta-1 leads to corrections
( 6 .5 ppm and 5 .6 ppm) for the apparent chemical shift values
~oth

49.9ppm)measured at

52.15~lliz

for the as-synthesised and

H-forms of theta-1.

7.9

23

Na Studies of theta-1

The single-pulse

23

Na spectrum is shown in Figure 7.10(a).

The sample was fully hydrated and the flip angle was short
enough to ensure quantitivity.

The peak at rv-7· a ppm results

from hydrated sodium species - the lack of structure probably
resulting from a distribution of n and

e 2 qQ/h values, in

addition to the mobility of the sodium cation.
The single-pulse

23

Na spectrum of the high-silica form

of theta-1 is shown in Figure 7.10(b).

The major peak is

observed at '\r·!.Oppm and is very similar to the shift for the
sample containing aluminium.

Previous results

20

have suggested

that the sodium resonance is sensitive to the nature of the
counterbalancing anion and a simplistic deduction from these
data is that sodium cations do not participate in the charge
balancing of the anionic aluminium for as-synthesised theta-1
samples prepared with a diethanolamine template.
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Figure 7.1 1(a): Unkage of Si04 and A10 4 . groups to produce a structural (Bronsted) acid site.

Figure 7.11(b): Hydrated Bronsted acid site.
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7.10

1

H NMR Studies

In addition to termainal silanol species at the surface
of the crystallite and at lattice defects, aluminosilicates
may contain hydroxyl groups in the bridged arrangement shown
in Figure 7.ll(a) -the so-called structural -OH groups

21

.

These Bronsted acid sites usually have water associated with
them in the absence of activation and are more correctly described as in Figure 7.ll(b).
Recently, the concept of superacidity in zeolites has
been advanced

22

.

It is proposed that superacidity in zeolites

may arise from the interaction of Bronsted acid sites and extralattice Lewis sites of the type (AlO)+.

The latter species

may be formed locally on the steaming of H-zeolites.

Acid

hydroxyls have also been observed in amorphous silica-aluminas
• wh 1c
• h th ere 1s
• an
1n

•
• 23 .
1n t erp h ase II o f s1• 1 1ca
an d a 1 um1na

II •

Thus protons play an important part in the catalytic
activity of aluminosilicates, both in the structural hydroxyl
groups and in physically or chemically adsorbed water.
resolution

1

High-

H MASNMR is the most advanced tool for the measure-

ment of zeolitic activity, which is essential for the understanding of the mechanisms underlying many zeolitic-mediated
catalytic reactions

24

.

The proton-proton distances in de-

hydrated zeolites are relatively large and therefore the homonuclear interactions, whose removal requires the use of multiplepulse line-narrowing techniques, are not generally significant.
However, there are many other problems.

The major difficulties

are the strong heteronuclear interactions, the narrow proton
chemical shift range and, in the case of zeolites which are
hygroscopic, the need to dehydrate the sample thoroughly to
avoid the signal from adsorbed water.

There is also a re-
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quirement to use spinners which do not contain protons

24

Initially, in order to provide both an idea of the scope
of the problem and a possible simplification, the zeolites
were heated in an oven and then transferred to the rotor (via
This method relies on the fact that at high

a glovebag) .

Si/Al ratios (as in theta-1), the zeolite is hydrophobic and
sealing may not be necessary.
At a more advanced stage in the studies, vacuum dehydration was performed by transferring a small amount of
the zeolite to an 18 mm tube equipped with a stopcock which
was attached to a vacuum system of about 10
pressure.

-3

torr residual

The sample temperature was then raised to the

relevant value (ramp rate 4 K/min) ,and then kept constant for
a specified length of time - the sample then being transferred
to a dry glovebox/glovebag for rotor packing.
A similar method to the vacuum dehydration was used for
the sealed samples.

A pyrex 5 mm NMR tube was modified to

yield the configuration shown in Figure 7.ll(c).

The tube

was then attached to the vacuum line; the potential sample
tube being accommodated in a lagged hole in an aluminium
heating block.

After heating for the relevant time, the

aluminium block was removed and, after cooling, the sample
tube was lowered into a nitrogen dewar and then sealed. Teflon
tape was used to support the sample tube in a KEL-F rotor.
The success of this method depends on the nature of the symmetry of the seal and very careful glassblowing techniques
are required to stand the slightest chance of the sample spinning in the Andrew-Beams probe.
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The pioneering work on the application of 1 H MASNMR
to zeolites was performed by Pfeifer, Freude and Hunger.
In the first study, Freudc et

az 25

measured the

1

H iviASNMR

spectra at 60MHz of CaNaY zeolite, dealuminated NaRY zeolite
and H-mordenite.

The samples were carefully dehydrated

and measured in sealed glass ampoules spun at 2.5kHz.

Two

broad but well resolved signals were observed with maxima
in the ranges 1. 5-1.8 and 8. 6-9.9 ppm.

The shift of the

low frequency signals was attributed to weakly acidic terminal Si-OH groups and to Al-OH groups in non-framework
aluminium species.

The high frequency signal at about 9·ppm

was assigned to strongly acidic hydroxyl groups in the zeolites.
Considerable improvement in resolution was achieved in
a subsequent study by Freude et al

26

, where use was made of

a higher magnetic field ( 211 MHz proton frequency)
combination with the WAHUHA pulse

sequenc~.

and MAS in

Peaks were ob-

served in the ranges 2 .0, 4. 2-5.0 and 6. 8-8.0 ppm.

In this

work, the line at 2 ppm was assigned to terminal Si-OH and
Al-OH groups and the two other lines were attributed to acidic
hydroxyl groups in the dealuminated HY zeolites.
A further increase in resolution was observed in a third
study by Freude et

az 27

in which the same technique was used

and the same species were studied as above.

The chemical

shifts were assigned as below:
(a)

1.8.ppm - due to terminal Si-OH groups at the surface
and at defects, and Al-OH groups attached to non-framework aluminium.

(b)

3. 9-4 .6.ppm ) both due to bridging

Si (OH) Al hydroxyl

)

(c)

4.8-5.6ppm ) groups of the zeolite framework.

(d)

7.0- 7~ ppm- due to residual NH + cations.
4
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The two types of bridging hydroxyl groups were interpreted in terms of hydroxyl groups existing in both the
larger a-cage (line(b)) and the smaller cage (line(c)) of
.
28 29
Stud1es of ZSM-5
'
reveal

the faujasite structure.

that the bridging hydroxyl group resonates at 4.0,ppm,although studies by Scholle et aZ

30

suggest a value for the

chemical shift of the bridging hydroxyl group that is inconsistent with the above data.
In conclusion, it is less than clear why there should
be a range of reported values for the structural hydroxyl
group resonance (even taking into account the small range
expected due to variation in Si/Al ratio), and the study below
was performed with a view to providing a fuller understanding
of this, in addition to the characterisation of the acid sites
present in H-theta-1 and the gallium analogue of H-ZSM-5.

7.10.1 H-theta-1
A hydrated sample of H-theta-1 was investigated
by both straightforward

1

H MASNMR and CRAMPS (MREV-8) and the

results are shown in Figures 7.12(a) and (b)

respectively.

The sample had already been fully characterised by
1

(Table 7.10).

In the

are observed.

The lower frequency resonance at

27

Al MASNMR

H NMR spectra, two main resonances
~9

ppm was

assigned to -OH groups of low acidity such as terminal Si-OH
groups.

The higher frequency resonance was observed at

6.9ppm and is at higher frequency than would be expected for
free physisorbed water.

This signal was assigned to protons

at Bronsted acid sites and water molecules chemisorbed at these
sites.

The physisorbed water signal is believed to contrib-

ute to the region between the 6.9 and

~9

ppm

resonanc~

and this

is more clearly indicated in the CRAMPS spectrum although there
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is no major improvement in resolution.

The 6. 9 ppm peak

was shown to consist of a significant proportion of water
by heating the sample at 4311

:< for 48 hours· (sample trans-

ferred to rotor via globebag under dry nitrogen)

and observ-

ing a decrease in intensity of this peak with respect to the
silanol moiety peak.

An increase in the number of spinning

sidebands is observed in the

1

H MASNMR spectrum (Figure 7.12(c))

which results from an appreciable anisotropic inhomogeneous
interaction, but dipolar interaction of the protons with the
neighbouring aluminium nuclei at the Bronsted acid sites (as
suggested by Luz and Vega

31

) is an unlikely mechanism given

that spinning sidebands accompany both the Bronsted acid peak
and the silanol moiety peak.

The presence of the spinning

sidebands may indicate that partial dehydration has reduced
the fast molecular motions which average out the

1

1
H- H di-

polar interactions.
The

1

H MASNMR spectrum of a thoroughly dehydrated

sample of H-theta-1 is· shown in Figure 7.12(d).

The sample

was activated by heating in air at 673 K for 12 hours followed
by heating under vacuum for a further 12 hours at 673 K; the
tube being opened in a glovebox for sample transfer to the
rotor.

Previous studies had shown that samples of dehydrated

H-Mordenite prepared under similar conditions for both the
sealing and glovebox techniques gave similar results and so
sealed samples were not considered to be absolutely necessary.
H-Mordenite was used on account of its low Si/Al ratio and
hence greater hydrophilicity with respect to theta-1.

The

presence of a hydrogen background results in a poor quality
spectrum and the spike removal routine was used to remove a
very sharp peak at

~o.4ppm.

A broad peak is observed at

240

~4.4ppm

and is assigned to the dehydrated Bronsted acid

resonance on the basis of the chemical shift data presented
by Freude

27

.

A silanol moiety peak is observed a-t 1.8 ppm,

although the low frequency peak has a contribution from the
The result is not easy to reproduce; peaks

background.

are often preferentially observed at 7 ppm with respect to
the peak at 4.4ppm even for very small loadings of water.
When water is present, it is probable that the
Bronsted acid proton is hydrated, possibly as H3 o+ or
H7 o 3+, and at higher levels of hydration, chains of hydrogen
bonded water molecules extending through the unidimensional
channel system may be envisaged.

Such chains of water

molecules have been reported for the natural zeolite bikitaite32.

It is well known from solution studies and from

wide-line NMR studies of other zeolite water systems that
the protons of water adsorbed at an adsorption site and the
proton of the adsorption site exchange very rapidly and consequently, the chemical shift of the fast exchange species
must be intermediate between that of free liquid water and
the chemical shift of the adsorption site alone.

33

The

observed chemical shift of 7'ppm is outside the predicted
5-4.4ppm range, suggesting that the situation cannot be explained by a simple exchange model.

In the case of hydrogen

bonding between the water molecules, the constraint of the
zeolite framework would be expected to disrupt hydrogen bond4
ing relative to the normal liquid phasJ which would result
in a shift to low frequency and thus this cannot account for
the observation .

The most likely explanation would seem

to be strong hydrogen bonding between the framework oxygen
and the water.

Interactions such as these have been suggested

241

by Mank et al

35

Given that the 7 ppm peak exists for

.

both small and more significant levels of hydration, it
would seem that the water molecules preferentially interact with the framework rather than each other even for more
significant loadings of water.
During the course of this work, Hunger et al
published a paper

36

suggesting that strong Lewis acid sites

associated with non-framework aluminium accounted for a peak
at 6.5ppm for small loadings of water.

27

The quantitative

Al MASNMR data for the sample .(Table 7.10) studied above

suggests neither the presence of hexaaqua complexes nor nonframework four-coordinate aluminium species, although
of the aluminium is NMR-invisible.
~3.0

of a peak at
the

1

~20%

However, the absence

ppm due to non-framework Al-OH moieties in

H MASNMR spectrum suggests that the 'invisible' alumin-

ium is in a high enough state of condensation for Lewis acid
effects to be insignificant.
The acid sites present in zeolite theta-1 were
further examined by temperature programmed desorption of
ammonia.

The experimental details for NH -TPD
3

ments are given in Chapter Three.

me~sure-

Two peaks are usually

observed in the plot of desorption rate as a function of
temperature.

The lower temperature peak is usually attrib-

uted to the desorption of ammonia from the silanol groups
(weak acid sites),whereas the high temperature peak is usually
attributed to the desorption of ammonia from the framework
Bronste d ac1'd

Sl' t es 37,38

.

The assignment of the low temper-

39
ature peak is, however, a matter of some controversy

The H-theta-1 sample used in the

1

H MASNMR stud-

ies was dehydrated at 823 K for 3 hours before exposure to
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ammonia.

Figure 7.13 indicates the presence of two types

of strong acid site.

There is no indication of the low

temperature peak in the derivative plot usually associated
with the silanol moieties, suggesting that either the

ru~onia

was accessible to only a small number of silanol groups or
that the starting temperature {513

~)

was already suffic-

iently high enough to desorb the ammonia molecules from these
sites.

The concentration of acid sites detected by this

technique is in excellent agreement with the concentration of
tetrahedral framework aluminium sites measured by
(Table 7.13).

The assumption of one acid site per

molecule is made.
visible to
TABLE 7.13

27

27

Al NMR
a~uonia

A cynic might observe that aluminium in-

Al NMR is also invisible to NH -TPD!
3

Characterisation of theta-1 samples by NH -TPD
3
27
and
Al NHR
aluminium conNH -TPD
3

centration/g

acid site concentration /g

2.5bdo

H-theta-1

20

Tmax/K

Framework

-1

-1

Non-frarre,,.;ork
{visible) {invisible)

(673, 733)

2.45xl0

19
7. 4xlo

20

(used in ~ HAS0l1v1R)
NH
NH

4
4
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19
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NH

4
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The presence of more than one peak in the derivative plot is indicative of Bronsted acid site inhomogeneity,
and this may be a contributing factor to the width of the
Bronsted acid resonance in the 1 H ~1ASNHR spectrum.
at

'V

The peak

773 K is indicative of acid sites of greater strength

than usually observed for framework acid sites in TPD experiments.

Caution must however be exercised in the interpret-

ation due to the possibility of either kinetic factors or
the enhancement of Bronsted acidity by neighbouring nonframework aluminium.
A series of samples in various stages of hydrothermal dealumination were studied in an attempt to investigate the influence of non-framework aluminium on the TPD
profile.

The full details of the analysis by

given in Section 7.12.1.
ative

27

27

Al NMR are

Analysis by NH -TPD and quantit3

Al NMR yielded the results shown in Figures 7.14(a),.(b),(c)

and (a) and Table 7.13.

TPD analysis of the starting

material (NH + -theta-1) failed to reproduce the peak observed
4
at 773 X for the sample discussed above.

In addition, the

concentration of acid sites detected by TPD exceeds the aluminium concentration suggesting that silanol moieties contribute to the TPD profile if the assumption of one aluminium
acid site per desorbed ammonia molecule is made.

The silanol

moieties presumably contribute to the low temperature side of
the main peak accounting for its

lo~sided

nature (Figure 7.14(a)).

Hydrothermal dealumination initially results (Figure 7.14(b))
in an increase in acidity of the strong acid peak which presumably results from an interaction between the Bronsted acid
site and the Lewis acid sites associated with non-framework
aluminium.

The possibility that it results from a decrease

244

in the concentration of the framework aluminium may be
discounted because the strong acid peak becomes less acidic
at higher levels of deal umination (J<'_igure-s 7 .l-4 (c) and (d} ) •
It is interesting to note that catalytic measurements on
ZSM-5 have indicated an optimum steaming time

40

,and that

microcalorimetry analysis of ZSM-5 mirrors the above results
observed for theta-1

41

.

It seems that the presence of

non-framework aluminium can dramatically effect the position
of the strong acid peak, and interactions between framework
and non-framework aluminium may well account for the observation of the very strong acid peak in Figure 7.13.

Shoulders

are observed on the high temperature side of the strong acid
peak on dealumination and these are attributed to the interaction between ammonia and Lewis acid sites.

The concentrat-

ion of acid sites detected by NH -TPD always exceedsthe concen3
ration of aluminium which indicates the adsorption of ammonia
onto

sites like silanol groups.

These groups probably

account for the low temperature peak that eventually becomes
more intense on increasing the steaming time than the peak
characterising the strong acid sites.

The position of the

silanol peak is also sensitive to the hydrothermal dealumination conditions.

7.10.2

H,

Na-Ga-Z~

The as-synthesised sample prepared using a tetrapropylammonium hydroxide template was calcined under nitrogen
(772 K for 12 hours) and then heated at 773 X for 12 hours
in air.

This calcination procedure minimizes the possibility

of gallium being removed from the framework when the template
is removed.

The sample was used without any further treatment

-

-

~-

· •.•<---

':: .· -

~F

• 200;13 MHz
PA • 0 12

Ro-. so
NT.44
SR • 2 11.HZ

a) Fully hydrated sample.

Sf

a

PA

o

2()0.13 MHz

"12

RO • Sa
NT a 1M
SR a 2.51<Hr

b) Partially dehydrated sample.

SF :200.13 MHz
PA .-W2
RD ._-sa

NTa60

c) Dehydrated .sample.

20

SR

10

0

·oH/pp"m

a

2-f<Hr
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Chemical analysis of the sample is

for ion exchange.

shown in Table 7.3 and reveals that if all the gallium exists
in the framework, then app:roximately 60% of the anj_onic charge
associated with gallium is counterbalanced by H+ and the remaining 40% by Na + .
Figure 7.15(a) shows the 1 H :%ASNMR spectrum of
the fully hydrated sample.

Two peaks are observed (4.8

..

These were assigned to hydrated Bronsted

and 2 .. l.ppm) .

acid sites and water coordinated to sodium respectively.
If proton exchange is occurring between the two sites, then
the exchange rate must be less than 1.85 x 10
dehydration at 488

!~

-3 -1
s
.

Partial

for several hours results in Figure 7.15(b).

Three peaks are now observed, presumably water chemisorbed
at Bronsted acid sites (4.S.ppm), water coordinated to sodium
(2.l.ppm), and silanol moieties 0.7ppm).

The spinning side-

band intensity is dramatically increased on partial dehydration due to the decrease in mobility of the protons.

Figure

7.15(c) shows the fully dehydrated form of the zeolite.

The

sample was dehydrated at 673 K for 6 hours under vacuum and
the rotor was packed in a glovebox.

The Bronsted acid peak

maximum is estimated to lie between 4 and

4~8ppm-

the pre-

cise shift being difficult to determine given its broad nature
and partial overlap with the peak at L 7 ppm.

The broad

silanol peak could reflect the presence of non-framework
Ga-OH species.

The Bronsted acid peak is in the region

associated with similar acid sites in the aluminium analogue.
It is now possible to suggest an acidity sequence for the
Group III elements that have so far been substituted into
the ZSM-5 framework based on NMR data alone:
Al~Ga>B

(in order of increasing acidity)

Figure 7.16:

Coordination of (B,AI,Ga)04 - unit to Si04 unit via p-orbitals of oxygen.
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Previous studies

33 42
,
have shown that the "acid"

sites associated with boron in ZSM-5 are in fact non-acidic
(their chemical shift. ( 2, 4 ppm) only slightly exceeds that of
the silanol species).

The presence of acid sites on

Ga-ZSM-5 that are significantly more acidic than the silanol
species is independently confirmed by the fact that for the
sample of Ga-ZSM-5 prepared via a diethanolamine template,
chemical analysis confirms that the template must be predominantly protonated.
It is easy to rationalise the observed acidity
sequence using the qualitative electrostatic valence model
of Pauling

43

The strength of the 0-H bond at a Bronsted

acid site depends on the electronegativity of the anionic
species.

According to the model, a (B,Al,Ga)-0 bond in a

Si-OH(B,Al,Ga) bridge is coordinated via the p-orbitals of
oxygen as shown in Figure 7.16

43

The strengthening of the (B,Al,Ga)-0 bond with
decreasing electronegativity will result in a weakening of
the corresponding 0-H bond and, hence, higher acidity.

The

Pauling electronegativities of aluminium, gallium and boron
. 1 y 44 , s h ow1ng
.
are 1 . 5 , 1 . 6 an d 2 . 0 respect1ve
t h at t h e a b ove
argument is in good agreement with the experimental data.
The similarity of the Pauling electronegativities of aluminium and gallium results in an indistinguishable difference on
the

1

H MASNMR acidity scale given the resolution of Figure 7.15(c).

So far,the fact that approximately 40% of the
gallium is counterbalanced by sodium cations has been ignored.
According to the Sanderson intermediate electronegativity
45
model , the presence of the sodium should result in a decreased positive charge on the hydrogen and would be expected

10
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to shift the Br;nsted acid resonance to low frequency of
the sodium-free form.
ignored in this

The presence of calcium has been

tr~atment

- the presence is attributed to

surface impurities,but if the calcium is participating in
the charge balancing,there would be a further reduction of
the positive charge on hydrogen.
It may even be that the pure H- form of Ga-ZSM-5
is more acidic than the corresponding H- form of Al-ZSM-5 in
agreement with deprotonation energies of (OH) SiOHAl(OH)

3
aggregates calculated using pseudopot3

and (OH )SiOHGa(OH)
3

ential methods

46

.

3

It should be noted that the Br;nsted

acidity sequence calculated from NMR data alone is in disagreement with acidity sequences based on IR and TPD studies
which suggest Al>Ga>B (in order of increasing acidity) ,although aluminium and gallium are close to one another on the
respective scales

47 48
'
.

The sample of H,Na-Ga-ZSM-5 was further investigated by temperature programmed desorption of ammonia.

The

sample was dehydrated at 573 K for 3 hours before exposure
to ammonia.

The plot of NH

3

desorption rate as a function

of temperature is shown in Figure 7.17(a).
strong acid sites are present.

Both weak and

The weaker acid sites

~ 551 K) are associated with silanol moieties and sodium
(T
max

cations.

The stronger acid sites (T

max

~693

K) are believed

to be due to Bronsted acid sites, and the estimated peak maximum is in a similar region to that associated with Bronsted
acid sites in the aluminium analogue of ZSM-5 for similar
heating rates (Figure 7. 17 (b)) . .

A greater number of strong

acid sites are present in the aluminium analogue due to an ion

SF o 50>32 MHz
1 mn

·cr.

AD= S s
NT~ 7ooo
SA: 2kHz

70

90

50

30

6c;ppm
Figure 7.18(a): 13 C CP MASNMR spectrum of theta-1 containing the diethanolamine template.
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= 50.32 MHz
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ROc
NT •
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Figure 7.18(bl 13 C CP 1\AASNMR·spe.ctra pfthe
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exchange procedure to remove the

ions unlike the

sodi~

situation for the gallium analogue.

The broadness of the

high temperature peak and the corresponding broad 1 H MASNMR
resonance in the dehydrated sample point to a range of strong
acid sites.

7.11

13

c

Studies of as-synthesised_Na,Ga-ZSM-5

The as-synthesised forms were investigated by crosspolarization

13

c

MASNMR in order to investigate the state

of the template and probe possible template-framework interactions.
The result for the diethanolamine form is shown in
Figure 7 . 18 ( a) .

Peaks are observed at rv57 ppm and 49.5 ppm ,

with some peaks of lower intensity also being present.

Com-

parison with Table 7.6 suggests that the template is protonated in agreement with the analytical data in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 suggests an excess of

tem~late

with respect to

gallium sites and this is reflected in the lower intensity
peaks of Figure 7.18(a).

The other species potentially

include hydrogen-bonded amine and amine coordinated to Lewis
acid sites.

The broadness of the major resonances may

result from motion in the

kHZ region or a distribution of

protonated diethanolamine environments.

The shifts of the

maxima correspond to the shifts observed for the protonated
amine in theta-1, implying that the template does not interact strongly with gallium/aluminium.
Further evidence for weak interactions between the
framework metal anion and the template is given in Figure
7 18 (b) .
0

Clearly the shifts are not affected by the sub-

249
stitution of aluminium by gallium.

The narrowness of the

lines suggests a different motional regime or higher crystallinity with respect to Figure 7.18(a).

7.12

27

Al NMR Studies of the hydrothermal dealumination
of theta-1 and ZSM-5
The hydrothermal dealumination of the zeolite theta-1

was investigated by

27

Al MASNMR.

During the hydrothermal

treatment, which is used to enhance the stability and activity
of a zeolite, aluminium is dislodged from the framework but
retained in the structure.

27

Al MASNMR may be used to

quantify the framework and extra-framework aluminium present.
Measurement of the framework aluminium concentration as a
function of steaming time potentially provides important information of the dealumination mechanism.

Dealumination was

..

performed at 873 I< and 973

~<,and

a comparison was made with

ZSM-5.
The aluminium removed from the framework was initially
considered to be converted into six-coordinate aluminiumoxygen species located in the channels
occurs at o ppm in the

27

49

(the relevant line

Al MASNMR spectrum) .

More recently,

broad lines accompanying the dealumination of zeolite Y have
been interpreted in terms of the presence of polymeric alum. .
.
50
1n1um spec1es

Boehmite and pseudo-Boehmite aluminium

clusters have been detected by XRD in zeolite Y and are believed to be produced by condensation of Al-OH groups
sults have also shown that a loss of

27

51

.

Re-

Al intensity may occur

on dealumination due to extra-framework aluminium existing
52
in an environment of low symmetry
The 11 invisib1e" alum2+
+
inium could be present as Al(OH) 3 , Al(OH)
, Al(OH)
, or
2

250

some distorted polymeric aluminous species.

Freude et aZ

53

have suggested that non-framework aluminium gives rise to
only two peaks in the

27

P..l NMR spectrum.

In addition to

the six-coordinate aluminium discussed above, the presence of
four-coordinate non-framework aluminium gives a broad line
at ::::SOppm.

Two types of isolated non-framework aluminium

complexes were invokec

53

It was

proposed that the AlOOH molecule is associated with two framework oxygens giving a four-coordinate arrangement about the
aluminium.

The evidence however is less than convincing,

and it seems that the true nature of the non-framework species
is far from clear.

In addition to the dealumination studies

outlined below, the linebroadening mechanism of the non-framework aluminium species was investigated in an attempt to provide further information on the nature of the non-framework
species.

7.12.1 Hydrothermal dealumination of theta-1
The dealumination studies were performed on the
NH + form of theta-1 which was prepared by ion exchange of
4
a Na, NH + -theta-1 sample with ammonium nitrate as described
4
in Section 3.3.
was dried at 373

Prior to the dealumination study, the sample
'~

for 18 hours,and its structural integrity

was confirmed by powder XRD.
For the dealumination studies, approximately 5 g
of zeolite was spread finely over a glass boat (shallow bed
conditions) and placed in a horizontal tubular furnace.

The

sample was heated at 4 K/min to 473 K under a flow of dry N

2

gas and held at this temperature for several hours, after which
the sample was heated at the same rate to the dealumination
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temperature.

Dealumination was effected at atmospheric

pressure by bubbling the nitrogen through water prior to
entering the furnace.

.. +

Calcination of NH ·-theta-l should
4

occur before the dealumination

temperatu~e

is reached so that

the 27 Al MASNMR studies reflect the hydrolytic removal of
aluminium atoms from the framework at Bronsted acid sites.
The quantitative aluminium measurements were made
at 10422 MHz using a converted solution-state probe, built
Qualitative measurements

free of an aluminium background.

were made on an aluminium-free double-bearing probe at 52l5,MHz.
For quantitative accuracy, short radiofrequency pulses with
small flip angles satisfying the conditions of Chapter Five
were used.
The results obtained by

27

Al MP.SNMR and XRF

studies for both dealumination temperatures in shown in
Tables 7.14 and 7.15, and a plot of framework aluminium concentration as a function of steaming time is shown in Figure
7. 19.

It is clear that dealumination proceeds at a faster

rate at higher temperatures.

The loss in intensity of the

framework aluminium species peak at 55 ppm is accompanied by
the appearance of a very broad peak centred on the tetrahedral
region.

Thus the aluminium lost from the framework does not

go into sites of sufficiently high symmetry to contribute to
the framework tetrahedral resonance - see Figure 7.20, where
the relative intensities of the framework tetrahedral peak are
plotted in absolute intensity mode as a function of dealumination for similar masses and states of hydration.

Comparison

of Figures 7.2l(a) and (b) clearly reveals that a broad species
is produced in the single-pulse

27

Al t'-1ASNJ1.1R spectrUl'l on de-

Si /At (atomic)

SF • 52..1 5 MHz
fi:A a 0 114
RO: 0.2>1
NS = 40000
SR • 2.3 kHz

74·5

51·~

38·5

500 400 300 200 100

0

100 =200 =300

6AJ/pp,rn
Figure 7.20:

Intensity of frameworlt four-coordinate aluminium resonance as a function of dealumination.

TABLE 7."14

Hydrothermal dealumination of NH +-theta-l at 373 X (atmospheric pressure)
4

Steaming time/hrs.
0

6

24

68

1.02

0.73

0.67

0. 41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.23

0.85

0.92

1.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1. 25

1. 58

1.59

1. 61

,;.

Four-coordinate Al, %wt.
Six-coordinate Al, %wt.

(NMR)
(NMR)

Asymmetric Al observed by NHR, %wt.
Asymmetric Al invisible to NMR, %wt.
Total Al, %wt.

(XRF)

Total Si, %wt.

(XRF)

(NMR)
(XRF ,NMR)

34.2

42.5

43.8

43.4

Bulk Si/Al atomic ratio (XRF)

26.3

25.8

26.4

25.9

Framework Si/Al ratio (XRF ,NMR)

32.2

55.7

62.9

101.3

1:\J
Ul
N

TABLE 7.15

Hydrothermal dealumination of NH +-theta-l at 97.1 K
4
Steaming time/hrs.
0

Four-coordinate Al, %wt.
Six-coordinate Al, %wt.

(NMR)

Asymmetric Al invisible to NMR, %wt.
Total Al %wt.

(XRF)

Total Si %wt.

(XRF)

18

48

68

1.02

0.65

0. 50

0. 38

0.36

0.00

0.03

0.07

0.05

0.06

0.23

0. 90

0.92

0.59

0.65

(XRF,NMR) 0.00

0.00

0.11

0.46

0.5

1. 25

1. 58

1. 60

1. 48

l. 56

(NMR)

Asymmetric Al observed by NMR, %wt.

6

(NMR)

34.2

43.5

44.0

41.2

41.5

Bulk Si/Al atomic ratio (XRF)

26.3

26.4

26.4

26.7

25.6

Framework Si/Al atomic ratio (XRF,NMR)

32.2

64.4

84.8

105.2

111.9

N
U1

w
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ROD 1 0
NS a 1000
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alumination.

Figure 7.2l(b) is typical of the spectra

produced on dealumination at 973 J<;.

Inspection of the

broad species reveals that there are contributions to the
non-framework aluminium signal in both the six- and fourcoordinate aluminium regions although the four-coordinate
signal is the dominant.

The intensity of the six-coordin-

ate aluminium species increases with dealumination time.
It may be that this represents degradation of some of the
four-coordinate or polymeric aluminium species to Al 2 o3 on
increased severity of steaming.

The linewidth of the broad

non-framework four-coordinate aluminium species remains essentially unaltered ('Vll.7 kHz) throughout the dealumination
process.

The situation is in contrast to the 27Al MASNMR

results for dealumination at 873 K.
width of the broad species is greater

In this case, the line("'16kHz~

and the evid-

ence for any non-framework six-coordinate aluminium peak at
any stage of dealumination is unconvincing.
Figure 7.19 suggests that the final degree of
dealumination is well below the total aluminium content and
implies that approximately one-third of the acidic protons
are retained in the limit of infinite steaming time at both
dealumination temperatures.

It seems that theta-1 has a

higher resistance to dealumination than most other zeolites.
' 1 e-pu 1 se 29 s.l MA SN ~R s t u d.les o f samp 1 es d ea 1 umlnate
.
d at
Slng
873 K suggest that no extraneous silicon species are produced
on dealumination in addition to the apparent retention of
structural integrity, thus eliminating the possibility that
the broad peaks in the aluminium spectra result from the presence of an amorphous phase caused by structural collapse.
Peak fitting suggests that the Q4 region may be fitted to

255

3 peaks in a 1:1:1 ratio.

The framework Si/Al ratio was

calculated for one sample from the 29 si MASNMR spectrum and
the calculated ratio was smaller
27

th~n

that suggested by

Al/XRF analysis suggesting perhaps the contribution of

a significant proportion of Si-OH moieties to the Si(lAl)
region.

3
Subtle changes in the Q region were also observed

as a function of dealumination time.

Other samples for the

dealumination at 973 K yielded similar results.

An inter-

4
esting feature is that the resolution in the Q region is
not perceptibly improved as a function of dealumination.
A further example of the stability of the framework aluminium is provided by calcination of NH +-theta-l at
4
1173 K.

The sample was previously heated at 4

I~/min

to 4 7 3 K

and held at this temperature for 15 hours to completely remove
any physisorbed water before raising the temperature to 1173 K
at 4 Kjmin and holding for 6\ hours.

Approximately one-third

of the framework aluminium is retained and XRD data confirm
that crystallinity is largely retained - a minor loss of
crystallinity is indicated by broadening of the peaks at
larger values of 20.

A decrease in the d-spacings corres-

ponding to a decrease in the size of the unit cell is also
observed on calcination at 1173 K.
ESCA analysis of theta-1 samples prepared by
hydrothermal dealumination in a vertical tubular furnace at
873 K show an increased surface enrichment of aluminium with
increased severity of steaming due to migration of dislodged
13
aluminium species, in agreement with other results
.
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7.12.2 Hydrothermal dealumination of ZSM-5
The dealumination studies were performed on the
NH

4

+ -form of ZSM-5.

The ZSM-5 sample was prepared using
The organic template

the recipe outlined in Chapter Three.

was removed by calcination at 923 K for 12 hours in air, and
the sample was then converted to the ammonium form by ion exchange with ammonium nitrate as outlined in Section 3.3.

The

hydrothermal dealumination was performed in an identical manner
to that outlined for theta-1, and the results obtained by
27
Al.MASNMR and XRF are shown in Table 7.16.
The plot of framework aluminium as a function
of steaming time is shown in Figure 7.22.

It is clear that

aluminium is removed from the framework at a faster rate at
higher temperature as in the case of theta-1, and that the
rate of dealumination is faster than that observed for theta-1
at both dealumination temperatures.

Again, the final degree

of dealumination is well below the total aluminium content,
suggesting the retention of some acidic protons, although the
degree of dealumination is greater than in the case of theta-1.
Results in the literature have shown that an increase in the
rate of dealumination occurs for samples with a greater initial
.
. .
54 .
concentratlon
o f a 1 umlnlum

However, in the present case,

the initial framework Si/Al ratios for theta-1 and ZSM-5 are
similar, which points to the importance of structural effects
on the rate of dealumination.

The larger channel size of

ZSM-5, in addition to the two-dimensional channel

networ~

would facilitate easier removal of aluminium than in theta-1
due to the greater water content during the dealumination
process.

Comparison of Figures 7.23(a) and (b)

illustrates

TABLE 7.16

Hydrothermal dealumination of NH + -ZSM-5 at ~71 and 973 '\
4

-

Steamin~

tiDe/~our~

S73 X
24

48

68

24

1. 27

0. 50

0.48

0.45

o. 40

0.25

o. 45

0.02

0.04

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.06

0
Four-coordinate A1, %wt.
Six-coordinate Al, %wt.

(NMR)
(NMR)

973 K
48

68

"

Asymmetric Al observed by
NMRv %wt.

0.86

1.62

1. 68

1. 70

1. 77

1. 89

o. 70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

o.oo

0.09

o.oo

2.15

2.15

2.23

2.21

2.22

2.29

2.27

(NMR)

Asymmetric Al invisible to
NMR, %wt. (XRF, NMR)
Total Al %wt.

(XRF)

Total Si %wt.

(XRF)

40.0

40.4

41.2

41.0

41.5

42.2

4.2.3

Bulk Si/A1 atomic ratio (XRF)

17.9

18.1

17.8

17.9

18.0

17.7

17.9

Framework Si/A1 atomic

30.2

78.0

82.3

87.2

99.0

159.1

142.0

ratio (XRF, NMR)
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the nature of the species produced on dealumination at both
873 and 973 K.

Signals associated with non-framework

four- and six-coordinate aluminium are observed in all cases.
There is no clear variation

in intensity of the non-framework

six-coordinate species as a function of either dealumination
temperature or steaming time as was observed for theta-1.

In

addition, significant intensity is observed between the sixand four-coordinate aluminium positions in all cases.

The

linewidth of the broad species is typically of the order of
12 kHz for dealurnination at 873 K and is increased on dealumination at 973 K for steaming times of 48 and 68 hours

(~13

kHz) .

The results presented here for ZSM-5 suggest
that all of the non-framework aluminium is NHR visible in
agreement with very recent results by Freude et
in disagreement with earlier results by Freude
Freude et

ar

ar 40 , but
53
et ar
.

attribute the discrepancy due to hydration of

the samples in the most recent paper.

However, the

results for theta-1 presented here and other results

55

suggest that invisible aluminium is a very real phenomenon,
even in hydrated samples.

It may be that the nature of

the non-framework aluminium produced on dealumination is
very sensitive to the dealumination procedure.
et

ar 56

Klinowski

have claimed that all of the aluminium in thermally

treated zeolite Y is NMR visible.
7.12.3 Linebroadening mechanisms for non-framework
aluminium species
Investigation of the linebroadening mechanism
potentially provides further information on the non-framework
aluminium species.

Possible linebroadening mechanisms include:
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(i)

Second-order quadrupolar effects
As discussed earlier, second-order quadrupolar

interactions significantly

influ~nce

the width of the central

transition resonance if the quadrupolar nucleus is in a distorted environment.

If the broadening of the central line

as caused by second-order quadrupolar effects is greater than
the rotational frequency of the sample, then no narrowing
would be observed
(ii)

57

.

Chemical-shift distribution
The range of four-coordinate Al-0 species is

40-9J ppm and the six-coordinate Al-0 range is 0-20 ppm

58

.

Five-coordinate Al-0 species have been claimed to exist
between 30 and 40 ppm

59

.

Of course, all of these ranges

may be extended to even lower frequency by a significant
second-order quadrupolar shift.

It is clear that the

observed broadening could result from a distribution of
chemical species and the broadening mechanism is thus of
the inhomogeneous type.
(iii)

Relaxation broadening
Motional effects of water associated with non-

framework aluminium could lead to fast relaxation caused by
a specific fluctuation of the electric field gradient.

In

addition, the protons more directly associated with the
aluminium could be mobile, thus contributing to relaxation
effects.

For isolated non-framework aluminium species and

large channels, the non-framework species could have a fair
degree of mobility associated with them.

The linebroadening

mechanism in this case is of the homogeneous type.

2

Figure 7:24: Bond angle af!d·bond length daia. us,e<:1 for the calc:ulalion. of the ?AI·
1H· 27 AI dipolar ii]ter~c.Hcin·s: · .
...
.

.

27

AI and

;.:
.#.

=
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(iv)

Dipolar interactions
Both aluminium-aluminium and aluminium-hydrogen

dipolar interactions would lead to a broadening of the nonframework aluminium signal.
in Figures 7.24(a)

and (b)

For the arrangements shown
calculations suggest that the

most probable values of the dipolar interactions are
and 2·5 kHz respectively.

Both of

t~ese

134~z

interactions should

easily be removed by magic angle spinning.

In fact an

Al..,........o '-H bond angle of ...,25° would be required to give rise
to a dipolar splitting of the order of the width of the observed broad component!
In an attempt to deduce the linebroadening mechanism, the non-framework component was observed as a function
of magnetic field strength for identical states of dehydration.
The results for a variety of zeolites are shown in Table 7.17.
TABLE 7.17

27

Linewidth of broad non-framework four-coordinate
aluminium species as a function of magnetic field
strength

Al frequency

(MHz)

hydrothermally dealuminated theta-1

52.15
ll. 6 k...'-Iz, 2 22 .pr:;m

104.22

130.2

11.7 kHz, 112 ppn

acid treated ultra- 55
stabilized zeolite Y

14. 7kHz, 141 .ppn

16.7 kHz, 128 .ppn

NH +-ZSM-5/Silica
4
~5
binder calcined 107 3 K

14.7 kHz f lL\l .ppn

15. ~kHz f

ua

ppm

If the linewidth was determined solely by secondorder quadrupolar effects, as would be expected for Freude's
isolated non-framework aluminium model, then there should be
an inverse relationship between the linewidth in Hz and the
magnetic field strength which is clearly not observed.

If

we make the not unreasonable assumption that the linebroadening

: '' ,~· ~-~--=.

-, "

- .

Si/AI = 74.5
SF-= 52:!15 MHZ
~A ::

"2

'iD = C.2 s
NS: 40000

SR

= <·J

•Hz

500 40'0 300 200- 100

0 -100 -200 -300

Figure 7.25: Selective observation of trameworn ahJminium resonance on increasing the pulse
duration for hydrothermally dealumlnated thB!a·1.
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mechanism is the same for all of the zeolite samples, then
the decrease of the linewidth (in Hz) on going from 130.2
to 104.22 .MHz suggests that second-order quadrupolar
ening does not govern the linewidth at

130.~~~Hz.

broad~

The de-

crease of the linewidth in Hz must be due to a distribution
of chemical shifts.

At lower fields, the second-order

quadrupolar broadening becomes more important and for frequencies below 52.15;MHz, the linewidth of the broad component
would be expected to increase for theta-1.
The second-order quadrupolar contribution to the
non-framework aluminium resonance may be clearly demonstrated
by increasing the duration of the radiofrequency excitation
pulse from 0.5 to

4~s

when the intensity of the framework

aluminium resonance is selectively increased with respect to
the broad species (Figure 7.25).

This would be exn2cted

on the basis of the discussion in Chapter Five where it was
shown that half integer quadrupolar nuclei existing in a nonsymmetrical environment nutate faster than in the more symmetrical case.
The effect of proton decoupling was investigated
at an aluminium frequency of 78.15 MHz.

Although there is no

narrowing of the broad underlying aluminium species, the
spectrum is broadened in the six-coordinate aluminium region
in the absence of high-power proton decoupling suggesting that
rotation at 2.2kHz is not sufficient to completely average
the

27

Al- 1 H dipolar interaction (compare Figures 7.26(a) and

(b)).

It seems that the linebroadening mechanism of the
non-framework aluminium may be adequately explained in terms
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of a combination of a range of chemical shifts (corresponding
to a distribution of chemical environments) with a further
contribution fron1 second-order quadrupolar effects and a
minor contribution from

27

1
Al- H heterodipolar coupling.

There

is no need to invoke relaxation effects to explain the observed broadening.
7.12.4 Hydrothermal dealumination mechanism
Given that the framework aluminium atoms are
isolated from one another in highly siliceous zeolites such
as theta-1 or ZSM-5, it would be expected that the rate of
dealumination is first-order dependent on the concentration
Dealumination data for ZSM-5

of framework aluminium.

suggest that the dealumination reaction is second-order with
respect to framework aluminium, which was explained by invoking the participation of H+ in the catalysis reaction

54

.

For the dealurnination of theta-1 at 973 K and 873 K, both the
first- and second-order rate equations used by Suzuki et al
are inappropriate because no account was taken of the residual
framework aluminium retained at infinite steaming time.

It

is found that the data may be fitted with reasonable accuracy
to the first-order equation:
-di =
dt

)-~ (I-Q)

( 7. 1)

where Q is the concentration of residual fralT'.ework aluminium.
Integration yields I = (I -Q) e -k!:. +Q and the relevant plots
0

for both 873 ':<and 973 K are shown in Figure 7. 27.

First-order

rate constants of 3.40 x 10-Ss-l and 1.13 x 10-Ss-l are observed for dealumination at

973!~and

873

!~respectively.

Assuming an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the rate
coefficient of the form k=Aexp(-E
a /RT), with the further assurnption of a temperature-independent pre-exponential factor

.

-·.:-:

T:973K
k"' 3.4

X

10·S S

·l

0

0

1-2 )t.1.0 5
time/s

Figure 7.27: P!Oi of fnimework aluminium concentra_tion as a function of steaming time for theta-1
fitted to the funciion: I "'(1 0 "Q)exf;>(-kl)+0.
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leads to an activation energy for dealumination of approximately 80 kJmol

-1

.

The relevant point is that the de-

alumination process may be quite adequately described by
first-order reaction kinetics although the data obtained at
873

~<was

of lower quality.

No attempt was made to fit the

data resulting from the dealumination of ZSM-5.

7.13 Application of multiple-pulse
quadrupolar nuclei

sequ~nces

to

As explained previously (Section 5.1), dehydration of
ZSM-5 results in a cation dependent broadening.

It has been

suggested that the linewidth broadens due to a distortion of
Alo

4

tetrahedra and a subsequent increase in the second-order

quadrupolar broadening, but there have been no observations
that would contradict the possibility of cation-promoted
broadening - either static effects (the cation moving closer
to the aluminium on dehydration)

or motional effects (leading

to a fast relaxation caused by specific fluctuations of the
electric field gradient) •

A similar situation is observed

on dehydration of NaY zeolite.

The

23

Na resonance becomes

broader and eventually disappears on dehydration.

The

possibility of the heterodipolar interaction between the sodium
and aluminium accounting for the broadening may be eliminated
on the basis of standard bond distances which do not allow a
predicted broadening of more than

1kHz for a static sample.

Clearly there is much to be gained from a pulse sequence
that can distinguish between relaxation effects and secondorder quadrupolar broadening.
MREV-8,

n

2

The empirical effect of

and CPMG pulse sequences was observed for a range

of model systems.

It should be noted that even if such pulse

sequences do not lead to the removal of the second-order

rventionat
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quadrupolar interaction, the pulse sequences may still scale
down the second-order quadrupolar interaction.

A cornbin-

ation of these sequences could lead to ari unambiguous assignment of the linebroadening mechanisms in quadrupolar systems.
7.13.1

MREV-8
In addition to the above discussion, the interest

in the MREV-8 sequence was also stimulated by the fact that
27

quantification is often made very difficult in

Al

MAS~MR

due to the overlap of spinning sidebands accompanying the
four- and six-coordinate aluminium environments overlapping
with the six- and four-coordinate resonances themselves.
Clearly much time may be wasted finding an optimum spinning
rate.

However, the MREV-8 sequence scales the chemical

shift but not the spin rate,and the apparent increase in spin
rate could make the problem of quantification easier.
In this case, an aqueous solution of AlC1 .6H 0
2
3
was used as the tune-up sample for the

CRA~1PS

experiment.

3~s n/2 pulses (wrf/2n=83 1 DkHz) and a four-pulse cycle time
of

36~s

were used (spectral width= 13,889 Hz).

The chemical

shift scaling factor was determined by the co-addition of
signals from an aqueous solution of A1Cl .6H 2 0, separated by
3
1 k:1z offsets.

The response of model solid state samples was
1

observed in the presence of
The effect of

H dipolar decoupling.

~!REV-8

on static samples of alum-

inium bromide and chloride is shown in Figures 5.28(a) and (b).
Clearly, the pulse sequence has removed the first-order quadrupolar powder pattern for the non-central transitions leaving
only the central transition.

The first-order quadrupolar

spinning sideband pattern is also removed on application of

~~~~r~~.------0~~-c-o_u_p_t~~.--~------~--~~.~.~

1

H ch::Hill-c?l

Figure 7.29(a):

Rotation-synchronised CPMG pulse sequen:::e (with proton ee::Oupli:~g).

Figure 7.29(b}:
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!-1R.EV-8 and MAS (Figure 5. 28 (c)) .

This effect would be

expected because the first-order quadrupolar Hamiltonian
has the same spin and space symmetry as the homodipolar
Hamiltonian,so that whatever conclusions have been made about
60
the latter will also be true of the former
.
Unfortunately,
no signal could be detected for samples with a larger quadrupole coupling and so it was not possible to assess the
effect of the pulse sequence on the second-order quadrupolar
Variation in the pulse

broadening of the central transition.
duration for the MREV-8 sequence

~id

not result in the observ-

aation of a signal and similar results were observed on repeating the experiment at a later date.

This effect is

difficult to explain although it could be related to the fact
that the quadrupolar interaction has become too large to be
averaged by the pulse sequence for the cycle time used.
fact, no signal could be observed for a sample of

I~l(so

In

4 ) 2 .12H 2 o

2
where e qQ/h=395 kHz.
7.13.2

CPMG
The rotation-synchronised pulse sequence shown

in Figure 7.29(a) should refocus at time 2T all the terms in
the Hamiltonian describing the system that are linear in IZ.
Thus the effects of offset, field inhomogeneity and chemical
shift will be

refocuse~

unlike the case for homonuclear dipole-

dipole coupling where the n pulse inverts both of the coupled
spins so that the effects of either of these couplings continue unaltered by the pulse.
Papers by Solomon 61 and others 62 , 63 studying
both the theoretical and experimental effects of two-pulse
sequences {(n/2) -T-$ -T and (n/2) -T-$ -T}on half-integer spin
X
X
X
y
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quadrupolar nuclei have suggested that the signal following
such pulse sequences consists of both modulated and unmodulated terms.

The decay of the unrnodulated terms should

be determined by spin-spin interactions.

The effect of the

3
CPMG pulse on I= /2 was calculated using a density matrix

approach and the result is shown in Appendix B.

Subject to

the assumptions made, an unmodulated contribution resulting
from the central transition term in the calculation is indeed
predicted.

The experimental conditions are such that the

modulated contribution would not be detected.
The intention of the work described below was
the stroboscopic observation of the signal resulting from the
decay of the central transition term.

Pseudo Fourier Trans-

formation of data obtained by rotation-synchronised singlepoint acquisition should lead to a single peak, the linewidth
of which is related to the spin-spin relaxation time.

Initially,

the effect of such a pulse sequence on model sodium compounds
was investigated before the extension of the study to aluminiumcontaining compounds.
The spacing of the

~

y

pulses was two rotor

periods, which made stable sample spinning crucial.

Indiv-

idual data points were acquired every other rotor period.
The use of magic angle spinning helps to eliminate echoes
resulting from any I-S dioolar interactions in addition to the
removal of quadrupolar nucleus-proton dipolar interactions by
high-power proton decoupling.

The

~12

and

~

pulses were set

using the usual definitions of maximum and minimum transverse
magnetisations respectively.
preferable to use a soft
excitation of the central

(~/2)x

Ideally, it would have been
pulse to effect selective

transitio~

but this proved impossible
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due to instrumental problems.

Nutation experiments,

described in Chapter Five, were used to examine whether
or not the excitation was selective.
The pulse sequence was applied on resonance,
with quadrature detection.

The rotation synchronisation

leads to the constraint that the time interval between the
TIY pulses must typically be of the order of tenths of milliseconds.

In addition, the time between the TIY pulses

should be less than the T 2 of the signal.
Typically, when a train of echoes created by TI

y

pulses after the initial (TI/2) 2 pulse was observed, the amplitude of the echoes traced out an oddly-shaped envelope in
which the first few echoes increased in amplitude before a
gradual decay in echo height occurred (Figure 7.29(b)).

This

was initially interpreted as resulting from terms in the relevant Hamiltonian that are not refocused and the eventual
formation of a new state which then decays.

Howeverr in the

case of a simple I=l/2 system, this type of behaviour may be
caused by inaccuracies in the TI pulse durations.

The first

point recorded results from pulse breakthrough and was removed
from the decay by "left shifting".

In fact, the first two

points had to be removed so that the resulting decay could be
correctly phased on Fourier Transformation.
Initial inspection suggests that modulation between consecutive points is occurring -

however~

in quadrature

detection mode, consecutive points are real and imaginary.
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The phase-shift between the real and imaginary points is
determined by the phase difference between the detectors.
The change in observed amplitude with time is thus more
accurately described by the black lines joining the points
in the Figure 7.29(b).

The imaginary points could, of

course, be removed by using single phase detection, although
this would make the measurement of linewidth after the Fourier
Transformation very difficult given that the CPMG pulse sequence is applied on-resonance.

Given that the imaginary

points are unlikely to effect the linewidth, the decision was
taken to use quadrature detection to record the data.

The

results obtained are shown in Table 7.18, and the line-narrowing effect of the pulse sequence is illustrated in the frequency domain by comparison of Figures 7.29
TABLE 7.18

(c)

and (d).

The effect of the rotation-synchronised CPMG
27
23
sequence on the MAS linewidth ( Na and
Al
frequencies are 52.93 and 52.15MHz respectively)

sample
sodium chloride

Nucleus
observed
23Na

lw~

(MAS) /Hz
60

t.v~

(CPHG) /Hz

1.7

/s (l)

T

2

0.19

wfwrf(4)
'VO

13

2.4xlo- 2

23Na

18

l.Sxlo- 2

'V0.3

23Na

11

3.0xlo- 2

'V0.·8

146

100

3.2xlo- 3

'V0

1260

160

2xlo- 3

Borax (2 )

23Na

sodium perborate( 3)
sodium aluminium
sulphate
aluminium bromide
albite

'V450, 'V200

0.57,0.36( 5 )

0. 64 (5 )

(1)

Calculated assuming a Lorentzian lineshape

(2)

Two distinct resonances observed in single-pulse spectrum.

(3)

Two crystallographically distinct sites present, but indistinguishable by single-pulse or nutation.

(4)

Calculated from nutation excitation projection unless
otherwise stated.

( 5)

.
64 65
Calculated from published quadrupole coupl1ng data.
'
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Selective excitation of the central transition
occurred in the case of sodium aluminium sulphate (the majority
of the signal occurred at 2wrf

in the excitation projection

of the nutation experiment) and there was essentially no difference in the general form of the signal produced by the CPMG
pulse sequence in this case relative to the cases of nonselective and intermediate excitation.

As expected, the pulse

sequence refocused chemical shift effects in the case of borax
and sodium perborate.

The absence of modulation in the time

domain does not prove that the second-order quadrupole interaction is refocused by the CPMG pulse sequence - it may be that
the modulation frequency is large compared to the sampling
frequency when it would not be detected.
The experimental evidence suggests that similar
results to those predicted in Appendix B are observed when
some of the assumptions are relaxed.

The important point

is that the application of such a pulse sequence to halfinteger quadrupolar spin systems allows one to obtain a piece
of datum related to the spin-spin relaxation time.

The pre-

cise meaning of the datum obtained would be expected to depend
on the extent to which the non-central transitions are excited
by such a pulse sequence and a more sophisticated theoretical
It is envisaged that such a pulse sequence will

is required.

prove valuable in distinguishing between relaxation broadening
and second-order quadrupolar broadening of the central transition.
7.13.3

n

2

-pulses

During the course of research the author's
attention was drawn to a paper by Walker and Gerstein
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which
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Figure 7 .30{a): Pulse train of composite Rz pulses {al'ter a preparation pulse) used an an attempt
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suggested that the pulse sequence

z -, selectively re-

,-~

focuses the second-order interaction at time 2T to zeroth
order in the Magnus expansion (following the application of
The

a preparation pulse) .
levant to the problem,

~z

~z

pulse sequence is thus re-

being a selective

~

pulse (applied

to the central transition) about Z in the rotating frame.
Stroboscopic observation of the magnetisation at the peak of
the echo amplitudes, accompanied by magic angle spinning
should remove second-order broadening and yet retain chemical
shift information .
. A composite pulse sequence was used which has the
overall effect of a
~

z

~z

pulse:

=

The composite pulse makes use of a similarity
transformation, the pulses

(~/2)

y

~nd

of rotating the rotation axes through

(~/2)
+~/2

. have the effect

-x

(from -Y to +Z)

without altering the pulse duration about Y (Figure 7.30(a)).
For most samples, great difficulties were experienced in trying
to obtain a signal that could be confidentially distinguished
from artefact.

No improvement was observed on reducing the

time between the ~z pulses and repeating the experiment on a
static sample.

The above sequence did however work very well

on the alurninim containing background (Figure 7. 30 (b)) .

The

observed signal was not sensitive to offset froro resonance as
was also observe<:". in

t~~

CP~1G

sequence.

Unfortunately, recent cornrnuncations have suggested67
that an error was made in the theoretical treatment.

It seems

that the echo does not necessarily represent refocusing of the
second-order quadrupolar interaction, but may originate in the
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refocusing of interactions that have an IZ spin operator
dependence.

7.14

General conclusion
In conclusion, the multinuclear approach provides a

powerful tool for the investigation of zeolites.
29

ation of XRD and

A combin-

si N~L~ data shows that the diethanolamine

template causes some distortion of theta-1 with respect to the
calcined form.

Such structural changes may have an import-

ant influence on catalytic reactions although the structural
change is not observed with all organic molecules.
addition, the

13

c

In

data allow the tentative suggestion of surface

acid sites, although their nature is far from clear and further
experiments involving other probe molecules are required.

It

is however clear that water has a stronger affinity for these
sites than the diethanolamine template molecule.
The presence of Bronsted acid sites has been demonstrated
in H-theta-1 and H,Na-Ga-ZSM-5 by

1

H NMR.

The acid sites

present in these samples have also been characterised by
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia.

The TPD studies

show that the peak associated with Bronsted acidity in the
TPD derivative plot depends critically on the concentration
of non-framework aluminium in the case of theta-1.

The TPD

studies also show that the peak associated with Bronsted
acidity in H,Na-Ga-ZSM-5 occurs in a similar position to that
observed in the aluminium analogue in agreement with the
similarity of the relevant shifts in
27

1

H NMR.

Al NMR studies have shown that the hydrothermal de-

alumination of framework aluminium is first-order with respect

272

to the removable aluminium under strong dealumination conditions.

A combination of variable magnetic field studies,

various pulse duration experiments and high-power proton decoupling experiments have shown that the linebroadening
mechanism for the non-framework aluminium is dominated by
a distribution of chemical environments, second-order quadrupolar broadening and a minor contribution from

27

1
Al- H

heterodipolar coupling.
The application of multiple-pulse sequences to half-intgerspin quadrupolar nuclei has also been investigated as a
potential means of deducing linebroadening mechanisms.

Al-

though the analysis of the effect of the CPMG pulse sequence
could benefit from a more sophisticated theoretical treatment
than has been given, it is felt that the pulse sequence will
prove useful in distinguishing between relaxation and secondorder quadrupolar broadening of the central transition in
half-integer spin

~uad~upola~

nuclei.
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APPENDIX A
F

1

3
5
Projectionsfor I= /2 and I= /2 quadrupolar nuclei

as a function of w /wrf"

0

(wQ

=

2
e qQ/h8r(2I-l) and

wrf is the strength of the radio-frequency B

1

field) .

The projections were obtained from W.S. Veeman.
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B.l

APPENDIX B
Investigation of the effect of
the CPMG pulse sequence on
a spin I= 3/2 system using the
density matrix formalism.

B.2

The following simplifying assumptions are made:
(1)

The only interaction that the system is subjected to
Since the

in the rotating frame is the r.f. field, Krf"
total Hamiltonian is of the form: HT

=

Hz + HQ +

H~

+ Hrf

this assumption implies that evolution under the influence
of the Zeeman, Quadrupole and Chemical Shift Hamiltonians
must be negligible for the duration of the pulse.

Thus,

Wigner rotation matrices may be used to predict the effect
of r.f. pulses. Inthis application, the Euler angles correspond to the characteristic flip angle, S, and

·th'=

phase of the pulse with respect to the y-axis in the rotating
reference frame, a .
A+

p

,

is given in terms of the density matrix existing before

the pulse,

1 2
such that ' ' 3 :

p;
A+

p

where t

(2)

0

Thus, the density matrix following a S (l pulse,
.

=

D.,.... (a , S , -a)
~urn

A- t
D .,. (a, S , -a)

p

(B. 1)

rr.m

denotes the complex adjoint matrix.

The magnetic field is so large that the quadrupole inter-

action may be treated as a first-order perturbation.

(3)

Dipolar and chemical shift interactions may be neglected

with respect to the quadrupolar interaction.

(4)

Thus the crucial

The pulse sequence is applied to a static sample.
Initially, however, it is necessary to ascertain the

mode of time-evolution for each element in the density matrix
after perturbation by a r.f. pulse.
In the laboratory frame, the equation of motion of a

. 1 ar e 1 emen t
part1.cu
dp ..

~=

dt

p ..

l.J

-i

.
.
by 2
1.s
g1.ven

A

-h [II,p] ..

l.J

(B. 2)

B.3

The Hamiltonian, H, may be considered to consist of
two types of term.

The first, H 0

,

is a large time-independ-

ent component representing the interaction of the spin angular
~

momentum with the static field, B

0

The second, H. t' is

.

l.n

a much smaller component containing all the perturbing
Hamiltonians.

Th us,

dp ..

_]:_1

dt

B0

is large in the sense that IIH 0 II>> liJtintll

=

(B. 3)

Since IIH

II>>II~H.l.n til, it is convenient to transform

0

to the interaction representation which is the quantum mechanical equivalent of the rotating reference frame.

Expon-

ential operators are used to define this representation where
the effects of R0 vanish.

The time evolution of the density

matrix is caused only by R. t and is thus comparatively slow
l.n

=

p ..
l.J

exp(-iR t/h)p * exp(iR t/TI)
0

(B. 4)

0

~

~*

= exp(-iR o·t/h)H.1.n t exp(iR o t~)
111

(B. 5)

The equation of motion of the spin density matrix in the
interaction representation is given by:
~*

dp ..
l.J

dt

=

(B. 6)

The commutation relationship may be expanded in the
interaction representation using the eigenstates of H

0

as

a basic set of states 3 :
-i ~*
*
~
[H.
t'o
] l.J
..
H
ill
,

Now,

,. . *

-i

~

*

*

H

~*

.

..

(B.7)

<niH.1.n tim>= exp(f(En .,-;E rn )t/h)<niH.
.
1.n tim> where In> and

lm> are eigenstates of H

0

Thus,

*

= ~ kI<iiH.i l ltlk><klp lj>-<ilp ik><kiH.i l ltij>

•

4

B.4

= :i
H

~exp{it(E.-Ek)/h}<iJH.
tJk><kJp*Jj>
l
ln

k

(B. 8)

Since the variation of p * with time is slow, it is
reasonable to assume that the contributions of terms with
4

rapidly varying exponentials average approximately to zero ,
and to neglect them in comparison with the secular terms for
This is precisely equivalent to retaining in

which E =E .
n m

the perturbation Hamiltonian, H. t' the part that commutes
1n

with H

and corresponds to a first-order approximation.

0

In

this case, the eigenstates Jn> and Jm> are simultaneously
eigenstates of H0 and H.lD t•

When the full quadrupole

Hamiltonian is used, there are terms present which do not
commute with the Zeeman Hamiltonian, and in the interaction
representation, the non-secular parts of

n0

are time dependent.

The Spin- 3 /2 Thermal Equilibrium Density r'latrix

3

The density matrix operator for the spin system at
thermal equilibrium, at a temperature, T, using the high
temperature approximation is given by

= q-ft/kT)
(B. 9)

Tr(J)
'\,

The Hamiltonian has the form (including only secular
terms) :
2

1{ = yhB I + e qQh
8I (2I-l)
o z
=-·(hB 0 I
where

n0

2

2
~2
~2
(3cos B-1) (3I -I )
z

QQh
2
~2 ~2
+ - - (3cos B-1) (3I -I )
3
2

(B.lO)
(B.

2

lOa)

= 3e qQ/8I(2I-l) and B is the appropriate Euler

angle, equal to the polar angle e of the principal axis
system in the laboratory frame.

B.5

'(hB

When the relationships £

= · kTo

and

T

=

2

E.ah(3cos e-1)
3kT

are defined, the thermal equilibrium density matrix, in the
Zeeman basis set

14>

= Ji 2 = - 3 12>)

is given by:

3
1 + 3£
2 T

Peq

=

1

0

1 +

0

4

E:

2

0

0

0

0

+ 3T
1 +

0

0

0

0

E:

2

+ 3T

0

(B. 11)

0

1 -

2

However £>>T is valid for the high-field case, and the
terms of order

may be neglected from the calculation.

T

Evolution under the first-order guadrupolar Hamiltonian
In this case, non-secular terms may be neglected and the
equation of motion of element p .. is given by:
lJ
dp. .

i

i

d~J = tr [p,H)ij

*

where the
dropped.

,..

= ~

"

E<iiBik><kiH.
ij>-<i!H.
ik><ki~ij>
k
1nt
1nt

11

(B.
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denoting the interaction representation has been
Hint in this case is

~t'l(3cos 2 8-l},

the chemical

shift, dipolar and offset Hamiltonians being neglected.
pl2 =

.

p 34 =

.

-2l~Q(3cos
2i~Q

.

p 13 = - 2 i

.
.
p

p24 =

2i~

=

~ 22

11

( 3cos

~Q ( 3 c 0

2

2

El-l)

B 33

=

.

0

12

34
~

p

13

~

P

2 £!

0 21 =

2i~Q(3cos 2 8-1){) 21

p43 =

-2i~Q(3cos 2 8-l)p 43

.
.
p 31
.

~

P

2
s 8 - l)

2
d3cos 8-1)
=

.

~

8-l)o

.

.

=

2i~Q(3cos 2 8-l)p 31

2
p42 = -2 i~ Q( 3cos 0 -1) p 4 2

= p 41 = p 14 = 0
44

(B.l3)
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Straightforward integration gives

p 12 ( t}

= p12 (o)exp(-int) =

p34(t)

=

p 13 ( t)

= B13 co}exp(-int) =

p 2 4 ( t)

= B24 (o}exp(int) =

{)

34

(n

= 2n 0 (3cos 2 G-1}
(where

p;l (t}

*

denotes complex

con_j_ugate in this instance)

(o)exp(int)= p~3(t)

(B.l4)

p~l(t)

f342 (t)

The other elements do not evolve with time.
Wigner Rotation Matrices
3
3
The general rotation matrix for I= 12 has the form :
a

b*
D(a,S,-a} =

-b

c

-d

f

-e

c

t

D (a,s,-a) =

c*

e*

f

d*

c*

b*

-b

a

b

c

d

-b *

f

e

c

f

b

c * -e *
-d *

a

c * -b *

a

(B.l5)
where a

= cos 3 (S/2)

b

= /3cos 3 <sf2)sin(S/2)e-:-ia

c

=

d

= sin 3 (8/2)e- 3 ia

e

=

2
[2cos (S/2)sin(S/2)-sin 3 (S/2)]e-ia

f

=

2
3
[cos (S/2)-2cos(S/2)sin (S/2)]

2
-2ia
13cos(S/2)sin (8/2)e

where B is the flip angle and a is the phase of the pulse
relative to the y-axis.
When a

(n/2)x pulse is applied to the thermal equilibrium

matrix, p

eq

, the matrix defined as p(o)

3
the elements :

is produced having
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4 Pll = 4 P22 = 4 P33 = 4 P44

=

l

p2l = - 4 p43 = -4p*34 = - ( ;~i€12)
4 P23 = 4~*
p32 =..:.1€
4~*

4 Pl2 =

4 Pl3 = 4 P3l = 4 P24 =

=

4 P42

=

4 Pl4

(B.l6)

=

4 P4l

0

The effect of a

which then evolve as shown above.

pulse on the general density matrix at time t
(TI/2)

l
4

y

after the

pulse is given by:

X

,J..

-iQt
-13i£e
2
irlt

0

0

0

-1

0

0

l

0

13 i€
2

0

-1

0

0

0

i.€

l

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

-i €

0

. i.Qt
- 13 J£e
l
2
13 .i£e-istt
l

2

l

0

0

- i€

0

. - iQt
13 l€e
2

It can be seen that the

-1

0

0

l

0

0

-1

0

0

0

·-13 i € e i·Q t

l

0

0

0
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i €

0

0

2

2

13 iE:e int
1

1

0

-13 i£e -- iQt

l

=

TI

TI

y

(B.l8)

2
l

pulse interconverts elements

whose time-dependence under the first-order quadrupolar
Hamiltonian is in the same sense and thus time evolution under
this second-rank tensor interaction is unaffected by the n
At a time t after the n

pulse.

y

pulse, the resulting density

y

matrix is
l
/3i€2illt
2

1

4

0
0

-13i£e
2

l
i€
0

-2iltt
0

- iE:
l

13'l€e -2iS1t
---2-

0

0

-l3iE:e
2
l

2iJt

(B.l9)
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The observable signal
time t

following the rr

- v3iEe

1

l3iEe
2

yh Tr

4

y

s (t) =

yl1Tr

(B

(t) i+).

Thus at

pulse the signal is given by:

-2iQt
2

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

2iQt
1

iE

0
0

0

-iE
·1

13'lEe-2iQt
2

- 13.lEe2i.Q
2
1

(B. 20)

Thus, S(2t)
Sy(2t)

and

=

yh:E(2+3cos2Qt)

(B.21)

= Y~E(2+3cos2Qt)

(B.22)

The presence of a time-independent contribution and
.
. h prevlous
.
t h e a b sence o f an ec h o are conslstent
wlt
wor ks, 6, 7

concerning the application of two-pulse sequences
{ (rr/2)x-tl-~x~t

2

and (TT/2)x-tl-~y~t } to half-integer

2

sDin

quacru?olar nuclei.
Generalisation of the above expression to that expected
for t.'"l<? nth echo and the inclusion of Lorentzian relaxation
terms for both the central and non-central transition leads
to:
S

y

yhE
= -4

(2nt)

where T

2

and

[2exp( -2nt; T ) + 3exp( -2nt; T ~)cos2nQt]
2
2
T

(B.23)

2 ~ are relaxation times associated with the

central and non-central transitions respectively.

The above

equation indicates an unmodulated contribution and one modulated at a frequency Q~rr.

The time is only defined at dis-

crete points of t and so the modulation will only be observed

B.9

if the frequency of the modulation is small with respect
However, given the typical

to the sampling frequency.

sampling fr_equency of 1. 75 kHz; i t was not· surprisi-ng to
observe an absence of modulation even for modest values of
the quadrupole coupling constant.
would also result if

T

Absence of modulation

2 ~ were much shorter than T 2 such

that the intensity of the non-central transition contribution
was negligible before the application of the first TI pulse.
Fourier Transformation of the signal indicated in
equation B.23 in the absence of modulation would be expected
to yield a peak at zero frequency characterised by a linewidth at half height of l j TIT .
2

Simplistically, the T

2

value

may be considered as the spin-spin relaxation time constant
of the central transition, although it is to be expected that
the precise meaning will be a function of the extent to which
the non-central transitions are excited.

Further consider-

ation reveals that an unmodulated term will result in the expression for the signal generated by a CPMG pulse sequence

~

any half-integer quadrupolar nucleus, although not in the case
of an integer quadrupolar nucleus.
However, for most of the compounds studied, the ratio
2

vQ lvL is non-trivial and second-order effects should be

taken into consideration.

An identical treatment to that

given above using the full quadrupole Hamiltonian, albeit
with some dubious assumptions, reveals that the application
of the above sequence should still result in the presence of
both modulated and unmodulated terms.

The relevant modul-

ation frequency in this case is of the order of the

L~mor

frequency for the compounds studied and so no modulation would
be expected under the experimental conditions used.

B.lO
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Polyrnetalate Assembly in Organic Solvents

1st March, 1989

EY, Dr. J. (Southampton University)
Spectroscopy of the Reaction Path:
Raman Spectra of NOCl

11th Hay, 1989
Photodissociation

C.7

HALL, Prof. L.D. (Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge)
--NHR - A Window to the Human Body
~HARDGROVE,

Dr. G. (St. Olaf College. U.S.A.)
Polymers in the Physical Chemistry Laboratory

HARWOOD; Dr. L. (Oxford University)
Synthetic Approaches to Phorbols Via Intramolecular
Furan Diels-Alder Reactions: Chemistry under Pressure
~

2nd February, 1989

December, 1988

25th January, 1988

II

JAGER. Dr. C. (Friedrich-Schiller University GDR)
NHR Investigations of Fast Ion Conductors of the
NASICON Type

9th December, 1988

JENNINGS, Prof. R.R. (Warwick University)
Chemistry of the Masses

26th January, 1989

JOHNSON, Dr. B.F.G. (Cambridge University)
The Binary Carbonyls

23rd February, 1989

~JONES, Dr. M.E. (Durham Chemistry Teachers' Centre)

14th June, 1989

Discussion Session on the National Curriculum
JONES, Dr. M.E. (Durham Chemistry Teachers' Centre)
GCSE and A Level Chemistry 1989

28th June, 1989

LUDMAN, Dr. C.J. (Durham University)
The Energetics of Explosives

18th October, 1988

MACDOUGALL. Dr. G. (Edinburgh University)
Vibrational Spectroscopy of Model Catalytic Systems

22nd February, 1989

MARKO, Dr. I. (Sheffield University)
Catalytic Asymmetric Osmylation of Olefins

9th March, 1989

McLAUCHLAN, Dr. K.A. (University of Oxford)
The Effect of Magnetic Fields on Chemical Reactions

16th November, 1988

iOODY, Dr. C.J. (Imperial College)
Reactive Intermediates in Heterocyclic Synthesis

17th May, 1989

10RTIMER, Dr. C. (Durham Chemistry Teachers' Centre)
14th December, 1988
The Hindenberg Disaster - an Excuse for Some Experiments
IICHOLLS, Dr. D. (Durham Chemistry Teachers' Centre)
Demo. "Liquid Air"

11th July, 1989

'AETZOLD, Prof. P. (Aachen)
Iminoboranes XB:=NR: Inorganic Acetylenes?

23rd May, 1989

'AGE. Dr. P.C.B. (University of Liverpool)
Stereocontrol of Organic Reactions Using 1,3-dithiane1-oxides

3rd May, 1989
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POLA, Prof. J. (Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences)
----Carbon Dioxide Laser Induced Chemical Reactions New Pathways in Gas-Phase Chemistry

15th June, 1989

REES, Prof. C.W. (Imperial College London)
----Some Very l!eterQcyclic Compounds

27th October, 1988

REVELL, Mr. P. (Durham Chemistry Teachers' Centre)
Implementing Broad and Balanced Science 11-16

14th March, 1989

SCHMUTZLER, Prof. R. (Technische Universitat Braunschweig) 6th October, 1988
F1uorophosphines Revisited - Ne~ Contributions to an
Old Theme
<

SCHROCK, Prof. R.R. (M.I.T.)
Recent Advances in Living Metathesis

13th February, 1989

SINGH, Dr. G. (Teesside Polytechnic)
Towards Third Generation Anti-Leukaemics

9th November, 1988

SNAITH, Dr. R. (Cambridge University)
Egyptian Mummies: What, Where, Why and How?

lst December, 1988

STIBR, Dr. R. (Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences)
Recent Developments in the Chemistry of IntermediateSited Carboranes

16th May, 1989

VON RAGUE SCHLEYER, Prof. P. (Universitat Er1angen Nurnberg) 21st October, 1988
The Fruitful Interplay Between Calculational and
Experimental Chemistry
WELLS, Prof. P.B. (Hull University)
Catalyst Characterisation and Activity

lOth May, 1989

C.9

CONFERENCES ATTENDED
(1)

BZA Annual Meeting, Chislehurst, July 1987.

(2)

NMR Discussion Group, University of Manchester, March 1988.

(3)

BRSG and the CISG, NMR in Colloid and Interface Science,
University of Bristol, April 1988.

Poster Presentation:

"Hultinuclear magnetic resonance characterisation of
high-silica theta-1".
(4)

Ninth International N.M.R. Meeting, University of lvarwick,
July 1989.

Poster Presentation:

"NMR studies of the

zeolite theta-1".
PAPERS

PRESENTED~

"Hultinuclear magnetic resonance characterisation of
the zeolite theta-1".

Graduate Symposium, University of

Durham, Al)ril 1989.
POSTGRADUATE INDUCTION COURSE, October 1986
1.

Departmental Organisation.

2.

Safety matters.

3.

Electrical appliances and infrared spectroscopy.

4.

Chromatography and microanalysis.

5.

Atomic absorptiometry and inorganic analysis.

6.

Library facilities.

7.

Mass Spectroscopy.

8.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

9.

Glassblowing techniques.

